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executive summary

The Te Waimate Mission Station is located on Te Ahu Ahu Road in the heart of Waimate North in the inner Bay of Islands. Te
Waimate is a treasure of national significance as it demonstrates archaeological, historical, social, and technological significance at
the greatest levels. It also displays aesthetic, architectural, and scientific values. The property has a high degree of rarity and
representativeness, but this Conservation Plan finds that levels of integrity are finely balanced.
The gardens and grounds at Te Waimate are the key link to the property’s historic significance - they are a link to the communities
that have settled here and the landscape they once shaped, so much of which is now lost.
Three key findings evolved from the process of developing this document:
•

the need to re-develop the presence of the mission station and convey its historic scale and significance;

•

with the building conservation plan, to interpret and present the property in a cohesive way; and

•

to seek to re-establish Te Waimate at the heart of the community - to continue to strengthen ties with stakeholders and
encourage community engagement.

•

the contributions of all periods to the significance of a site should be respected.

•

there is a lack of understanding of some time periods and knowledge gaps where further research is required.
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introduction

Plate 1 Te Waimate Mission House, Boffa Miskell 2011

background

purpose of this conservation plan

This Conservation Plan (the Plan) is for the gardens and grounds
of Te Waimate Mission Station in Waimate North and
encompasses the broader extent of the farm and Bedggoods
property.

The purpose of this conservation plan is to acknowledge the
gardens and grounds of Te Waimate Mission Station in Waimate
North. It is anticipated that the Conservation Plan will be of use in
providing Heritage New Zealand with a framework to guide both
operational and strategic decision-making for the future
conservation of the garden and grounds of Te Waimate Mission.
The Garden Plan, along with the Building Plan, identifies the
significance of the property as a whole and its component parts
and recommends long term policies and future work that will
assist in maintaining the conservation value of the property. The
Plan will be valid for a period of 10 years.

This Plan was commissioned by Heritage New Zealand, Pouhere
Taonga. It has been prepared by a team from Boffa Miskell Limited
and Rod Clough Associates.
Heritage New Zealand recognises that an opportunity exists to
improve the management of both the garden area and the
paddocks, to better protect heritage features, while also
effectively and appropriately presenting and interpreting the
stories of the Mission. The preparation of a conservation plan is
part of the process of realising this opportunity.
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scope

methodology

This Conservation Plan refers to the gardens and grounds at the Te
Waimate Mission and extends to Showground Road to include the
extent of the Mission farm, incorporating important archaeological
remains and Bedggood property. This Conservation Plan is for the
9.9ha block under Heritage New Zealand ownership that is adjacent
to and includes the Mission House in addition to the Bedggood
property on the eastern side of Showground Road. A separate
conservation plan was prepared for the Te Waimate Mission House
(2010), also currently being updated (March 2020) and is referenced
in this document.

A conservation plan aims to understand why a place is culturally
significant, and how various significant elements of the place will be
managed. This tool is useful for places which have many underlying
layers of cultural narrative or historical accounts.

Other heritage features within the Far North District Council (FNDC)
heritage precinct that were part of the original mission farm but now
lie within private ownership, are not specifically examined. However,
these have been considered as part of the historical narrative and by
noting where it may be possible to strengthen ties that would add
considerably to the integrity of this heritage landscape.
The Policies section of this Plan has developed aspects of the work
completed for the 1985 Development Plan prepared by Aidan Challis
and Richard Dashper. Their document sets out a proposal to ‘present
and interpret the surviving buildings, archaeological sites, and
botanical features of the whole Te Waimate settlement, conserved as
they are, in their undeveloped rural landscape context’, objectives
that are closely aligned with this Plan.

The underlying principles of the Plan are derived from The
Conservation Plan (Dr J. S. Kerr, 1996). It also takes into account a series
of international charters including: the ICOMOS New Zealand Charter
for the Conservation of Places of Cultural Significance.
Heritage Value (ICOMOS NZ, 2010), The Charter for the Protection and
Management of Archaeological Heritage (ICOMOS 1990), the Charter
for the Interpretation and Presentation of Cultural Heritage Sites
(ICOMOS 2008), the Charter for the Conservation of Places of Cultural
Significance (Australia: ICOMOS, 1988; referred to as the Burra Charter,
Charter of Venice (1964); the UNESCO Recommendations (1976). The
Heritage New Zealand guidance ‘Assessment Criteria to assist in the
identification of Heritage Values and Significance’ (October 2010) was
also consulted.
There are generally three main types of cultural heritage landscapes.
The following are taken from the Operational Guidelines adopted by
the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) World Heritage Committee in 1992, and are widely accepted
as the three primary landscape types:
•

Designed landscapes: those which have been intentionally
designed e.g. a planned garden, or in a more urban setting, a
downtown square.

•

Evolved landscapes: those which have evolved through the use by
people and whose activities have directly shaped the landscape or
area. This can include a ‘continuing’ landscape where human
activities and uses are still on-going or evolving e.g. residential
neighbourhood or mainstreet; or in a ‘relict’ landscape, where even
though an evolutionary process may have come to an end, the
landscape remains historically significant e.g. an abandoned mine
site or settlement area.

•

Associative landscapes: those with powerful religious, artistic or
cultural associations of the natural element, as well as with material
cultural evidence e.g. a sacred site within a natural environment or
a historic battlefield.

As a former settlement, that continues to play a part within a wider
ongoing settlement, Te Waimate is considered to primarily represent
an evolved landscape. However, there are also important elements of
all three landscape types associated with this property and all have
been considered in the process of preparing this Plan.
The area has been characterised through a combination of
documentary research and observations in the field.
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desktop analysis

field work

A review was completed of all the material provided by Heritage New
Zealand:

Compilation of photographic and written record of landscape and
heritage elements, features, patterns, qualities and condition that
contribute to local distinctiveness or character was undertaken during
two site visits, the first on December 16th 2010 and the second on
March 21st 2011. The weather on both occasions was poor, with low
cloud, drizzle and heavy rain at times.

•

Internal files held within Heritage New Zealand central archives
including archaeology reports and conservation and
development plans; and

•

A selection of material held at Te Waimate Mission House
including gardening contracts, draft historical reports and
photographs.

Other relevant documentation sourced as part of the desktop
research component includes:
•

General New Zealand histories;

•

Texts specific to the history of Waimate North and Te Waimate
(e.g. Sissons’ The Puriri Trees are Laughing);

•

The archaeology report prepared by Clough and Associates for
the purpose of this Plan (large sections of the report have been
adopted directly into this Plan but refer to Appendix 5 for the
complete version); and

•

The arborist report prepared by Greenscene for the purpose of this
Plan (refer to Appendix 4).

Historic images of the Mission property have been collated to assist in
identifying how the gardens and grounds have been developed. Most
of the images sourced are from the 1830s to 1850s, with a few
representing more recent times (1960s to present).
Recommendations regarding the sourcing of images from the
intervening 100+ years are given at the end of this Plan.
A full bibliography of written references and images is provided at the
end of the report.

Plate 2 Gardens surrounding Mission House, Boffa Miskell Ltd, 2011

In updating the conservation plan, a further site visit was undertaken on
January 28th 2020. On this occasion the weather was clear and hot,
enabling a more current and accurate photographic survey.
A thumbnail photographic record is attached with the landscape plans
which are provided in Appendix 1.

assessment
Those elements that contribute to character, and through which the
heritage landscape values have subsequently been analysed and
assessed are:
Biophysical forms: Topography, geology, vegetation, built elements
Land use practices: Land uses, settlement and growth patterns,
tangible cultural influences due to/on landscape
Associations / relationships: Associations with people, events, sense of
identity, cultural / spiritual relationships, intangible cultural influences
due to/on landscape
Sensory / perceptions: Aesthetics, amenity
These factors are evaluated with regard to:
•

Integrity

•

Authenticity

•

Rarity and representativeness
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issues, policies and recommendations

structure of the plan

Conservation means all the processes of looking after a place so as
to retain its cultural heritage significance, which is embodied in the
place, its fabric, its setting, use, associations, meanings, records,
related places and objects. Gardens are, by nature, dynamic, so
planning how to manage them so that they retain their heritage
values must also involve the acceptance and management of
change.

This Conservation Plan follows a five-part structure:

All policies must relate to the statement of significance that is
provided and address the values that are identified and revolve
around risks, threats or vulnerabilities to Te Waimate.

Part I Identification of Property: provides a background to the current
ownership status and key influences on the site. Three tables are
provided summarising the history of Te Waimate Mission House in
terms of changing land use, time, and graphic evidence of change
over time.
Part II Historical Narrative: the history of the Reserve is expanded with
a comprehensive description of the site and its place in the wider New
Zealand setting.

Recommendations are also provided for compatible interpretation
and activities to encourage a bright and viable future for this
precious place.

Part III Significance: Evaluates the significance of the garden and
grounds and their historical development. It identifies key phases of
development and sets out the elements of significance for each of
these and for the property’s overall significance.

The identification of key potential vulnerabilities and pressures for
change has helped to drive the policy development process.
However, as with the characterisation and assessment stage, a
broad interpretation of gardens and grounds has been taken.

Part IV Issues and Policies: Identifies the risks, conditions and
vulnerabilities pertaining to the property and its elements. Develops
principles for protecting and enhancing the elements of significance
and sets out the policies.

This Conservation Plan considers the integrity of the Te Waimate
landscape to be paramount and the policies and recommendations
are intended to acknowledge that.

Part V Documentation: comprises a bibliography of all written
documents consulted, and a reference list of all photographs
examined.

Landscape plans are provided to assist future discussions on
alternative management options for the site (Appendix 1).
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part I: identification of property

understanding the property
status / ownership
Heritage New Zealand, Pouhere Taonga
The Te Waimate Mission property that is the subject of this
conservation plan occupies just under 10ha of land located off Te
Ahu Ahu Road in Waimate North, Northland. The properties are
owned and managed by Heritage New Zealand, Pouhere Taonga.
The Mission House is a Category I registered Historic Place.

The property is legally described as:

The conservation plan area comprises:

The legal description of the Bedggood property is:

•

a historic Mission House and garden;

•

a modern cottage and service buildings; and

•

approximately 8ha of the original Mission station land to the
east of the Mission House, incorporating the’ King Paddock’ and
other farmland currently leased for grazing

•

the Bedggood property comprising a reconstructed Blacksmith’s
shop and the remains of other features

•

Lot 1 DP49136 (CT NA1941/71),

•

Lot 1 DP65273 (CT NA40C/226),

•

Pt OLC (CT NA778/127).

•

DP 85253

The 1830 Church Missionary Society (CMS) land purchase is also known
as Old Land Claim (OLC) 48. Although a number of land transactions
took place, the amount that the CMS was eventually awarded by the
government was 1017 acres.
OLC 48 is bounded on the west by OLC 55 (the former George Clarke
property, Grove Cottage) and on the east by OLC 42. (Challis & Dashper,
p6)

Kerikeri

Waimate North

Te Waimate Mission House

Kaikohe

Figure 2 Location Map
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Figure 3 Property Boundaries - Te Waimate Mission Station and Bedggood property (shown in yellow)

Far North District Council
The Far North District Council (FNDC) is the relevant controlling local body. The following items within the Heritage New Zealand property are
scheduled in Appendix 1E of the Far North District Plan (FNDP). As Te Waimate is owned by Heritage New Zealand, it is also important to note
that the demolition or removal of the Mission House is prohibited under the Far North District Plan 12.5.6.4.1(q) Below is the schedule of historic
sites, buildings and objects.
Schedule of Historic Sites, Buildings and Objects

119

Te Ahu Ahu Rd,
Waimate North

Waimate Mission
House

I (#3)

Araucaria
heterophylla (Norfolk
Pine)

11664

Lot 1 DP49136, Lot 1
DP65273, Lot 12 of
OLC 48, Blk VII, VIII,
Ōmāpere SD

96 & HP2

Schedule of Notable Trees

20

Te Ahu Ahu Rd,
Waimate North

Araucaria
heterophylla (Norfolk
Pine)

8748

Araucaria bidwilli
(Banya Pine)

1728

Agathis australis
(Kauri)

6912

Lot 1, DP49136, Lot 1,
DP65273, Lot 12 of
OLC 48, Blk VII, VIII
96 & HP2
Ōmāpere SD Waimate Nth Mission
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The property is also part of a larger area identified as the Te Waimate Heritage Precinct (Map HP2, FNDP) and the Waimate North Zone (Appendix
6C, FNDP). Both zones seek to protect the unique character of the Waimate North area with the former, more prescriptive, and focused on the
cultural heritage qualities and the latter, seeking to maintain the combination of cultural, natural and visual qualities present in the area primarily
by voluntary measures.
The heritage sites identified within the Heritage Precinct comprise the Mission House the Bedggood buildings, shown in bold, and includes
buildings outside the ownership of Heritage New Zealand such as the Church of St John the Baptist and the Sunday school (also refer to Figure 4):
Schedule of Historic Sites, Buildings and Objects
111

Te Ahu Ahu Road, Waimate North

Atkinson House

II (#398)

DP45179, Pt OLC 48

112

Te Ahu Ahu Rd, Waimate North

Old Store

II (#411)

Lot 1 DP101275, Blk VII Ōmāpere SD

115

Showground Rd, Waimate North

Cottage (no longer
standing),
Blacksmith Shop

N/A

Lot 1 DP85253 Blk V Kawakawa SD, Blk VIII,
Ōmāpere SD

(Anglican) & Sunday School

I (#64)

Pt Lot 10 of OLC 48 Secs 18, 19 Blk VIII, Ōmāpere
SD

117

Te Ahu Ahu Rd, Waimate North
Church of St John Baptist

Schedule of Notable Trees

19

22*

Te Ahuahu Rd,
Waimate North

Showground Rd,
Waimate North

Remains of Buxus sp
(Box Hedge)

1738

Eucalyptus sp (Gum)

1536

Quercus robur
(English Oak)

4608

Tilia sp (Lime)

13824

OLC 48, Blk VIII,
Ōmāpere SD

96 & HP2

DP45179, Pt OLC 48,
Ōmāpere SD Lot 2 DP 96 & HP2
344863

Ilex aquifolium (Holly) 5184
23*

Showground Rd,
Waimate North (Old
Bedggood Cottage
Grounds)

Araucaria
heterophylla
(Norfolk Pine)
Prunus laurocerasus
(Laurel)

13824

Lot 1, DP85253, BlkV
Kawakawa SD, Blk VIII, 96 & HP2
Ōmāpere SD

2592

* 22 is no longer standing and it is believed that not all the trees on the Bedggood property (23) remain

Figure 4 Far North District Council Te Waimate Heritage Precinct and Features, source Far North District Plan, map HP2
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part I: identification of the property

The Far North District Plan describes the Te Waimate Heritage Precinct
as:

Section 18.3 (FNDP) describes the Waimate North Zone as unique and
sets out a range of supporting objectives, policies and rules:

‘... a pre-eminent historic landscape of national significance. It is the
core area of a visual entity of historic buildings, archaeological sites
and historic trees, being the Te Waimate Mission Village of the 1830s
and later. The most significant buildings are the Church of St John the
Baptist, the Mission House, the Sunday School, the Bedggood Cottage
and the Blacksmith Shop. The King Paddock is also significant because
of its intrinsic value as an unploughed archaeological site in the
central part of the Mission Village. The wider Waimate North area is
recognised for its landscape, heritage and visual amenity by special
provisions designed to complement and reinforce the uniqueness of
Te Waimate Heritage Precinct’

‘It is an area with both distinctive physical features and a legacy of Māori
and European settlement. The result of human occupation of the land,
particularly since the mid 1800s, has been the development of a
landscape that has heritage value and outstanding visual qualities. This
is expressed in the present day roading pattern, the buildings and other
historic and cultural elements, the settlement pattern, characterized by
low-density lifestyle blocks, and the park-like rural character in which
puriri and other indigenous and exotic specimen trees are a significant
part. The visual quality of the existing environment of Waimate North
Zone has been developed over many years by landowners in the area.
Their efforts have benefited the whole District and need to be supported
if the outstanding character of the landscape is to be retained or
enhanced. For this reason, while retaining some consistency with the
standards applied to the Rural Produciton Zone, special zone provisions
have been inserted in the Plan that contain specific measures designed
to assist landowners to protect and enhance the historic and visual
character of the area.’

(FNDP, Section 12.5A, p2)

(FNDP, Section 18.3, p1)

The 1995 Far North District Landscape Assessment identified the wider
Waimate/Ōkaihau Area as a heritage landscape unit, citing the strong
heritage signature of the area. The assessment identified the unit as
outstanding.
There are also a number of registered archaeological sites within the
property listed on the New Zealand Archaeological Association
website.

Key Stakeholders
•

Tangata whenua

•

St John the Baptist Vestry

•

Other immediate neighbours

•

Community representatives

•

Local resident and ratepayers' association

•

Waimate North Landcare Trust

•

Far North District Council

•

Far North Regional Museum

•

Heritage Kaikohe

•

Kaikohe Business Association
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historical summary
Te Waimate Mission was the first inland Anglican Mission Station and
farm established in New Zealand. It was founded in 1830 on behalf of
the Church Mission Society (CMS) by the Reverend Samuel Marsden
following the purchase of land from members of Ngāpuhi and the
Hapū, Ngāi Tawake, highly significant entities in the area at this time.
This was the result of mounting geopolitics between iwi in the far
north, and the effect colonisers had on these relationships.
The Mission was established in an area with a substantial Māori
population which was one of the factors leading to Waimate’s
selection as the location for the fourth mission station. Several pā are
located within 2-4 km of Te Waimate and archaeological sites in the
wider area include a range of pre-European Māori settlement sites
including pā sites, clusters of food storage pits and living terraces.
Marsden’s intention was to introduce Christianity to local Māori
through the teaching of farming and trade skills. During this period,
together the missionaries and Māori built cottages, stables, a school
house, a chapel and a mill on the property, among other works. The
flour mill was set in operation in 1834/5 and its dam (some 85 m
long) still remains.

After the battle of Ōhaeawai in 1845, government troops gathered to
recover at Te Waimate. Many stayed for months before they continued
their journeys home. Some soldiers were also laid to rest at the adjacent
cemetery. In the village and many of the original buildings and
structures were damaged during this time.
By the 1850s, much of the mission’s farm land was leased out, its
functions as a farm no longer relevant, and the church and vicarage
served mainly the growing local European population. Most of the
1017 acre property was sold off after 1873.
Only one Mission House, the largest of the three, still stands; it was
taken over by Heritage New Zealand, Pouhere Taonga in 1960. All that
remains of the other houses are foundations in the fields. The present
church was built in 1871 on the site of the preceding church, which
was built on the site of the first chapel (1831).
The tables overleaf provide a brief summary of key matters pertaining
to the history of the site in terms of key periods, its development
chronologically and finally, a visual comparison of changes using
available images.

Te Waimate was also the location for the second signing of the Treaty
of Waitangi (Te Tiriti o Waitangi) on the 9-10th February 1840. In 1842,
Bishop Selwyn took over the small village as the headquarters for the
Anglican Church and formed St. John’s Theological College. With
Bishop Selwyn’s arrival, the Mission Houses were converted to
colleges and missionary George Clarke’s former house also became
the Bishop’s Palace. Late in 1844, the College was relocated to
Auckland and the property reverted to the ownership of the CMS.

Figure 5; Illustration of Te Waimate Mission morning prayers from the journal of William Bambridge, 31 August 1844 (Alexander Turnbull Library)
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Table 1 Key Periods
Period

pre 1800s

1830-1842

Use

Source

There is a long history of Māori occupation on the Taiamai plain. Ōkuratope pā at Te Waimate
was the home of Hongi Hika and his hapū in the early 19th century. Another of the key pā of the
contact period is Ōhaeawai; both have strong relations to the Missionary farm at Waimate
North. Other pā scattered through the district include Pouērua, Te Rua Hoanga, Ngaungau,
Maungatūroto and Maunga Kawakawa, and many others. The high numbers of Māori
occupation at Te Waimate contributed to the location of the Mission House.

The Mission Period: Church Missionary Society (CMS) mission station (first inland station) and
agricultural settlement established, the land bought for the mission from local Māori chiefs.
Farming and farm technology developed and used - tools made, flour milled etc. Māori labour
drove the establishment of the Mission House as they worked in exchange for education and
religious guidance.
The Selwyn Period: Bishop Selwyn takes on lease at Te Waimate to found St Johns Theological
College. The Mission House becomes the ‘Bishop’s Palace’. Mission thought to have reached its
peak of population and community life under Selwyn. The gardens and grounds also flourished
in Selwyns occupation.

Harris 1984

The Burrows Period: Reverts to CMS station and Mission House reverts from palace to
parsonage.

Harris 1984, p43

Te Waimate estate administered by local trust board

Standish 1962, p42

1855-1863

Rev. Davis appointed to Te Waimate.

Howard 2010, p41

1866-1884

Rev. Edward Bloomfield Clarke appointed to Te Waimate and moves into Mission House

Howard 2010, p42

1873

Burrows is entrusted with Te Waimate estate to facilitate sale of its lands

Standish 1962, p42

1885-1902

Rev Philip Walsh appointed vicar of Waimate North

Howard 2010, p44

1896

NZ Mission Trust Board takes over the house and a few acres

Harris 1984

1900s-1942

Central Vestry runs the property as a ‘vicarage’ until 1942

NZHPT 1983

1942-1960

The property’s role as a vicarage comes to an end and the House opens as Bedggood Memorial
Museum.

Howard 2010

1842-1844

1844-1855

Following a few years of negotiations, the house and surrounding 3 acres is purchased by
Heritage New Zealand (having been established in 1954, and previously known as New Zealand
Historic Places Trust) – one of the first major acquisitions of Heritage New Zealand.
1960-present

After renovations to the house and property, it is opened to the public as a historic site/
museum.

Standish
Challis, A. p.11

Ibid
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Table 2 Chronological Summary
Period

Event/Activity

Source

Pre-1770

Ngāti Awa occupy Te Waimate area (as part of wider land holdings).

Sissons et al 1987, p54

1769

Captain James Cook names ‘Bay of Islands’

c1770

Ngāti Miru and Te Wahineiti dislodge Ngāti Awa from area and establish four main pā:
Pahungahunga, Ngaungau, Whakataha, Taumatatungutu

Sissons et al 1987, p84

c1770

Ngāti Pou settled at Ōhaeawai.

Sissons et al 1987, p81

Ngāti Miru and Te Wahineiti defeated by Northern Ngāpuhi alliance (Te Uri-o-Hua, Ngāi Tawake,
Ngāti Tautahi, Ngāti Kura, Ngāti Rēhia) led by Auha, Whakaaria, Kauteawha and Te Topi. Battles
at Rangitāne, Pahungahunga, Ngaungau, Taumatatungutu, Whakataha. Settlement of Te
Waimate and Kerikeri areas follow.

Sissons et al 1987,
p15/81/91-103

1770s
onwards

Urlich Cloher 2003, p38

Ngari Raumati attack Ōkuratope in Te Hotete’s absence – heavy casualties
Southern Ngāpuhi alliance defeat and dislodge Ngāti Pou. Resettle north of Te Waimate and
Whangaroa areas
1790s

Te Waiwhariki – Ngāti Rāhiri defeated by Ngāti Maru at Puketona in 1793
CMS was established in 1796 in London.
Samuel Marsden from the CMS is chaplain to the New South Wales penal colony where he
meets Bay of Islands chief, Te Pahi.

1808

Marsden convinces the CMS to begin a mission to New Zealand. Marsden’s relationship (and
that of the CMS) with Ngāpuhi is crucial to the mission.

1814

The mission is delayed following the death of Te Pahi by English crew after the Boyd Massacre,
which led to feuding between Whangaroa (the tribe of Te Pahi) and Bay of Islands tribes. The
CMS arrives in NZ, and Samuel Marsden is able to bring peace to rival iwi. Marsden’s favouritism
among Māori enables him to acquire land for Missionaries in the Far North. Te Pahi’s successor
was Ruatara, who invites Marsden to establish the first mission at Rangihoua.

Urlich Cloher 2003, p39,
p150
Sissons et al 1987, p81

NZHPT 1983, p5

(Belich 2007)
(Marsden, 1913)

Marsden establishes mission stations along the coast at Rangihoua (1815), Kerikeri (1819), and
Paihia (1823). Following the death of Ruatara, the mission depends on the protection of
Ngāpuhi chief, Hongi Hika.
Marsden and Nicholas taken by Hongi/Tareha/Korokoro/Tūī overland to view land for Mission.
1815-1823

Visit Whakataha (Tareha’s Te Waimate pā), Ōkuratope (Hongi’s main Te Waimate pā) and past
Te Ahu Ahu pā to Lake Ōmāpere and return (1815). Marsden identifies Waimate as a potentially
suitable area for another mission station.
Hongi utilises western agricultural technology to intensify production of introduced crops for
trade and to support his taua. Captured slaves brought back and utilised as agricultural labour
for his Te Waimate plantations, allowing Hika to develop extensive agricultural systems

1820s
1828

Sissons et al 1987, pp1522
http://www.
teara.govt.nz/en/
biographies/1h32/1

Musket wars
Marsden has discussions with Hongi re setting up an inland Mission Station
Hongi Hika dies.

Standish 1962, p12
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Period

Event/Activity

Source

The ‘Girls War’ in Kororāreka which bought conflict between Ururoa (Hone Hika’s brother-Inlaw) and the local Te Morenga and Pomare’s tribes ceased with the arrived of the Rev. Samuel
Marsden a few days later and used his great influence to assist peace. This aided him in land
acquisition at Te Waimate.

[taken from H. Hanson
Turton, Māori Deeds of
Old Private Land
Purchases in New
Zealand, From the Year
1815 to 1840, with

September to October – 1035 acres acquired at Waimate North by CMS. Further acquisitions
took place over subsequent years.
George Clarke, James Hamlin and Richard Davis are selected to join and lead the mission. They
utilise local Māori labour for timber felling and milling, and construction of a cart-road to
connect Te Waimate to Kerikeri, said to have been New Zealand’s first public road.
1830

1830s ‘China roses were almost certainly established at Waimate during Clarke’s residence’

Pre-Emptive and Other
Claims [NZETC].
Appendix in The
Waimate Mission Station,
M. W. Standish, pages
44-6
(Ruth Ross, 1967)
Smith, P. S. (1910). Māori
Wars of the Nineteenth
Century. Christchurch,
New Zealand:
Whitcombe and Tombs
Limited.

Construction of the Mission House (surviving one of three originally built of similar design to
house the missionaries) and a cart road with bridges connecting Te Waimate to Kerikeri. The
Clarke, Hamlin and Davis family move in. This was followed by:

1831-1834

1834

1835

•

A dozen smaller cottages

•

Breaking in and fencing of the land

•

stables

•

stores

•

wells

•

a chapel

•

workshops

(Annals of the Diocese of
New Zealand, 1856)

1930 NZ Railways
Magazine, Vol4, Issue 9
and Nicola Jackson
article, NZ Garden
Journal, January 2009,
Vol12(1)

• a flour mill
An extensive amount of labour was done by Māori through the establishment of Te Waimate
and schooling commences. Local Māori trained in carpentry and domestic services.
An English acorn (said to have been planted at Paihia in 1824) then transplanted to the mission
farm by Richard Davis in 1831 (and reported to be the oldest oak tree in New Zealand).

(Standish 1962, p16/17)

New Zealand’s first flour mill was in operation at the farm.

(Standish 1962, p26)

The Austrian explorer and botanist Baron von Huegel (from H.M.S. Alligator) visits Te Waimate.

(Hargreaves, 1963)

Hamlin leaves and the English school for sons of missionaries moved to Hamlin’s house at
Waimate from Paihia. Rev William Williams moved from Paihia and joined the mission station.

(Standish 1962, p22)

Charles Darwin visited the station. Richard Davis and William Williams accompany him to visit
the ‘great Kauri Pine’
Māori Declaration of Independence at Waitangi.

(Godley, 2006)
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Period

1836

Event/Activity

Source

Māori less interested in unpaid work at Mission Station. Able to take skills and apply to own
lands and participate in local economy

(Ibid, p21,25)

Ex-students of Mission school set up schools at own kāinga – 17/18 local Māori schools
established. These ex-students include Taurekareka (taken from Waikato and Mataatua
during Ngāpuhi expeditions) who take literacy back to their areas when released.
John and Eliza Bedggood and family arrived 1836 as a wheelwright and miller and occupy
land to the east of the settlement.

1837

Captain W. Hobson visited the station.

(Ibid, 027)

A second, large church was built to replace the first small wooden chapel.

(Parliamentary support
Research papers
Immigration chronology:
selected events 18402008, 15th April 2008)
(Howard, 2010)

Richard Taylor takes over Williams’ mission school at Te Waimate
1839-40

Number of non-Māori in New Zealand totalled about 2,000

9-10 February - Second signing of the Treaty of Waitangi was held at Te Waimate.
1840

6 Māori sign – Rewiti Irikoe (Ngāti Kuta); Ha Oara Ringu Patu (Te Patukoraha); Haupokia (Ngāti
Toro/Ngāti Rangi); Mohi Tahua (Ngāpuhi); Kame Kutu (Ngāpuhi); Rangi Tuturua (Te
Uritaniwha).
George Clarke leaves the mission to take up a position with the new government as ‘Protector
of the Māori People’.

1841

1842

www.nzhistory.net and
(Orange, 2004)

Standish, p27

Joseph Hooker visited the Bay of Islands and Te Waimate between August and November,
and he sketches the Mission House and grounds. (See Figure 21)

http://www.teara.govt.nz/
en/biographies/1h33/hoo
ker-joseph-dalton

John Bedggood separates from CMS and commences business on his own account

Challis in NZ Journal of
Archaeology, 1993

7 July, Bishop Selwyn arrives having taken on lease at Te Waimate to found St Johns
Theological College.
Mission thought to have reached its peak of population and community life under Selwyn.

Incident with Heke following St John’s College students shooting ducks on lake held as tapu.
Incident defused by Selwyn
1844

(Standish 1962, p26) and
(Maguire, 2013, p 12)

Selwyn leaves and moves college to Auckland. Heke cuts down Flagstaff at Kororāreka.

(Standish, p27)
(Orange, 2004)

(Ross, Standish, p31)

Governor Fitzroy holds meeting at Te Waimate over Flagstaff affair attended by Māori from “all
over Northland”. Waka Nene and others pledge allegiance to Governor
First of William Cotton’s honey bees delivered to Waimate.
Rev. Robert Burrows occupied the house as the CMS re-established a teaching mission at the
station
Sacking of Kororāreka (11th March 1845)

1845

Māori gather in shelter at Mission following Kororāreka Waka Nene set up garrison to protect
Mission. Starts constructing stockade but dissuaded by Burrows. Meeting at Mission between
Waka Nene and Heke’s wife (Hariata Rongo – Hongi’s daughter) as emissary. Leaves after
Waka Nene berates Heke – nothing resolved.
Meeting at Pakaraka between Heke and Burrows – agreement to sanctity of Mission Station
Late March/early April - Skirmishing between Heke’s forces and Waka Nene’s forces “around
Waimate”.

(Ibid, p34, 35)
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Period

Event/Activity

8 April 1845

Battle of Puketutu

Late May 1845

Heke’s forces raid Mission for supplies. Mill broken into and flour taken. 2 cannon raised from
Millpond and taken. Later retrieved from Ōhaeawai.

12 June 1845

Battle of Te Ahu Ahu

1 July 1845

Battle of Ōhaeawai

2 July 1845

Williams and Burrows walk to battlefield to petition for peace with Heke and Kawiti.

(Ibid, p38)

July 1845-1846

British troops camped at the station and wounded from the Battle of Ōhaeawai were treated
there. Buildings and fences were vandalised but the Mission House escaped serious damage.

Ibid, p36-37

1848

Meeting between Grey and Heke at Mission Station. Heke gifts his mere pounamu to Grey to
secure peace and retention of mana.

Source

(Ibid, p37)

http://www.
teara.govt.nz/en/
biographies/1h16/1
King, p186

John Bedggood constructs two-storey cottage on current Bedggood property

Maguire 2013, p13

1850s-1860s

Mission land increasingly leased to other farmers (TWCP)

Standish 1962, p42

1862

Rūnanga House established on land provided by George Clarke adjacent to SW of Mission
Station. The Rununga courthouse still exists and is now located in Kaikohe Pioneer Village.
Reported as being a similar design to Sunday School building of Mission Station. Rūnanga
described as “combination Native County, Council – Court of Law, comprising a Resident
Magistrate (Edward M. Williams) and 12 Māori Councillors. It made the laws and tried the
transgressors”. Scheme originated with Grey and ran for 3 years, closing in 1865. Reports of “a
hostelry was erected not far away for the use of Māoris attending the Rūnanga”.

Boese, p135

Early 1860s

One of the three Mission Houses is destroyed in a fire and a Māori student dies.

Standish 1962, p42

1866

Reverend Edward Blomfield Clarke (son of George Clarke) is appointed to Te Waimate.

Howard 2010

August 1869

Ngāpuhi reported as holding hui at Waimate to discuss the war occurring in the south (Te
Kooti/ Southern Taranaki).

Boese, p136

1870s

The mission land is largely sold off with just a few acres remaining.

Standish 1962

1871

1873

1892

The Mission church is rebuilt – St John the Baptist – and is the one that stands now.

Rev Burrows is again entrusted with overseeing the Mission Station (including the sale of the
lands)

Withdrawal of the CMS from New Zealand

NZHPT Register (No. 64)
Brief History on Church
of St John the Baptist
(Anglican) and
Churchyard
Standish 1962, p42
NZHPT Register (No. 64)
Brief History on Church
of St John the Baptist
(Anglican) and
Churchyard

1896

The Mission House with a few acres is transferred to NZ Mission Trust Board

Standish 1962

1897

Rev. Philip Walsh is appointed vicar of Waimate North.

Howard 2010
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Period

Event/Activity

Source

1902

The second of the Mission Houses was relocated and still exists.

Standish 1962

1909-1912

Rev. Clive E. Mortimer Jones works in Waimate North and his interest in the Mission House is
thought to have raised concern about its condition.

Howard 2010

1914-1918

World War I

1930

In 1929-1930, a stone lychgate (at the entrance to the church) was erected to
commemorate the centenary of the CMS mission.

1939-1945

World War II

1942

The parish headquarters and vicar’s residence are moved to Kaikohe.

c1950s

In the middle of the twentieth century, the Sunday School building was relocated from the
churchyard to adjoining land between the church and Te Waimate Mission House
Following the death of William Ernest Bedggood (John Bedggood’s grandson), a museum is
established at the Mission House making use of Bedggood’s historical collection.

1951

NZHPT Register (No. 64)

Howard 2010
NZHPT Register (No.
9925) Brief History on
Church of St John the
Baptist Sunday School

Howard 2010

The Ministry of Lands field inspector R.W. Wilson visited the Mission House, Old Forge,
Carpenters’ Shop and Mill in September 1951 and recommended that these sites should be
preserved as two historic reserves.

1954

New Zealand Historic Places Trust, (now Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga)
established

1959-61

Following a few years of negotiations, the house and surrounding 3 acres is purchased by
Heritage New Zealand (having been established in 1954) – one of the first major
acquisitions for Heritage New Zealand.

Challis & Dashper 1985,
p20

1966

House is opened to the public and a custodian is put in residence.

Howard 2010, p53

c1967

New Zealand Historic Places Trust (Ruth Ross) approach broadens scope of gardens – not
just restoring to 1830s-40s but also accommodating plants from later in the 19th century.

Letter from Ruth Ross to
Nancy Steen, August 8,
1967

1977

Bedggood Buildings, Lot 1 DP 85253 purchased from the Bedggood family

Challis 1985, p20

1984-1986

Historic report undertaken (Jan Harris) and Development Plan prepared by Challis and
Dashper.
Acquisition of the King Paddock by New Zealand Historic Places Trust
Archaeological report of Bedggood Buildings, prepared by Aiden Challis, 1985

1986

Blacksmith’s shop rebuilt on Bedggood property to commemorate the 150th anniversary of
arrival of John and Eliza Bedggood in New Zealand

2010

Conservation Plan for Te Waimate Mission House prepared for New Zealand Historic Places
Trust (now Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga) by Jonathan Howard

2011-2014

Draft conservation plan for Te Waimate Mission Gardens and Ground prepared for Heritage
New Zealand by Sue McManaway et al from Boffa Miskell Ltd

2013

Bedggood Cottage demolished/deconstructed

Maguire, 2013 and 2020

2018

Oak tree planted by Richard Davis in 1831 (see Plate 8), reported to be New Zealand’s oldest
oak tree, is blown over in a storm

NZ Herald, 11th September
2018

2019

Archaeological Geomagnetic Survey of Te Waimate North prepared for Heritage New
Zealand by Dr Hans-Dieter Bader

Challis in New Zealand
Journal of Archaeology, 1993
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ētahi tāngata rongonui
•

Auha

•

Whakaaria

•

Te Hotete

•

Hongi Hika (1772–1828) - Ngāti Rāhiri, Ngāti Rēhia, Ngāti Tautahi, Ngāi Tawake

•

Tareha

•

Heke Pokai, Hone Wiremu - Ngāti Rāhiri, Ngāi Tawake, Ngāti Tautahi, Te Matarahurahu, Te Uri-o-Hua

•

Waka Nene, Tamati (1780s – 1871) – Ngāti Hao, Ngāi Tawake

Table 3 Deeds of Sale
nga tohu māori – deeds of sale for te
waimate land, 11 September 1830

(http://www.nzhistory.net.nz/media/interactive/Waitang-treatycopy)

nga tohu māori mo tiriti o waitangi, waimate
mission station, 9/10 February 1840
(http://www.nz history.net.nz/media/interactive/Waitangi-treaty-copy)

Name of Signatory

Hapū affiliation

Name of Signatory

Hapū affiliation

Rewa

Patukeha*

Rewiti Irikoe

Ngāti Kuta

Moka

Patukeha*

Ha Oara Ringu Patu

Te Patukoraha*

Haupokia

Ngāti Toro/Ngāti Rangi*

Mohi Tahua

Ngāpuhi

Panamahue

Kame Kutu

Ngāpuhi

Arahi

Rangi Tuturua

Te Uritaniwha

Taratikitiki
Warerahie (Wharerahi)

Patukeha*

*NB: The exact hapū is not confirmed

Hihi
Tareha (Tarēha)

Ngāti Rēhia*

Titore rawiri (Tītore)

Ngāti Rēhia*

Tohu
Kaikohe
Tenana
Tuhi
Tukoi
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Table 4 Chronological Viewpoint Analysis
The same views captured over time from Cooks Lane (Old Waimate to Kerikeri Cart Road)

a.

1835, from wood engraving by S. Williams, based on sketch in
Yate’s Account of NZ (Alexander Turnbull Library)

b.

1845, Cyprian Bridge
(Alexander Turnbull Library)

c.

1864, Photograph taken by John Kinder
Taken from the Clarke farmland towards the North West.
Source: Sir George Grey Special Collections, Auckland Libraries,
4-3205

d.

2020, Boffa Miskell Ltd
Farmland at Te Waimate as it is today. Taken from the Mission
Station grounds looking south-west towards Te Ahuahu. Puriri
tree in foreground.

.
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Front Paddock, views over time
e.

‘View of the Missionary House, Waimate’. A Watercolour by
Thomas Gardiner, 1834-35. It shows the Mission House
unpainted. Reproduced with the kind permission of the
Alexander Turnbull Library.

f.

1839, Ink drawing by Richard Taylor (1805-1873).
‘Church Mission House, Waimate, Bay of Islands, N.Z.
My residence from 1839-1843’. The two-storied mission station at
Waimate North, showing verandah and creepers growing up to
the roof, and a circular garden in front. This sketch should
therefore be of the original Hamlin Mission House (demolished in
1902) and drawn before the new landscape development was
carried out under the direction of GA Selwyn.
Reproduced with the kind permission of the Alexander Turnbull
Library NON-ATL-0131. http://natlib.govt.nz/records/22361195

g.

1850, Drawing of the Mission House by Thomas Hutton
Other single-storey houses to its right, plants in tubs to the left,
two trees and a woman and child on the front verandah. A-196023.

h.

2020, Boffa Miskell Ltd
Glimpse of the Mission House through the trees.
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Front Lawn
i.

A pen and ink sketch by Thomas Hutton showing the reception
for the visit of Governor Fitzroy.
Source: Cotton Diaries. Reproduced by the kind permission of
Archives New Zealand (Wellington), A-196-024.

j.

Taken approximately: 1898. Note the Eucalyptus growing behind
the Mission House, as well as Tree Ferns growing on either side of
the front door. The roof of the house was altered in the Clarke
years
Source: The New Zealand Herald and Auckland Weekly News
Exhibition. P.33. Auckland City Libraries.

k.

1955, taken by John Pascoe, just prior to purchase of the property
by NZHPT. Tree ferns removed. Source Heritage New Zealand
Pouhere Taonga

l.

2020, Boffa Miskell Ltd
Restored Te Waimate Mission House from the front lawn
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East View, King Paddock
m.

1844 Sepia sketch of the Mission House by William Bambridge
with trees (wattle) growing in front of the main house and
Haymaking (foreground). Sketch located p.203 in the diary.
Source: MS-0130-203. Reproduced by the kind permission of the
Alexander Turnbull Library.

n.

The trunk of the tree on left is believed to be that of the
Australian wattle discussed in the report.
Photograph with no author given taken in 1864.
Source: 'Sir George Grey Special Collections, Auckland Libraries,
4-1299'. From John Adam.

o.

p.

Te Waimate, taken in 1967 by R Burnett
Source: Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga

2020, Boffa Miskell Ltd East View with cottage garden in
foreground
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Oblique views

q.

19th century, Hutton (reproduced from print held in Te Waimate
Mission House archives)

r.

Prior to 1999, (reproduced from print held in Te Waimate Mission
House archives)

s.

Image showing the basic layout of Te Waimate Mission Station
and later St John’s College. Original plan in colour. Reproduced
with the kind permission of the Auckland City Library. 995.122
W143 (1), 11446.

t.

Prior to 1999, (reproduced from print held in Te Waimate Mission
House archives)
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Plans of Mission Station
u.

This plan is believed to be partly drawn by W.C. Cotton, and then
passed on to write Aiden Challis, the curator at the time at Te
Waimate, who he visited during the 1990s. This plan has not
been seen on the W.C. Cotton Journals, however hundreds have
pages haven’t been examined, so this is likely the original
source. Source, John Adam, overhead projector image loaned by
A. Challis, Te Waimate 1990s.
This plan records the layout of the St John’s College in the
period 1843-1844 and illustrates the alignment of buildings
which run through the centre of the plan alongside a complex
pattern of radiating ‘college walks’ marked in front of the
Bishop’s house and an oval garden and what appears to be
dense shrubbery to the right. A ‘flower garden’ is located behind
bishop’s ‘cottage’. Two enclosures are described as a ‘Kitchen
Garden’ and ‘Nursery Garden’ of Forest Trees Arboretum’ bound
by a path that runs along the extreme edge of the block of land
immediately in front of the Bishop’s house. No food gardens are
noted on this plan however, Cottons Journals do note extensive
free planting that took place at this time.

v.

1970, 204/6 - Department of Lands and Survey NZ - showing
part of original mission station boundaries (OLC 48)

w. Plan originally compiled by W. Bambridge in 1843, note oriented south (Dixon Library, reproduced from NZHPT
archaeological walk leaflet, (Eaves 1993))

x. c2000s, LINZ - showing today’s cadastral boundaries
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part II: historical description
historical narrative
topography and setting
The property is situated on the inland volcanic Taiāmai Plains,
approximately halfway between the nearest main settlements of
Kaikohe and Kerikeri (approximately 12km to the southwest and
northeast respectively, as the crow flies).
Waimate North and the wider Kaikohe district is characterised by a
predominantly open, rural landscape with gently rolling farmland.
The terrain has been shaped by lava flows and localised ash showers
that have weathered over time to friable, fertile but stony soils. The
large terraced cones are also a key feature of this landscape.
Several of these pā are located within 2-4 km of Te Waimate Mission,
including Ngaungau Pā, Pahangahanga Pā, Ōkuratope Pā and
Whakataha Pā. Other volcanic features include Ōmāpere, a shallow
lake created by an ancient lava flow, and Ngāwha thermal springs.
In 1835, Rev. Yate described the characteristics of the soil as follows,
‘The little experience we have had at the Waimate proves that none
but the strongest breaking-up ploughs will answer for the virgin
soil...The vegetating soil, of which the Church Missionary Society’s
Estate at the Waimate is principally composed, is of a light friable
nature; but very adhesive, clinging pertinaciously to the plough and
other implements, and rendering their working difficult and tedious.
The soil is of a reddish colour, and of an earthy nature; in depth,
generally from six to ten inches. It contains a superabundance of
vegetable matter, in an undecomposed state. It is sour, and requires
much working and exposing to the air, before it is fit for wheat, or will
bear a good crop...The sub-soil is of the same earthy nature, is more
tenacious, and, not being mingled with vegetable matter, is
exceedingly close in its texture. It has been found to vary in depth, from
three to twenty feet. This sub-soil rests on soft flakes of rock...A hard
rock is seldom found at a less depth than fourty feet.’
(An Account of NZ, Yate, pp76-78)

Current land cover is predominantly pasture with puriri groves, some
pockets of horticulture, and extensive areas of bush and scrub in the
north and west. Native trees include the puriri, taraire, totara, miro and
kōwhai. These trees and others provide homes and food for kereru
(native wood pigeon), kiwi and tūī, which still frequent the district in
impressive numbers. (Rayma Ritchie, Waimate North Resident, Waimate
Landcare website)
In the past three decades, the Waimate North landscape has seen
noticeable growth in the number of lifestyle blocks. The number of
small landholdings in the Waimate area is high. In 2003, a submission
on Ch 17.3 of the FNDP, suggested that many of the farmers in the area
had inherited their land ‘and should protect those farms as kaitiaki.’
(FNDC Decision Report on Ch17.3 Waimate North Special Zone, 10th July
2003, p29).
The main road through Waimate North is Te Ahu Ahu Road which
connects State Highways 1 and 10. The increase in residents due to
lifestyle blocks has led to an increase in traffic using Te Ahu Ahu and
Showground Roads.
The mission property is situated in a broad valley, largely comprised of
grazed pasture. The soils of the mission property comprise Waimate
North clay loam of volcanic origin.
Today, the property includes paddocks to the north of the Mission
House, extending up to Te Ahu Ahu Road; to the east of the house,
towards Showground Road; and the southernmost boundary is marked
by a fence along Waihirore Stream.
The garden area, immediately around the Mission House includes
mature stands of trees, lawns, garden beds and a collection of heritage
roses. The trees filter views to and from Te Ahu Ahu Road.
Immediately to the south of the Mission House are the garage/ toilets
block, water tank and shed structures. Included is the modern concrete
block shed housing the sprinkler control gear. Southwest of the Mission
House is the modern custodian’s cottage (c1976) and carport.
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The colonial-georgian, hipped roof Mission House and chapel form
a cluster in the northwest corner of the property. The foundations of
other buildings are visible in the paddocks to the east.

‘Towards Lake Ōmāpere the land was a gently undulating plain covered with
manuka shrubbery, fern, flax, and tutu bushes, and adorned with numerous
groves of the hardwood puriri, oak-like in the spread of its branches. To the
east lay the plains and hills of Taiāmai, the delectable land of the central
Ngāpuhi tribes. What swamps there existed were not large and could readily
be avoided; streams were numerous but small. Many of these little rivers
issued from fissures in the volcanic hillside, welling down cold and crystalclear through the Māori cultivations that alternated with the wilderness of
fern and tutu. The landscape was diversified with many a bold volcanic cone.
Most conspicuous of these was Te Ahuahu (“Heaped Up”), otherwise known
as Puke-nui (“Big Hill”)’
The New Zealand Wars: A History of the Māori Campaigns and the Pioneering Period:
Volume I (1845–64) Ch6, p39. James Cowan,
F.R.G.S. 1955

Plate 3 Pastural land surrounding Te Waimate looking north west from Tarahi, Haruru Pā to the left and Te Ahuahu to the right Boffa Miskell Ltd, 2011
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Development of Property
Nga kāinga kanohi Māori o Te Waimate – Māori landscapes of Te
Waimate
From a Māori perspective, Te Waimate can be described loosely as
the area bounded to the west by Ōkaihau and Lake Ōmāpere, to the
south by the thermal waters of Ngāwha and massif of Pouērua
maunga, to the east beyond Puketona pā, and to the north, beyond
the Kerikeri River. The history of Te Waimate does not stand alone,
rather is inextricably linked to each of these places and the histories
of the peoples who have lived, fought and loved on this whenua.
Te Waimate sits strategically between the maritime resources and
wider coastal access of Pewhairangi and Te Hokianga-nui-a-Kupe.
This area was rich in natural resources, including fertile volcanic soils
for cultivation, and extensive forest cover proffering sustenance,
wellbeing and building materials. This was augmented by the many
waterways, springs and lakes across this area, establishing Te
Waimate as a desirable and therefore contested place for Māori.
Te Waimate’s varied relief provided for settlement by a succession of
peoples. The numerous elevated features afforded occupants both
prospect and refuge, essential components of life in such a highly
desirable and deeply contested landscape. The enduring presence
of numerous pā within the area reinforces these histories, and is
perhaps best articulated by the well-known Ngāpuhi whakatauki:
“Ngāpuhi pukepuke rau – he puke, he rangatira”
“Ngāpuhi of a hundred hills – every hill a Chief”
The map in Appendix 2 sets out Māori archaeological sites within Te
Waimate’s wider landscape context, indicating places and events
which contribute to the Māori landscape and histories of place.

Te Ao Hurihuri – Shifting balances
Early histories point to settlement of Te Waimate by Ngāti Awa as part
of a larger area of Tai Tokerau. One account of Ngāti Awa history
suggests that after sailing from the Bay of Plenty around Cape Reinga to
the Hokianga harbour, Mataatua waka was then hauled by Ngāti Awa
overland to Kerikeri, which would most likely have been through Te
Waimate.
Sissons et al. estimate that around 1770, pressures from Ngāti Miru/Te
Wahineiti in the Te Waimate area, and also from Ngāti Pou in the
Ōhaeawai area, combined to force Ngāti Awa from Taitokerau to their
strongholds in Taranaki and the Bay of Plenty. Once installed in Te
Waimate, Ngāti Miru/Te Wahineiti developed their main settlements at
Pahungahunga, Ngaungau, Whakataha, Rangitāne and
Taumatatungutu, establishing manawhenua over all lands in between.
Ngāti Miru/Te Wahineiti did not share whakapapa with their southern
Ngāpuhi neighbours, although there is evidence of inter-marriage
between the two groups. One of these marriages was to eventually
prove the downfall of this hapū grouping and their subsequent eviction
from Te Waimate.
Tenei te kakata nei nga puriri o Te Waimate – The Ascendancy of
Ngāpuhi
Sometime in the 1770s, the Ngāti Miru rangatira Kaihu killed his wife
Whakarongo, a high-born woman from the neighbouring Ngāi
Tawake/Ngāti Tautahi hapū. Incensed by her murder, her brothers,
Auha and Whakaaria gathered together a taua of Te Uri-o-Hua, Ngāi
Tawake, Ngāti Tautahi, Ngāti Kura and Ngāti Rēhia to avenge this
treachery. These hapū all share descent to Rahiri, the eponymous
ancestor of Ngāpuhi, and the collective forms the backbone of what
was later termed the Ngāpuhi Northern Alliance.
Battles at Rangitāne, Pahungahunga, Ngaungau, Taumatatungutu and
Whakataha ensued, resulting in the defeat and expulsion of Ngāti
Miru/Te Wahineiti. Settlement of Te Waimate by hapū of the Northern
Alliance takes place sometime in the 1770s, with Ngāi Tawake settling
at Ōkuratope.
This defeat and displacement of Ngāti Miru is acknowledged as one
source of the well-known Ngāpuhi whakatauki, which speaks of the
sound made by puriri logs in the new Ngāpuhi home fires burning
across Te Waimate:
“Tenei te kakata nei nga puriri o Te Waimate”
“Now the puriri trees of Te Waimate are laughing”
The tenuous nature of life at this time is evidenced by two battles which
occurred in the early 1790s. Around 1790, Ngare Raumati of
Pewhairangi attacked Ōkuratope and inflicted heavy casualties on the
occupants. Around 1793, Ngāti Maru of Hauraki attacked Puketona and
heavily defeated Ngāti Rāhiri at the battle of Te Waiwhariki. These
events were to prove major catalysts for later retribution by Ngāpuhi
taua.
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The primary Ngāpuhi figure to rise within Te Waimate in the 1790s to
the mid-1820s period was Hongi Hika, whose whakapapa linked him
to numerous Ngāpuhi hapū, and specifically to the ‘warrior-line’ of
Rahiri’s son, Kaharau. From his Te Waimate base at Ōkuratope, Hongi
set out into the world to make his indelible mark on the political,
economic and social landscapes of Tai Tokerau and Aotearoa. Hongi
proved a highly astute and innovative leader, recognising and
weaving together the potentials of newly introduced western
technologies and his Ngāpuhi belief system, to fulfil the aims and
‘responsibilities’ of his Māori forebears.
Two other major Ngāpuhi figures associated with Te Waimate in the
1830-1850 period are Hone Heke Pokai, of Ngāti Rāhiri, and Tamati
Waka Nene of Ngāti Hao. Despite not residing permanently in this
area, the numerous interactions of these rangatira and their followers
with Te Waimate and opposing involvement in the Northern Wars
firmly mark their place in the manawhenua landscape.
Te Tuhonutanga - Māori and the Waimate Mission Station
Appendix 3 sets out known Māori archaeological sites and associated
Māori features within the Waimate Mission Station’s immediate
landscape context which are referred to in the following section.
Origins
On 10 January 1815, the Ngāpuhi rangatira Hongi and Tareha led a
party, including Marsden and Nicholas, overland via Whakataha and
Ōkuratope to inspect Hongi’s land holdings and established
cultivations at Te Waimate. This early reconnaissance was the result of
a shifting in the opinions of “leading chiefs, and a pressing invitation
was now given for a mission station to be formed in their midst.” (New
Zealand Herald, 20th March, 1929. P.10.)
This convinced Marsden of the fertility of the soil and potential for
establishing an agricultural mission station amongst the inland
population, under the existing relationship and protection Hongi
provided for Kerikeri and Rangihoua. Marsden had a secondary reason
for wanting a mission station in the inland reaches as he writes –
“When the missionaries have got an interior station, and grow what
grain they want, I shall consider the mission permanently established;
but not until then.” (New Zealand Herald, 20th March, 1929. P.10)
Far from philanthropic, Hongi’s intent in inviting Marsden to his Te
Waimate lands was to secure a closer relationship with Pakeha, and
he was well aware of inherent advantages and benefits of having
Pakeha in one’s midst.

Prior to relationships being made with Marsden, European settlement
under Hongi, Ngāpuhi were early adopters of the new Pakeha
agricultural technologies and crops. Nicholas’ 1815 estimate was that
around 30-40 acres of Hongi’s Te Waimate holdings were in cultivation
during Marsden’s initial visit. As well as offering commodities with
which to participate in the developing Pakeha economy, the new
‘crops’ (potatoes and pigs in particular) were to provide the ‘fuel’ which
provided for the Ngāpuhi taua during the 1818-1823 period. The
efficiencies of Hongi’s production system were significantly enhanced
over this period by the steady stream of taurekareka which these taua
brought back as human bounty to work the Ngāpuhi cultivations.
Marsden’s plan however was not to come to fruition until the founding
of the Waimate Mission Station in 1830, by which time Hongi had died.
‘The ‘Girls war’ in Kororāreka in 1830 was another factor that aided the
decision making in Te Waimate as a location for the Mission House, and
the opportunity for the sale of the land as Samuel Marsden initiated
peace between tribal groups after an attack on the shores in Russell.
One of the main chiefs who accepted peace was Ururoa, Hongi Hika’s
brother in law.
In 1830, Te Waimate was a thriving and well- established centre within
Ngāpuhi, with Ngai Tawake, Ngāti Tautahi and Ngāti Rēhia the main
hapū holding manawhenua. Deeds of Sale for the land for the Mission
Station were signed on 7th October 1830, with this initial purchase
comprising an estimated 1035 acres. The land for Te Waimate Mission
Station was purchased with the following goods: - “Forty gallons lamp
oil, 20 rugs, 80lb. tobacco, 36 belts, one pair duck trousers, 80 blankets,
one red shirt, 73 horn combs, 12 axes, 30,012 fish hooks, 60 plane irons,
30 hoes, 60 knives, 36 chisels, 60 scissors, and 45 iron pots.” (New
Zealand Herald, 20th March 1929, p.10)
Upon purchase of Te Waimate, one of the principal chiefs gave the
following speech, symbolizing Māori acceptance for colonisers in inland
districts: “Be gentle with the missionaries for they are gentle with you; do not steal
from them, for they do not steal from you. Let them sit in peace on the
ground they have bought and let us listen to their advice and come to their
prayers. Though there are many of us missionaries and native men let us be
one, all one, all one. That is all I have to say.”
(Unknown Māori Chief of Te Waimate, cited in New Zealand Herald, 20th March 1929,
P.10)

Identified signatories include rangitira of Ngāti Rēhia and Patukeha (see
Table 3 on page 16 for names of Māori signatories to the Deeds of Sale).
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Te Wa Nei – the contemporary Māori presence
It is difficult amongst the ordered landscapes of today to see the fullness
of Māori histories associated with the Waimate Mission Station and
wider Te Waimate area. An enduring Māori presence is most strongly
evidenced by the three marae located within 4km of the Mission Station;
Tauwhara to the immediate north along Whakataha Road, and
Parawhenua and Rawhitiroa to the southwest along SH1. Alongside
these three marae, Māori maintain a strong presence and involvement
in the area.
Of the recorded Māori archaeological sites present in the local area, of
particular importance is Ōkuratope, the Te Waimate kāinga and fortress
of Auha, Whakaaria, Te Hotete, Kaingaroa, and Hongi, located
approximately 1.5km to the south-east of the Mission Station. The
histories and peoples associated with this pā and the Mission Station
have intertwined over nearly two centuries, with the families of both
lying at peace alongside each other in the graveyard at St John’s Chapel.
Other local archaeological sites include terraces, pits and middens
(classified as Occupation sites in Appendix 2), and also stone heaps,
drains and artefacts (classified as Agricultural sites in Appendix 3). Of
interest is the presence of two groves of trees 400m to the northwest
and 750m to the east of the Mission Station, with Puriri being the
dominant tree species present in these groves. These areas are marked
on early plans as being waahi tapu bushes, associated with Māori
burial rites. The ceremony of hahunga, the preparation of bones for
final internment, was an aspect of Māori life associated with people of
high ranking, which may be associated with these areas. There are
however no recorded burial sites in the immediate area which may
relate to these groves.
The high number of pā and recorded Māori archaeological sites
collectively speak of the importance of Te Waimate for Māori. The
information which has informed this section has been researched
from a variety of publicly available published sources, however,
represents a starting point to understanding and articulating the
Māori histories associated with Te Waimate and the Mission Station.
There is therefore a very real opportunity to build on these recorded
and published histories through engagement with these local marae
hapū as kaitiaki of the oral histories and stories, the tino taonga of
these hapū.
A less obvious layer of Māori prescence through time at Te Waimate is
the notable Puriri Grove which is associated with tapu / sacredness.
Historically accounts have been written about the sacredness of these
trees as Yate describes:
“A small sacred grove, dear to many a New Zealander, as containing the
mouldering bones of relatives and friends. One of these groves forms the
boundary of the mission-land on the right of the settlement, and presents
a most beautiful object in the scenery of a place.” (Yate, 1835. P.196)
Yate describes this historic grove of having picturesque connotations as
he relates to the Grove’s beauty in the scenery of Te Waimate. This
considers a dualism of meaning between Māori and European views of
the Grove, as Māori look upon the vegetation as sacred and tapu, and
European approached the Grove as beautiful, and picturesque as if
nestled within English countryside. This difference of opinion reinforces
the contrasting Māori and European world views.

Figure 6 Drawn by unnamed artist of Te Waimate. Appears to be a grove of Puriri
trees (Vitex lucens) left. Source: Unknown, provided by John Adam, 2013.

The above image links to the picturesque nature of the Tapu trees, and
their location and formation as a focal element of landscape history
specific to Te Waimate.

Figure 7 View of Tapu Puriri Trees, labeled ‘Sacred Grove’ 1842-1873. Sketch part
of the collection “Sketches in Australia, New Zealand, South America, India and
England, 1842-1873. By J.V. Hall, N.V. Hall and D. Bell. Source: Mitchell Library,
Sydney, PXA 4

Figures 6 and 7 reinforce the stand of Tapu trees or ‘Sacred Grove’. This
landscape feature represents the natural cultural dimension at Te
Waimate. W.C. Cotton notes extensive bush fires as land was cleared for
grass and crop cultivation. As these Puriri stand tall they represent the
importance of cultural practice and protocol to Māori in times of social
change in New Zealand.
“Tenei te kakata nei nga puriri o Te Waimate”
“Now the puriri trees of Te Waimate are laughing”.
The above whakatauki (proverb) emphasises to the resilience of
Ngāpuhi as balances shifted.
European settlement and development of the Mission Station
There is an inseparable relationship between Te Waimate’s history, the
history of missionary endeavours in New Zealand and Māori history.
The opening up of the Pacific trade routes also bought Christian
missionaries to the region from as early as 1796. (Jones and Smith, p26)
Frustrated by failures in the Pacific and by his efforts among Australian
convicts and Aboriginals, (Belich 2007) the Anglican Chaplain of New
South Wales, Samuel Marsden, turned to Māori.
Marsden set up the first mission station in New Zealand after his arrival
under the auspices of the Church Missionary Society (CMS) in 1814. At first
Marsden’s mission settlements were coastal - Rangihoua (1815), Kerikeri
(1819), and Paihia (1823), before the inland mission station at Te Waimate
was established.
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Gardens and Grounds

Natural Cultural Character

Wider environmental history had a significant influence on the design of
Te Waimate Gardens and Grounds. The wider context of architectural
styles, including Picturesque and Gothic Revival were influential at Te
Waimate, as was the wider agricultural influence, which added to the
idealistic perception of Waimate as a picturesque English landscape.

The natural cultural character at Te Waimate was extensively removed as
missionaries settled in this inland environment. Fires were set to clear
fern for agricultural practices, as well as native tree felling for housing
and agricultural infrastructures. W.C. Cotton recounts these events in his
journals as he travelled across the district and witnessed fires sweeping
across large portions of surrounding natural landscapes.

An example of this picturesque landscape history was Darwin’s account
of Te Waimate in 1835, as he stated:

“The Tapu groves, which have not been cut down are the most ornamental
objects in the Waimate. The superstition had nearly disappeared, but the
“Having passed over so many miles of an uninhabited useless country, the
good effects remain. The country is on the whole terribly bare of trees – There
sudden appearance of an English farm house and its well dressed fields,
are
indeed some good woods in the neighbourhood, [but bareness?] is at
placed there as if by an enchanterer’s wand, was exceedingly pleasing.”
(Darwin, C. Diary, pp.368-70. Cited in M.W. Standish,
present in the characteristic of this part of the country, in course of the
The Waimate Mission Station, R. E. Owen, Government Printer, Wellington, 1962, frequent fern fires, which destroy all the trees which come in their way,
pp. 23-4
leaving them standing as desolate and blasted objects… The Tapu bushes
Landscape History
have escaped. In consequence of the land having been cleared around them
It was during the Selwyns’ time (1842-44) that particular interest to the
and so giving no [petroleum] to the fire and so until grass takes the place of
Gardens and Grounds of Te Waimate is noted in the Conservation Plan’s fern (a consortium surely to be wished) not to pass any young wood. Planting
Architectural History p.115
has never been thought of in NZ and yet it must be done, or else in some part
as here we shall be collectively, as or have been individually out of wood.”
“During his residency the bishop took a very keen interest in the garden.
(Cotton, 1842-43. Vol 3. P.96, 97. Microfilm CY Reel 664. University of Auckland,
During his residency he transformed a cottage garden into a larger formal
garden. He retained flowerbeds close to the house but laid a large lawn in
micro-text Library.)
front. Across this he planted a combination of exotic and native shrubs and Cotton’s mention that ‘grass takes the place of fern’ more than likely links
trees. These included two Norfolk Pines planted to flank the entrance drive
to plant husbandry, for the cultivation and production of edible crops for
to his residence and onto the wider college precinct. A Monkey-Puzzle Tree,
animals and food. A secondary dimension of this eradication of natural
Acacia, Privet and Nikau, Tree Ferns, and Karakas were transplanted from
New Zealand character is associated to the longing settlers had for
surrounding bush. The desire to create a formalised carriageway between
landscapes which resembled the motherland, Great Britain. Grass
St John’s Church, the three houses and other college facilities, befitting his
pastures provided a sense of nostalgia to picturesque English
status and that of St John’s College influenced the layout and plantings of
the garden. An ellipse was created in front of the residence. Cotton planted countrysides, an important influence for the assimilation of New Zealand
an area of the garden in thyme to feed the honey bees he introduced to
as an English colony. Te Waimate is a prime example of the first attempt
New Zealand. College staff were involved in the transformation of the
to develop picturesque landscapes, as missionaries ventured inland to
garden and practical gardening was part of the college pupils’ education.” settle for the first time in New Zealand’s history.
Many specific elements through Te Waimate’s rich environmental and
The Tapu Grove commonly discussed and pictured in relation to Te
landscape history link to wider influences of architectural style and
Waimate is closely linked with clusters of trees as ‘groves’ often noted
garden evolution. As styles influenced Britain, they too tricked down to through picturesque theory. For Māori however this Grove of trees
New Zealand through colonisers and were represented in the remote
represented far more of the unseen or spiritual dimension focal to Māori
New Zealand landscape. The influence of the Selwyns, Hooker and
protocol and practices.
Cotton all contribute to the impact styles like Gothic Revival and
Another comment of note by Cotton “planting has never been thought of
Picturesque landscapes have had on Te Waimate, just as native New
in New Zealand” relates to the previous abundance of native trees
throughout the region. Settlement by missionaries suggests the need for
Zealand plants from the Waimate area influenced garden design
re-planting after the deforestation from fires for plant husbandry. Planting
overseas.An example of a landscape feature brought to Te Waimate
at Te Waimate was a specific act, as species were selected on missionaries’
was the addition of ‘walks’, where long networks of walkways were
travels. Cotton notes an example of this:
developed to experience the picturesque environment.
The Selwyn family had a close affiliation with the ‘Master of Walks’, at
Lincoln’s Inn in London who was said to be G.A. Selwyn’s father. As well
as living near Kew Gardens in Richmond, London. Examining G.A.
Selwyn’s wider family history may assist understanding the decisionmaking process at Te Waimate Gardens and Grounds. An example of
this is his brother William Selwyn, an amateur astronomer who may
have influenced the decision by Bishop Selwyn to develop the orrery in
front of the ‘Bishop’s Palace.’
Knowledge of New Zealand plants confirms the origin of plant material
and how plant knowledge was shared and applied. This is seen in
industries such as flax production and timber extraction where
utilitarian uses were main topics of interest of New Zealand for
international guests through the mid-19th century. Another dimension
of this was seed and plant material exchanges, as discussed further
below.

“Fisher accompanied by Hain came up from the wood with a beautiful cart
load of young trees. To keep the ball of earth about the trees, he very carefully
tied back the root of each tree in an old kit. The sun came out very powerfully
as we were planting them…Some very nice young tree ferns and Nyckau
[Nikau] were brought up and planted in front of the house.” (Ibid)
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trade, settlers also had concern with the aesthetic of the gardens they
were creating, trading and sharing plants and flowers for aesthetic
reasons, adding colour to new settlements.
There is a network of plant exchanges and distribution found in Busby’s
scientific correspondence with the Hookers at Kew Gardens. This exchange
was documented through written letters between December 1844 and
May 1845. These letters record plants bought to London, and plants
proposed to bring back to New Zealand for W.C. Cotton at St John’s
College, Meadowbank, Auckland, after he had moved from Te Waimate.
Choice of location
Marsden looked at land in the Waimate area with Hongi Hika with a view
to selecting suitable locations for mission stations as early as 1815.
Figure 8 Source, New Zealand Herald, 13 June 1891, P.1.

It appears that the Te Waimate location was largely driven by Marsden and
Hika.
Richard Davis had favoured the Taiāmai area, between Ōhaeawai and
The above extract refers to the picturesque qualities associated with the
Waimate,
as a much better prospect than Waimate for a farm. Davis
rolling hills and aspect as you approach Te Waimate.
indicated
that
Hongi’s opposition to a station on territory other than his
“The numerous groves of puriri with the more distant bush land, give the
own,
and
his
justified
fear about damage to his gardens from mission
whole place a park like appearance, and reminds one a good deal of
cattle
were
among
the
reasons why nothing came of this proposal. (Davis’
English scenery. “
Letters and Journals, August-October 1824 cited in Heritage New Zealand
This again reinforces the dual meaning for Māori and European of the
1983, p5).
Puriri grove, as well as the picturesque aesthetic of place.
Kawakawa was also considered as an alternative location for an
New Zealand Plant and Seed Exchange
agricultural mission station. (Henry Williams to the CMS, 31st March 1825,
Through the period of New Zealand settlement, a network of
cited in NZHPT 1983, p5).
merchants and scientists were operating between the Bay of Islands,
It appears that the discussions around selecting a location were
and across in Sydney and in New South Wales. This allowed plants and
accompanied by a hesitation among some members of the missionary
seeds to be traded, as well as knowledge and ideas to be shared. James community as to whether any farm, particularly a pioneering one, could
Busby and Thomas McDonnell were two of these traders, of particular
ever make the mission self-supporting. (Henry Williams, writing from
note is Busby’s development of viticulture, firstly in Russell. Accounts of Paihia to the CMS London on the 15th May 1826, CN/094(a), Alexander
grape vines are also noted at Te Waimate. This may have been a source Turnbull Library cited in NZHPT 1983, p3).
of their origin.
Marsden certainly intended the farm to be as central to the project as the
The close connection with these merchants is further evident in the
church. Produce from the farm was to be distributed to other mission
distribution of Norfolk pines in Northland. An account via Thomas
stations to support the missionaries in their work but further to that,
McDonnell notes:
agricultural skills were seen as a means of converting Māori students to
“Mrs Stevenson planted Norfolk Pines at the same time as Mrs Busby
Christianity. Marsden explains the following reasons for establishing Te
planted hers (Two) at Waitangi, Mrs Williams at Paihia and Mrs Mair at
Waimate in a letter from the 1830s, cited in NZHPT 1983, p4).)
Wahapū.” (Dawson, 2010)
• 50,000 Ibs of flour were required annually for the support of the mission and he
As Mrs Williams went on to live at Te Waimate after Paihia, it is probable
that plant exchange would have also occurred between Waimate and
the other missionary sites, especially as historic Norfolk Pines are noted•
on the grounds at Te Waimate.
•
“As the missionaries became more settled, and their vegetable plots and •
orchards became more established, they would have asked friends to send •
flower seeds in their letters and packages, and swapped cuttings and root
divisions with other European gardeners…” (History of Gardening in New
Zealand)

Another important source of plant material was from passing sailors who
would visit Russell and trade for provisions and building materials. This
included Whalers who would both visit and settle in New Zealand. From
this trading point seed and plant material was dispersed through more
inland areas of the Far North, including Te Waimate Mission Station.
Although vegetables, such as kūmara and potatoes were popular for

didn’t want the missionaries to be dependent on New South Wales and its
unfavourable climate for their supplies of flour;
reducing the Society’s expenses by supplying themselves with food;

Māori would gain from seeing agriculture at work;
The missionaries would be at the centre of their work; and
Māori were willing to part with a portion of their land.
Marsden also writes
“when the missionaries have got an interior station, and grow what grain they
want, I shall consider the mission permanently established; but not until then.”
(New Zealand Herald, 20th March, 1929. P.10.)

This considers more personal reasons for Te Waimate as the decided
location for the Mission, as Marsden saw the importance of permeating
deeper into parts of New Zealand which had previously been off limits to
colonisers.
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Property boundaries

William Yate’s later account supports Marsden’s view,
‘...the nearer we are to the usual residences of those whom we wish to
benefit, the greater is the prospect of success. It was this thought, with
the Waimate always in view, as the centre of a large district, which led
eventually to the formation of that settlement. A secondary object,
which was never lost sight of, was the purchase of the land, in the
interior, suitable for the growth of wheat...they thought, and justly too,
that if the natives saw somewhat of the blessings of civilisation, and
the effects of industry, they would themselves become both civilised
and industrious...’
(Yate, p189)

Yate also indicates the missionaries were encouraged by Māori to
move there.

The deeds of purchase for the first block of land to form Te Waimate
comprised 735 acres and were signed on 11th September 1830. A
second large block of 300 acres was purchased on 7 October 1830. A
number of additional transactions took place over subsequent years
however no accurate surveys of the land were undertaken for some
time. The extent of land finally recognised by the Crown in 1850 was
977 acres (Standish 1962, pp44-6).
(See Figure 9).
The land was acquired by the CMS from Te Wharerahi and his younger
brothers, Rewa and Moka, of the Ngāpuhi, and the Hapu Ngāi Tawake.
Other signatories were Taratikitiki, Arahi, Panamahue, Wharerahi, Hihi,
Tareha, Titore, Tohu, Kaikohe, Tenana, Tuhi and Tukoi. (Sissons et al
1987).
Standish described the property boundaries as stated below, however
these are not from the land purchase deeds, and differ from them in
several aspects:
‘...on the west by a small stream called Tauhara running from the church
to the Waitangi River; on the north by the Waitangi River from the
confluence of the Tauhara Stream to the bridge; thence in a southeasterly direction ‘to an old house’; thence in an easterly direction to a
stream called Waihirore and along that stream to its junction with the
Oropi stream; along the Orope stream through a wood and passing by
Bedggood’s land to the road from Paihia to Waimate; along that road
‘with a little variation’ to the Waiere Stream; along this stream, passing
the mill, to a small stream called Kaihu; from the head of this stream in a
north-easterly direction to George Clarke’s farm; and from there to the
Tauhara stream below the church.’

Historic boundary of Te
Waimate Mission
Station

Existing boundary of
HNZPT property

Figure 9 Location Plan (refer to Appendix 1 for A3 version) shows estimated boundaries of Waimate Mission Station based on description provided in Standish,
p45, Challis & Dashper plans (1985), and a Department of Lands and Survey New Zealand Historical Map (1970) showing part of Old Land Claim 48.
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Establishment of mission station
Marsden had his eye on the development of an inland mission station
for nearly 15 years, as he believed “When the missionaries have got an
interior station, and grow what grain they want, I shall consider the
mission station permanently established; but not until then.” (Marsden,
S. as cited in NZ Herald.)
Although Marsden had longed for an inland mission station, which had
agricultural notions, Māori in the Bay of Islands refused to allow anyone
to settle in New Zealand’s interior. “For nearly 15 years the natives had
refused to allow anyone to settle in the interior, but about this time a
general change was manifest in the opinions of the leading chiefs, and
a pressing invitation was now given for a mission station to be formed
in their midst. (Yate, 1835, p.190).

The approximate location of the road is shown on Figure 10 overleaf. An
archaeological report prepared in 1980 notes that,
‘The route is clearly visible as a raised gravel camber on the 2km stretch
downhill from Waimate North to the Waitangi River.’
(Spencer and Pidgeon, 1980, p6)

Yate also mentions other roads,
‘To all the native residences in connexion with the Waimate, stretching
thirty-five miles to the south-west, roads have been cut by the people, to
facilitate our visits to them...’
(Yate, p193)

“if the natives saw somewhat of the blessings of civilization, and the effects
of industry, they would themselves become both civilised and industrious,
and seeing what their land was capable of they would go and do likewise.”

Another early priority for the missionaries was their accommodation. In
1831, three Mission Houses were built under Clarke’s supervision, each
very similar, wooden two storeyed buildings, situated in a row and
facing north. The occupants of the houses were, from east to west: the
Davis family, the Hamlins, and the Clarkes, who shared with Yate. The
three houses were soon followed by a flour mill, printery, carpenters’
shop, brickworks, blacksmith, school and chapel. Sheep and cattle were
farmed as well as grains, vegetables and fruit crops.

(Yate, 1835, P. 189)

William Yate described the great activity at the station,

This change came about as Māori learned the benefits of European
creature comforts on their livelihood. The CMS also realised the benefits
of civilization, as Yate describes

George Clarke, former gunsmith; Richard Davis, formerly a farmer;
James Hamlin, a flax dresser; and James Preece, wheelwright, were the
lay missionaries at the settlement. Rev. William Yate was mission priest
and Davis was responsible for the management of the land.
Te Waimate was formed
“with a view to render the mission independent of New South Wales for its
upply of provisions...The whole work of this settlement was done by natives
under the superintendence of Messrs. Clarke, Davis and Hamlin. Upwards
of 50,000 bricks were made and burnt, forbuilding chimneys; 700,000 feet
of timber were felled: three weather-board houses were erected.”
(Annals of the Diocese of New Zealand, 1856, p. 12).

One of the first achievements related to the founding of the mission
was the construction of a road between Kerikeri and Waimate including
a bridge across the Waitangi River. It was one of New Zealand’s first
vehicular access roads formed as a permanent right of way in New
Zealand and included the first permanent vehicular bridge. (FNDC,
kerikeri- paihia-track-strategy/oldtracks)
‘After much research, a road was at length found, which headed most of
the deep ravines, and avoided the swamps. By erection of three substantial
bridges – one of them over the river Waitangi, a deep and rapid stream,
and two others over smaller and less important streams; and by cutting
through a wood for about a quarter of a mile, a good road was formed,
passable for drays and carts, both in summer and winter...This great work
was performed, in little more than three months, by the natives themselves,
with the assistance of Messrs Clarke and Hamlin...’ (Yate, p191)

‘By the natives, under the direction of Messrs Clarke, Davis, and Hamlin,
upwards of fifty thousand bricks have been made; upwards of seven
hundred thousand feet of timber have been felled and sawn up; and
more than two hundred thousand shingles have been split. Three
substantial weather-board dwelling houses have been erected; likewise
stables, stores, carpenters’ shops, blacksmiths’ shops, outhouses,
weather-board cottages, and a spacious chapel capable of holding three
to four hundred persons. Three wells upwards of fifty feet deep have been
dug. The whole of this has been accomplished by natives, about fourty
adults and fourty youths, and amidst all the difficulties attendant on
efforts made in an uncivilised land.
(Yate, p193)

The buildings were an important component of the station. There were
many of them forming a village or settlement and some must have
been quite large. According to William Yate the stable would
accommodate 12 - 14 horses and Lady Franklin referred to the
“handsome and capacious barn” which housed a threshing machine
drawn by bullocks (Lady Franklin‘s Journal 4th May – 10th July 1841 cited
in NZHPT 1983).
‘The mission houses are fenced in with paling and contain upwards of
thirty acres; and all the inner fences and arrangements are completed.
Such was the state of the Waimate, early in 1834, the commencement of
its fourth year. The whole of the ground within these fences is broken up;
some laid down with clover and grass; other parts appropriated to
orchards, well- stocked with fruit-trees; others to good vegetable
gardens; and portions, also, devoted to the service of the married natives,
as gardens around their neat little domiciles. Outside the fences, and in
what maybe properly termed the farm, there are more than forty-eight
acres sown with wheat, barley, maize, lucerne etc...’
(Yate, p197)
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Education
Schooling the local population was another of the mission’s priorities:
‘In the settlement itself, there are four schools in active operation: an
Infant School, at which there is an average attendance of twenty-five; a
School for youths and adults...a School in the afternoon for the women
and girls living in the Station, of which there are generally about fifty;
and a school or the infant children of the Missionaries...’
(Yate, pp195-196)

Following securing of the land for the Mission Station, the
missionaries were heavily reliant upon local Māori labour for timber
felling and milling, land clearance, construction of Mission buildings
and mill, and the construction of Clarke’s cart road to Kerikeri, one of
the first formed roads in Aotearoa. By 1832, the Rongopai flag was
flying from the Mission Station flagpole, indicating that schooling for
local Māori had commenced, and that training in agriculture,
carpentry and domestic service was underway.
By 1836 however, it is reported that Māori had become
disenfranchised by the unpaid work, which was a requirement of
receiving schooling/training, and were more intent on applying the
Mission’s agricultural training to their own lands, enabling
participation in the local economy. Ex-students from the Mission
School system set about establishing schools within their own kāinga
around this time, with 17/18 ‘native’ schools reported in the Te
Waimate area. These ex-students include Taurekareka (taken from
Waikato and Mataatua during Ngāpuhi expeditions) who took literacy
back to their areas when released.

The Mission Station’s decline in favour with Māori was further
heightened by the death of a Māori girl in a fire at the Infants’ School in
1840. Hone Heke’s dissatisfaction with the situation led to removal of
many of the Māori at the Mission, actively dissuading Māori from
involvement with the Mission Station from this point onwards.
In 1846 following cessation of hostilities and repairs from the damage
of the Militia garrison during the Northern Wars, schooling was reestablished at the Mission Station, with rolls of up to 60 students
recorded. A series of unfortunate events result in a number of student
deaths, and the school closing finally in 1861. A Native Teachers’
Institution established for a three year period, closed in 1850. A final
later attempt to resurrect a school at the Mission Station failed in 1868.
The first Māori Rūnanga House commenced in March 1862 on land
adjacent to the Mission Station provided by George Clarke. The
Rūnanga described as a “combination Native County Council – Court of
Law, comprising a Resident Magistrate (Edward M. Williams) and 12
Māori Councillors. It made the laws and tried the transgressors”. The
scheme originated with Grey and ran for 3 years, closing in 1865.

Figure 10 Department of Lands and Survey 1970 showing old Waimate to Kerikeri road. Author Jack Lee
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Farm difficulties
The farm too was clearly facing a decline at around this time as
cultivating the land had proved unexpectedly difficult. The soil
turned out to be unsuitable for wheat and harvests were inconsistent.
As previously noted, Māori in the area were becoming increasingly
more interested in farming their own land rather than working on the
mission farm. As early as 1838, Henry Williams reported to the CMS,
‘It might be recommended also with great advantage that the
Waimate should undergo a further reduction – that the Farming
Establishment should be set aside, thereby relieving the Society of a
great burden – but in the removal of either Mr. Davis or Mr. Clarke
there may be difficulties...’
(Standish, 1962, p25)

By 1840, Henry Williams wrote again,
‘The farm is nothing short of a sinking fund, and must be brought
officially to a stand.’
(Ibid, p26)

By 1841 Davis admitted that the farm was finished, with flour cheaper
to import from Australia than mill locally (ibid: 26), and with the Stone
Store in Kerikeri built in 1832-36 (owned by Heritage New Zealand)
obtaining this produce became more accessible.
Although Williams generally seems unenthusiastic regarding the
farming side of the mission settlement, in an unpublished manuscript
now among the Williams family private papers, he maintained that
the CMS farm at Waimate:
‘...was formed for the sole benefit of the Natives to show them what
could be accomplished by a steady and scientific mode of agriculture.’
(Chapter 3, Old Land Claims, p199)

A theory put forward in a 1983 report on Te Waimate (NZHPT 1983)
suggests that
‘...Richard Davis may have provided an exception to a somewhat sorry
line-up.’ p7
Although the author goes on to admit that,
‘...George Clarke’s contribution to the farm itself may have been
greater than is usually credited.’
Clearly, the work involved in cultivating the land was simply much
greater than had been anticipated. Richard Davis describes the work
involved in establishing the farmland,
‘Hitherto I have felt myself something like a vessel working against
wind and tide, from the immense quantity of hard labour which has
been required. In the first place, we have to cut down and clear away
the bushes and fern; we then have to grub up the fern roots; to dig up
great stones and remove them out of the way; then the plough
follows, breaking up; but the land being literally full of fern root, the
plough does not move many yards before it is choked up and obliged
to stop; so that we cannot plough but a third of an acre a day. Even
after it is thus broken up, it requires a great deal of harrowing and
picking over, and two more ploughings, before it is fit to receive the
seed; and after all, I fear it is not likely to produce us more than fifteen
bushels an acre without manure.’

James Preece was stationed at Te Waimate early in its establishment, in
1831. Davis told the CMS in England that Preece would be welcome not
only in the vineyard but ‘as a mechanic to our Agricultural
establishment to make and repair our Ploughs etc.’
However, as with all the other people there, he had to first provide
himself with accommodation after which his work on the farm included
making a body for a dray, harrows, an axle tree and shafts, and timber
for wheels and spokes, and, with Kemp’s help, completed a pair of
wheels. (NZHPT 1983) Preece had already left Te Waimate to set up a
mission station at Puriri by 1833.
In other comments by Davis, he was clear in his opinion that if
Bedggood (who had arrived at the station in 1836) were quit of the
Mission and operating on his own account he ‘would not be that heavy
drag upon my Establishment which he is now’. Two years later he
added to this when he told the CMS in London, (Letters and Journals,
66/74), that ‘I have never received from Mr Bedggood that prompt
assistance which I was entitled to expect as he has been principally
employed in his own way and on his own premises. He is a quiet man of
honest principal (sic)’. (cited in NZHPT p20)
Of the original occupants, it is thought that James Hamlin and William
Yate were less active in farming matters. Hamlin, who moved to
Waimate in February 1831 had skills as a flax-dresser and weaver.
However, he also developed a good understanding of the Māori
language so that in addition to other duties, he was responsible for the
Mission’s stores and bartering for food. Hamlin left Te Waimate in 1834.
Similarly, Yate moved to Waimate early in 1831, accompanied Preece in
the initial establishment of Puriri station, and finally left the station in
June 1834. It is certainly evident that the missionaries spent a
considerable amount of time on duties other than those directly related
to running the farm – including first constructing their own
accommodation, buying land for themselves, away teaching in the
schools and visiting the villages in the area, or travelling further afield
looking to establish new stations. (Yate p199) Letters and reports also
suggest that there were some internal tensions. Contrary expectations
and goals were accompanied by a hierarchy amongst the missionaries
which may have affected relationships and the manner in which the
work was undertaken on the farm.
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Māori and farming at the mission station
Given the size of the farm, the small number of missionaries and their
varying capabilities, interest in farming, and time actually spent at the
mission station, it seems likely that Yate’s account of the considerable
role that Māori played in running the farm is an accurate one.
Yate counts ‘about fourty adults and fourty youths’ as having
accomplished all the work in those first years. (Yate, p198) though
other reports indicate there were,
‘...96 male Māori living at the “settlement” in 1833 and sawing timber
and carpentering, clearing the land, digging a well, making bricks, and
“assisting in making agricultural implements, and in agriculture, and
some have rendered us important services in charge of our horses”’.
(reports from Clarke and Yate, cited in NZHPT p17)

Yate also records that,

knowledge of European farming matters. Others would have learned
something about farming while living and working under Marsden‘s
tutelage at the Parramatta Seminary.
‘...the six Māoris who returned to New Zealand on the Active in April 1817
“have taken over with them fruit trees of various kinds; and have already
got peaches in perfection”.
When Marsden visited the Taiāmai in May 1820 he saw peach trees and
vegetables “growing very fine”.’
(The Missionary Register, December 1818 cited in NZHPT 1983, p16)

Farming skills may also have been developed on neighbouring farms in
the area. For instance, by 1841, Henry Williams’ property at Pakaraka
was successfully supplying shipping in the Bay of Islands with beef and
vegetables and was also shipping wool to Sydney. (H. Williams to CMS,
21st October 1841, cited in NZHPT 1983, p16).

‘The horses, the ploughs, the carts, the wagons, and all the other
implements used in the farm, are managed by native youths... now, the
ploughing is done in regular furrows; the horses are kept clean, and in
good order; the farm, as far as it is in operation, is declared by those
who have visited us, some of whom have been old farmers, to be very
neatly kept...managed entirely by the once-savage aborigines...’(An

It seems unlikely that the five Williams sons, (the youngest at age 5),
could have achieved this without assistance. George Clarke also while
still at Waimate, had six Māori staff working on one of his private estates
and all his livestock, namely his horses, cattle and sheep, were being
looked after by Māori. (Clarke to CMS London, 30th May 1838, cited in
NZHPT 1983, p16).

Account of NZ, Yate, p78)

One successful Māori farmer who is known to have been associated
with the Mission was Rawiri (David) Taiwhanga. When William Williams
visited him at his farm in Kaikohe in 1836, he reported that Taiwhanga
had a fine crop of wheat in the ground and that his cows produced
about 81bs of butter a week which he sold in the Bay of Islands. (The
Journal of William Williams, typescript, vol.2, page 451 cited in NZHPT
1983, p16). W. R. Wade who visited Taiwhanga in 1837 noted that
Taiwhanga gave the visitors a drink of milk and then presented them
with a pound of butter “with which article one of the merchants in the
Bay is pretty constantly supplied from David’s dairy”. (NZHPT 1983,
pp16-17) It is possible that Taiwhanga was New Zealand’s first
commercial dairy farmer. (Hargreaves, 1963)

Once the water-powered mill at Te Waimate was operating (late
1834/35) it encouraged Māori in the area around the mission station
to expand their wheat growing. By the latter half of the decade, a
number of the northern tribes also owned small steel hand-mills and
by 1839 it was claimed that practically all the tribes in the Bay of
Islands “grew a little wheat”. (R. P. Hargreaves, p 101 - 117)
While some Māori may have learnt new European farming techniques
from the missionaries at Te Waimate, it is also possible that others had
already acquired skills in that area from elsewhere. Prior to the
establishment of Te Waimate, many Māori had travelled to and from
Sydney where there may have been opportunities to pick up some

Figure 11 Te Waimate Mission House, 1845, Cyprian Bridge (Alexander Turnbull Library)
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Associations with events and people
Regardless of the extent to which Māori were able to acquire new
trade and agricultural skills at Te Waimate, with such a large number
of Māori living and working there, surrounded by an intensity of Māori
settlements and pā, there was clearly an important inter- relationship
between Māori and the missionaries that took place here. It is equally
conceivable therefore, that for those missionaries who had just arrived
in New Zealand, the farm at Te Waimate facilitated their ability to
learn from Māori the information necessary to apply their European
techniques to the New Zealand environment.
This constant, evolving relationship can be seen in the numbers of
letters that were written between Māori and the missionaries (Yate,
p257) and the notable visitors and important meetings that were held
at Te Waimate Mission.
‘Rewa, and several chiefs, came this morning to pay us a visit, and to
wonder, as they expressed it, at the buildings which have been erected,
and at the progress which has been made in the New Settlement at the
Waimate.’
The second signing of the Treaty of Waitangi happened at Te Waimate
on 9-10th February 1840 where Hobson stopped to collect further
signatures. Several chiefs eventually signed. (Orange, 2004)
The Austrian botanist and Catholic aristocrat, Karl Freiherr von Hügel
(1795-1870), visited the Bay of Islands in 1834 as guest scientist on
board the British warship Alligator. The section in his journals that
cover his time in Australia are said to
‘provide an antidote to the more middle brow Anglo-Protestant
accounts which provide the majority of first hand accounts of the
1830s. His descriptions of the flora and fauna of the colonies are
perhaps more detailed than any other primary source of the period.’
(http://www.nla.gov.au/openpublish/index.php/nlasp/article/viewArticle/1001/1271
, accessed March 29th, 2011)

The New Zealand section was apparently in the process of being
translated in 2002 but has not been viewed. Assuming it has been
published, it would be a useful document to source in the future. (See
Part IV, section on Recommendations for further work).

When the naturalist Charles Darwin visited Waimate in December 1835
he greatly admired its settled appearance:
“At length we reached Waimate, after having passed over so many miles
of an uninhabited useless country, the sudden appearance of an English
farmhouse, and its well dressed fields, placed there as if by an
enchanter’s wand, was exceedingly pleasant… At Waimate there are
three large houses where the missionary gentlemen, Messrs. Williams,
Davies (sic) and Clarke reside; and near them are the huts of the native
labourers. On an adjoining slope fine crops of barley and wheat in full
ear, and in another part, fields of potatoes and clover. But I cannot
attempt to describe all I saw; there were large gardens; with every fruit
and vegetable which England produces; and many belonging to a
warmer clime. I may instance asparagus, kidney beans, cucumbers,
rhubarb, apples, pears, figs, peaches, apricots, grapes, olives,
gooseberries, currants, hops, gorse for fences & English oaks; also many
kinds of flowers. Around the farmyard were stables, a threshing barn
with its winnowing machine, a blacksmith’s forge and on the ground
ploughshares and other tools; in the middle was that happy mixture of
pigs & poultry, lying comfortably together as in every English farmyard.
At the distance of a few hundred yards, where the waters of a little rill
had been dammed up into a pool, there was a large and substantial
water-mill. All this is very surprising when it is considered that five years
ago nothing but fern flourished here.”
(Brockie (Ed.) 2002)

While his opinions on the surrounding ‘uninhabited useless country’
would now be challenged, his description of the varieties of fruits and
vegetables is helpful in building a picture of the Te Waimate gardens at
this time.
Marsden returned to the Bay of Islands on what was to be his last visit to
New Zealand, in 1837. He spent time at Te Waimate and apparently
noted,
“Waimate, once the most warlike district in the island, is now,” he says,
“the most orderly and moral place I was ever in. My own mind has been
exceedingly gratified by what I have seen and heard.”
(Marsden 1913, p195)
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Lady Jane Franklin (wife of Arctic explorer and Lieutant Governor of
Tasmania, Sir John Franklin) visited Te Waimate in 1841. Accompanied
by James Busby, the former British Resident, Lady Franklin was at first
carried by bearers and then in a cart that Davis had brought 10 miles
along the road to meet her. Lady Jane Franklin expressed satisfaction
in the work of the mission station. An example of this is in 1845 when
an officer from H.M.S North Star gave an account of the expedition,
noting
“The pretty village of Waimate, with its large white church and steeple,
patches of cultivated ground and beautiful green fields, dotted here
and there with little white cottages, forming a view truly english.”
(Sydney Morning Herald, 13th June 1845.)

This connects the wider context of architectural styles, and the
influence of formal garden design with the evolution of Te Waimate.
Picturesque landscape influences link to traditionally European
summaries of Te Waimate’s aesthetic appearance. This in turn refers to
early settlers’ nostalgic need to recreate European influenced
landscapes through garden design in New Zealand.
In 1850, Thomas Huxley, a leading advocate of Charles Darwin’s
theory of evolution, visited Te Waimate, 15 years after Darwin himself.
‘He utilised a week’s stay here characteristically enough in an
expedition to Waimate, the chief missionary station and the school of
the native institutions (a sort of Normal School for native teachers), in
order to judge of his own inspection what missionary life was like. I
have been greatly surprised in these good people [he writes]. I had
expected a good deal of “straight- hairedness” (if you understand the
phrase) and methodistical puritanism, but I find it quite otherwise. Both
Mr. and Mrs.Burrows seem very quiet and unpretending-straightforward folks desirous of doing their best for the people among
whom they are placed’.

The Selwyns
George (G.A.) Selwyn was the first Bishop of New Zealand. He arrived in
the country in 1842, moving quickly to Te Waimate with his wife, his
chaplain William Charles Cotton and clerk William Bambridge, having
selected it as his residence before leaving England. Selwyn leased the
entire property from the CMS, including the farm.
Selwyn’s first impression of Te Waimate was by moonlight,
‘On first sight of Waimate, by moonlight, recalled all our recollections of
England: the white church, and the Mission Houses with their neat
gardens and fields, presenting an appearance of settled comfort which is
scarcely to be found in any other part of New Zealand.’
(Challis undated, p11)

However, the following day revealed that the mission station was in a
neglected state. (Standish 1962, p28) Mrs Selwyn wrote, ‘The house we
are in, the garden, the whole place, is in a sad state of decadence.’ (Ibid)
Although it seems that the farming operations were beginning to
decline before his arrival (Selwyn’s comment on seeing the place for
the first time was “...Farm abandoned... “) the Bishop‘s occupation gave
a formal ending to Davis’s functions as mission farmer. (NZHPT 1983,
p9)
There were several ‘educational establishments’ at Te Waimate while
the Selwyns were in residence – the Clarke’s house became St John’s
College (as well as the Bishop’s palace), Hamlin’s house became Eton
Collegiate School and meals were taken in the hall behind (the first
chapel, relocated), the Davis house was home to the students and
renamed Magdalen Hall. There was also a Native Teachers’ School,
Native Boys’ School and Native Infants’ School.

(The Project Gutenberg EBook of The Life and Letters of
Thomas Henry Huxley V.1 by Leonard Huxley, Release Date: February, 2004)

Figure 12 View of Te Waimate 1845, Cyprian Bridge (Alexander Turnbull Library)- depicts a well developed field system with sheep and cattle
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While the emphasis was on education during Selwyn’s time, Standish
also describes this period at Te Waimate as a scene of great activity in
the gardens, in which a ‘metamorphosis’ took place. (Standish, pp2930).
According to Standish, Selwyn himself took a leading part in laying
out the new garden. He describes the following changes,
‘An ellipse was cut in front of the house for a lawn, and a carriageway
was laid down, connecting the church and the three main houses.
Around the lawn, trees and shrubs were planted, hundreds of tree ferns,
karakas, nikaus and other native plants were bought from the bush,
and interspersed with privet, acacia, and other evergreens... Cotton
planted a section of the garden with thyme for his bees and built a
charming little bee-house to shelter his hives.’ (Standish p30)
Standish goes on to add that the Norfolk pines and monkey puzzle
trees (see T1, T4 and T6 in the arboriculture report, Appendix 4), ‘were
planted here probably a little later...’ (ibid) which is considered likely.
Challis reports that in Selwyn’s time,
“The grounds were laid out with lawns, a carriageway, honey bees, and
an arboretum.” (Aidan Challis’ compilation, p11)
The plan of the settlement sketched by Bambridge in 1843 confirms
the presence of this grand carriageway in Selwyn’s time and provides
a unique advantage in tracing the framework of the gardens and
grounds at Te Waimate.

Another historian of Te Waimate, Jan Harris, provides some further
detail on the plants that were used,
‘English scenery could not be recreated here, though attempts at
‘improvement’ were made. Waimate had been described as bare of trees
because of the frequent fern fires and trees were to be planted for
firewood, as the nearest wood was now two miles away. There was
already a large mimosa [silk tree] in front of the main house, ‘laburnum,
white thorn, quince and many peach trees at Waimate, and stocks,
geraniums, roses and honeysuckle are mentioned. The main house was
to have a ‘pleasance’ and ‘a very decent ellipse in front’, as well as a
vegetable garden, and acacia, privet, nikau and tree fern were to be
planted - so native plants were not excluded. Selwyn’s clerk, William
Bambridge, planted nut trees, roses and vines at his cottage and John
Bedggood had young apple trees at his. Perhaps the most valuable new
comers were the honey bees, which Cotton brought to Waimate in
March, 1844, placing the hives in a little summer house and planting
lemon thyme to flavour the honey.’
[Jan Harris 1984, p29, includes footnotes 21 to 26]

In 1844, Mrs Selwyn writes of a lemon tree hedge however it is not
known if it was ever planted. Ross recommends using citrus to screen
caretaker’s cabin and planting an old missionary lemon and orange in
the grounds. (Ross, 1966, Oranges and Lemons)
“the house is glimpsed through big exotic trees believed to have been
planted by later occupants, the Rev. Robert Burrows, Archdeacon E.B
Clarke, a son of George Clarke, and Archdeacon Philip Walsh. Selwyn’s
domestic chaplain, W.C Cotton, wrote to his sister in 1843 that the bishop
‘intends that we should all go into the woods and get young plants when
the proper time comes’, but today a totara and a puriri are the only likely
evidence that this was done.” Cotton also wrote the “line of the horizon,
tho high,” wrote cotton, “is much too straight for about 40 degrees in
front. This will be broken by planting.” (Stacpoole 1971, p17.)

Plate 4 Grove of trees in the Te Waimate Mission grounds, Boffa Miskell Ltd 2020 (trees identified in 2011 Aboricultural Assessment, Appendix A)
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Te Tiriti, War and Lasting Peace
Robert Burrows was appointed to Te Waimate when the Selwyns left
in November 1844 and moved to Auckland. Burrows had arrived in
New Zealand in 1840 and was first stationed at Kororāreka. Davis left
early in 1845, his appointment to deacon taking him to Kaikohe.
Following signing of the Treaty of Waitangi on 6th February 1840, the
document was taken overland to Hokianga via Waimate Mission
Station, where six additional signatures were affixed to the document
on the 9th /10th of February (see Table 3 on page 16 for names of Māori
signatories to the Treaty of Waitangi).
The arrival of Selwyn in June 1842 installed a significant and
influential Pakeha figure within the Ngāpuhi landscape. Selwyn set
about re-establishing the Mission Station as an educational
institution, including a Native Teachers’ School for the training of
Māori teachers and preachers, a Native Boys’ School and an Infant
School.
The effects of external events such as land loss, the relocation of the
capital to Auckland and accompanying loss of trade to Auckland and
other developing settlements contributed to growing dissatisfaction
of Māori and a corresponding decline in Māori/Pakeha relations in the
1842-1844 period. A local example of growing tension between Māori
and Pakeha occurred in 1844, with the shooting of ducks by St John’s
College students on a lake deemed tapu. This act infuriated Heke and
his followers, who strongly protested to Selwyn at the Mission Station.

This growing unrest manifested on 8th July 1844, with the felling of the
flagstaff at Kororāreka by Heke and his followers. This matter was
discussed by Tamati Waka Nene and Heke at the Mission Station
without result. Growing tensions and concerns by the Colonial
Government lead to Fitzroy holding a meeting at the Mission Station
attended by Taitokerau Māori on 2nd September 1844, at which Nene
and his affiliated hapū pledge allegiance to the Governor. Heke and his
followers attended Fitzroy’s address, however subsequently met with
Selwyn at the Mission Station to discuss Fitzroy’s address in detail.
11 March 1845 marked the sacking of Kororāreka by Heke and Kawiti Te
Ruki of Ngāti Hine, an act which set the scene for the Northern Wars.
Following Kororāreka, local Māori flocked to the safety of the Mission
Station, which was secured by a meeting between Burrows and Heke.
The strong relationship between Heke and missionaries was further
evidenced by meetings during the height of the Northern Wars to
follow, with Burrows and Williams meeting with Heke and
unsuccessfully petitioning for peace following Ōhaeawai.
On 19th March 1845, Nene commenced construction of fortifications at
the Mission Station, however, was dissuaded by Burrows and with his
followers, left six days later. On 23rd March 1845 as Heke’s emissary,
Heke’s wife Hariata Rongo (Hongi’s daughter) met with Nene at The
Mission Station concerning Kororāreka, however nothing was resolved,
and the situation deteriorated further. The area plunged into war, and
Puketutu, Te Ahuahu and Ōhaeawai follow directly.
Following Puketutu, in May 1845 Heke’s forces raided the Mission
Station for supplies, breaking into the Mill and taking flour. Heke also
retrieved two cannons from the Millpond, which were later found by
Colonial Militia abandoned at Ōhaeawai.

Figure 13 Ōhaeawai military camp 1843, John Williams (Alexander Turnbull Library)
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The military occupied Te Waimate Mission in the lead up to the battle
of Ōhaeawai and then 600 soldiers British Troops arrived at the
Mission again after the battle and stationed there over winter.
Ramparts were built around the mission, fences and shingles used as
firewood, and young officers stationed in one of the houses nearly
destroyed it (HNZPT information on Ōhaeawai).

However, after the war the mission station had lost support among
Māori and gradually fell into disrepair. By 1854 much of the farm was
divided off as leases to different parties, including the Bedggoods and
the families of Richard Davis and Henry Williams. (Manuscript copy
Robert Vidal, Auckland to Central Committee, 10th February 1854, cited
in NZHPT 1983, p15)

Following Ōhaeawai, the military front re-located from Te Waimate to
Ngāti Hine and Ruapekapeka, with peace to be restored in the period
following that battle. In autumn 1848, whilst staying at the Mission
Station, Governor Grey invited Heke to meet. At this meeting, Heke
gifted his mere pounamu to Grey, symbolically securing lasting peace
between Ngāpuhi and the Colonial Government.

In 1870 Burrows reported that a tenant of the farm who had become
bankrupt had surrendered the farm and left it “in a very bad state “. In
February 1873, he wrote “At present I am paying a man to take care of
the Farm, but it does not yield one half of what I have to pay. The land is
worn out and the uncultivated part of the Estate very poor land.
Without a large outlay it cannot be improved”. (NZHPT 1983, p15)

In August 1869 it is reported that Ngāpuhi held a hui at the Mission
Station to discuss war occurring in the South (Taranaki and Te Kooti).

By this time, European settlers were increasingly settling in the region
and the mission district was formed into an Anglican parish. In 1871, the
second church was replaced by the church standing today, created for
this largely Pakeha congregation.

The Hamlin and Davis homes were badly damaged by the British
troops while staying there and many other buildings were either
damaged or burnt down (Standish: 38), and ramparts were built
around the mission station (ibid.).
In 1846 Burrows was authorised to employ an additional man to
restore the farm and, a year later, he could report that about 12 acres
had been sown in wheat and the fences rebuilt sufficiently to keep
out the cattle and pigs.

In 1873 the CMS entrusted the remaining 977 acres, St Johns Church,
the two surviving houses, and a number of cottages and outbuildings
to Mr Burrows. This was sold off piece by piece, until only a few acres
around the church remained. In 1896 the house and grounds were
transferred to the New Zealand Mission Trust Board, and in 1902, the
Hamlin house was sold and dismantled (ibid: 42).
In 1912, the New Zealand Mission Trust Board transferred ownership of
the house and grounds to a board of vicarage trustees (Standish 1962,
42).

Figure 14 Photograph taken c1912 by Northwood Brothers – depicts tree ferns on either side of front door and eucalyptus trees to the rear (Alexander Turnbull
Library)
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Conservation and Public Use

1900-1959

During the 1950s, the property’s role as a vicarage ended and the
house opened as the Bedggood Memorial Museum. Parts of the
Paremata Mill (built 1852) were retrieved after it blew down in 1959
and can now be found as part of the museum collection.

Prior to the New Zealand Historic Places Trust taking over, the gardens
and grounds surrounding the house continued to mature, enclose and
become more informal through the first half of the twentieth century.
The standard of upkeep and the number of shrubs and flowers were
closely linked to relevance, use and level of occupancy of the Vicarage
through this period. Whilst they reached their lowest point prior by
1913, they continued to ebb and flow with the fortunes of the Vicarage
and were in decline again after the house lost its function as parish
headquarters and vicarage in 1942.

Recommendations were made at around this time that the Crown
acquired the Mission House and the wider group of buildings - St
John’s Church, the old forge, and carpenters’ shop - for preservation.
‘Although the Minister of Lands had been requested to consider the
preservation of a number of Te Waimate buildings - St John’s church,
the Mission House, the blacksmiths’ shop, and the carpenter’s shop -he
made clear that he was most concerned that the church and the
Mission House were not lost. The Director General of Lands advised the
minister that it would be preferable that these buildings remain in
church hands if this was the best way of preserving them, and if they
were to be offered to the Crown that it should not be expected to buy
them from the church when it would be taking over liability for them.
Archdeacon Johnston had already informed the Crown that the
Church could not gift the building and land: they would need to sell
them.’’
(Waimate Conservation Plan p48)

However, it wasn’t until after the establishment of the National
Historic Places Trust (now Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga)
that the purchase of the Mission House was negotiated.
In 1959 the Mission House and surrounding 3 acres were acquired by
the Historic Places Trust, being one of their first major purchases
(NZHPT 2001). During the 1960s the former Ministry of Works
undertook an extensive restoration of the property on behalf of the
Historic Places Trust to take the building back to its assumed original
appearance (NZHPT 2001; Salmond Architects 2001). However, the
Trust’s earliest ideas about the restoration of the house do not reveal
a coherent historical approach, leaning toward the Clarke period but
without committing totally to it. In June 1964 Ross raised concerns
that the sub-committee had still not decided whether to restore the
house back to the Mission House or to St John’s College and Palace. In
1965 the Historic Places Trust resolved that all efforts must be focused
on returning to a building that existed during the Clarkes’ tenancy
and not the Selwyns.’ (Howard 2010, pp69-87)
On 2nd August 1965 Ross observed that, although it was intended to
restore the building back to the Clarkes’ Mission House, in the light of
the research she had undertaken and the analysis of the building
fabric revealed during the course of the works it was unlikely that the
interior could be returned to a form and character known by the
Clarke family.

The most significant changes to the setting since the 1840s came in two
ways. First, and most radically, were the transformation of the house
from mission to vicarage, the loss of buildings associated with the
mission and Selwyn period and the incremental addition of a possible
lean-to adjoining the kitchen, a number of small sheds and a garage
(demolished in 1964) to the west and the introduction of grass tennis
court to the front paddock in the late 1920s (which was still visible in
1953). Second, and more incrementally, the large crescent of mid- to
late nineteenth-century trees that swept round the west (nor-west) of
the house, to the north and around to the east (nor-east) of the house
had continued to grow in height and girth to enclose these aspects of
the setting. There were a large number of exotic trees that existed in or
immediately to the west, in Church Lane and the churchyard beyond in
the 1920s and 1930s. These could have included Pine, Oak, Norfolk
Pine, Barberry, wilding totara, and perhaps white barked birch and Elm.
Pines appear on the west side of the crescent, which extended
westward from the Vicarage along either side of the drive to Church
Lane. By 1928 the Pines, thought then to be at least 40 years of age, had
grown significantly taller than the native trees in the crescent. This
group of Pines was felled prior to 1953. There was also a line of tall
exotic trees planted along the Church side of Church Lane. A less
mature and broken line of Eucalyptus and Pine trees from the
nineteenth to early twentieth centuries stood along the southern
boundary of the property, from behind the Vicarage to the east. Almost
all of these trees were felled by 1953, with only the Eucalyptus tree
immediately behind the Vicarage surviving until the 1980s.
Behind the House, in the early twentieth century there appears to have
been a reasonably large garden, possibly for vegetables, berries and
fruit. By the late 1950s, perhaps due to lower occupancy, this seems to
have been lost to larger expanses of lawn. Immediately in front of the
house, since the early twentieth century, lay low narrow garden beds,
home at varying times to climbers, flowers and small shrubs. There is
little photographic evidence showing the extent of formed paths
around the Vicarage. What is available show that paths, which existed in
the nineteenth century had been lost to grass (See Chronological
viewpoint J and n, and figure 14). From the 1930s paths across the front
of the house reappeared (see chronological viewpoints k.)
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Late in this decade brown gravel had been laid on the paths. Apart
from the introduction, in the 1930s, of a small river boulder border
separating the verandah flower beds from the path at the front of the
house, there appears to have been no hard edging to the paths in the
first half of the twentieth century.
Between these beds and the crescent of trees was the open lawn, and
here in front of the house an increasingly informal ‘tear drop’ semicircular grassed carriageway had been formed over time by the early
twentieth century, arriving and leaving from the direction of the
church. This replaced the straight carriageway that had once
connected the church with the three mission houses. Periodically
there were some encroachments on the lawn, like the circular garden
bed (early twentieth century) at the centre of this semi-circular
carriageway, and a timber pole gazebo (1940s). Through the
twentieth century, at the west and east ends of the skillion to the
house, shrubs continued to form a screen like the historic paling or
picket fences, between the front (public) gardens and rear utility parts
of the property. By the early 1950s, to the east of the house, beyond
the shrubs, was a group of orchard trees. To the west end this screen
extended along the carriageway, edged with river boulders, into
existing native trees and a thicket of bamboo and a weatherboard
garage, which was demolished during the redevelopment of the
garden.
New Zealand Historic Places Trust ownership 1959 – 1990s
Since taking ownership of the property, the New Zealand Historic
Places Trust’s views on how the garden and grounds should be
developed have continued to evolve, as with the restoration of
Mission House. From the outset the plans were not simply focused on
returning the garden to a likely earlier form of the Mission period. The
initial design provided by Knight in June 1960 was described as the
‘Waimate North Historical Centre’. It included structures like the
Custodian’s Cottage and the garage/store/public lavatories, which
were built, but also included a museum to display agricultural
implements (including the Paremata waterwheel) and gallery
building to the east of the House, a flagstaff in front of the house
(rather than at the front entrance as now) and a dovecot drive in from
the church.
In positioning, rather than form, the Custodian’s Cottage,
garage/store/public toilets and water tank could be seen as broadly
referencing the location of earlier structures behind the Mission
House. However, the positioning of the museum building and the
gallery would not have been justified by any earlier historic
precedent. There was a different use of the southern half of the site
up into the 1980s where there was a lot more of a developed garden
on the west of the residential lawn, dense plantings directly behind
the mission house (between the shed and the mission house), and an
area in the south-eastern corner where the area was a large
rectangular lawn garden in the rear of the property that looks to have
been enclosed by plantings.

Although the 1960 site development plan showed the retention of the
existing grassed ‘tear drop’ turning circle in front of the house, this was
altered and the existing driveway instead ended at the junction with
the broad path formed at the front of the house. A gravelled vehicle
‘pull-in’ was formed in the area between the verandah and the kitchen
skillion. The 1960 proposal also included on-site public car parking
within the property and an unprecedented circular walk connecting the
House with the public lavatories at the rear, with the museum and
gallery along the eastern property boundary and then out to the pair of
Norfolk Pines on the northern boundary and then around to the west to
connect up with the entrance drive and proposed dovecot and public
carpark. This was never executed. Concrete kerbing was introduced in
1964 and basalt chip was also introduced to the driveways and paths
around the property. There may have been at least a similar amount of
area taken up with paths and carriageways in the Selwyn period, but
the 1960s redevelopment of the garden created a far more formal, hard
edged and larger areas of gravel (especially to the north-west, southwest and north-east corners of the House) than had ever existed before
on the site.
Apart from the formation of the concrete curbing, much of the focus of
the redevelopment was centred on the House and it was not until
midway through 1966 that the focus began to shift to the gardens and
ground. Existing plantings were removed from the gardens. Larger
shrubs and small trees were removed from the west side of the lawn in
front of the house. Perhaps, in part, as a result of having to
accommodate drainage fields and a septic tank to the south and east of
the house the five existing orchard trees were removed and replaced by
flower beds and Rhododendrons during the restoration. Some of these
beds and shrubs, in turn, were later removed and returned to lawn. By
1966 the small boulder edging to the flower beds to the front of the
house was removed and replaced in 1966-7 by a brick edging (perhaps
using excess bricks from the kitchen chimney reconstruction).
A white picket fence was erected between the house and the
garage/store and public toilet block to separate the public and private
areas to the rear of the house in 1966. This was removed in the 1990s.
Totara hedging was established on the west and south property
boundaries from the late 1960s to screen the Custodian’s Cottage, and
mixed species hedge was continued along the southern boundary to
screen the water tank and store and garage. A tall white timber fence
was built by 1967 to separate the Custodian Cottage garden from the
rest of the property.
In 1966 the existing tree and shrub plantings to the west of the House,
between the Custodian’s Cottage and the property entrance were
supplemented by Rhododendrons. Species like Puriri which dominate
the north-eastern area of the lawn now and create and enclosed and
wooded area are absent or juvenile in the 1980s. For a short period of
time in the 1980s a thick flax screen existed along the fence line
separating the front garden from the front paddock.
The restoration works introduced temporary Ministry of Works sheds to
the south eastern corner of the property and a storage shed housing
collection items like the mills materials existed in the paddock directly
behind the residential house (church land but NZHPT collections
storage). From the 1960s to 1980s there was a farm shed located on the
site of the earlier tennis court in the front paddock. Two large flood
lights were added to the lawn to illuminate the house and a power
supply extends through the front lawn area to supply these.
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In 1964 Knight prepared a plan for an open-air display building to
function as an agricultural implement museum. In October 1966
the NZHPT Board approved its construction to the east of the
Mission House, but in 1969 it was decided not to erect this building.
Ross approached the gardens with a broader scope than that
attributed to the house. She encouraged not just their restoration
to the 1830s-40s period but also supports accommodating plants
from later in the 19th century.
In 1977 NZHPT purchased the neighbouring Bedggood Buildings
site and later, in 1986, negotiated the purchase of the King
paddock, east of the Mission House.
The new entrance to Te Waimate Mission House off the main road
was remodelled in 1979-80 to reduce the dangers to traffic from
using the entrance
In 1985 a Development Plan was prepared for NZHPT which set out
to ‘present and interpret the surviving buildings, archaeological
sites, and botanical features of the whole Te Waimate settlement,
conserved as they are, in their undeveloped rural landscape
context.’ The focus of attention was set on the period from the
mission establishment, through the Selwyn era, to the War in the
North (that is, 1830 - 1845) with particular attention given to the
protection and enhancement of ‘aesthetic historical landscape
vistas.’The Plan was primarily based on an interpretation and
adaption of the 1843 Bambridge map and included a
recommendation for the acquisition of the King paddock (see
Figure 15).

The Challis & Dashper Plan notes that the standard of care of the
Mission House grounds has been generally tidy but identify the
following ‘weaknesses’:
‘(i) The location of the curator’s (custodian’s) cottage and the service
building very close to the Mission House, compromising its architecture
and its setting.
(ii) The use of concrete and basalt chip on driveways, historically
inappropriate, and damaging to Mission House floors.
(iii) The painting of picket fences.
(iv) Inattention to the problems of the historic trees.
(v) The grounds have not been developed along historical lines, with the
exception of the collecting of old roses.’
(Challis & Dashper 1985)

The mature trees within the grounds of the property are likely to have
been planted in the early stages of the property development although
it appears that there have been many waves of succession planting
throughout the lifetime of the garden. The Totara (T8) is likely to be the
oldest tree in the grounds with an estimated age of approximately 150
to 200 years old.
In 1995, the character of the Waimate area was identified as
‘outstanding’ but the classification provoked many opposing
submissions. Following community consultation, (held at the Sunday
school) the Plan redefined the outstanding landscape unit to a more
contained ‘Waimate North Special Zone’ focussed on the Waimate
Mission. NZHPT were opposed to the Zone and sought to have the area
rezoned as General Rural due to a concern that the level of subdivision
allowed would lead to an intensification of development that would
detract from the ‘heritage and spatial qualities of the surrounding area’
and for the lack of protection for puriri trees. (S Reynolds, NZHPT
submission 626/60).

Figure 15 1843 Bambridge Plan overlaid on aerial, showing settlement during Selwyn period
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archaeological sites
In the immediate vicinity of, and including, Te Waimate Mission
Station, there are some 14 recorded archaeological sites relating to
both Māori and early European settlement recorded on the NZ
Archaeological Association’s site record database (see Table 5 and
Figure 15). The extents of these sites are not precisely defined, and
those within Te Waimate Heritage Precinct do not include all pre-1900
archaeological remains that are known or likely to be present
subsurface within the precinct.
Within the Waimate Mission property boundaries are two recorded
archaeological sites – the Mission House (site P05/327) and the
foundations of buildings and a well recorded in the former King
paddock next to the Mission House (P05/607). The foundations clearly
relate to buildings recorded on the Bambridge plan, those in this area
being ‘Eton College’(c), ‘College Hall’(h), ‘Mr Colenso’s house (j), the
‘Play House, to be an infants’ school’ (k), and the ‘New House’ (g).
On the Heritage New Zealand property to the east of Showground
Road, the Bedggood buildings including the blacksmith’s shop and
associated remains are recorded as site P05/515. This was Bedggood’s
second blackmith’s shop, shifted here after 1845 (Challis 1993m, p19),
to a location where ‘Māori Houses’ had previously been recorded on
the Bambridge plan. Further details on these sites and other
archaeological work in the vicinity are provided below.
Outside the Heritage New Zealand properties but within Te Waimate
Heritage Precinct are other related archaeological sites. Building
foundations have been recorded (P05/608) to the south of the
Anglican Church. Near the eastern boundary of the heritage precinct
is a large earthen dam (site P05/266) which served the mill built in
1833. The mill building was moved by Bedggood in 1852 [ch] and the
dam fell into disuse in the 1850s. The site of Bedggood’s first
blacksmith’s shop (P05/326) is located to the south of the dam, beside
the stream on the eastern boundary of the Heritage Precinct. This
served the area from 1836 until 1845, when Bedggood’s house burnt
down and he shifted his operations to beside Showground Road (site
P05/515) (Challis 1993: 19). The Bedggood Cottage, constructed in
1848 and demolished in 2013, is recorded in the NZAA ArchSite
database as site P05/1053 (Maguire 2013).

The old oak tree, planted by Richard Davis, is recorded as site P05/320.
This is no longer standing but was formerly located to the east of
Showground Road, as is site P05/321, relating to the 1845 military
encampment occupied by British troops during the Northern War – many
whiskey and other alcohol bottles likely to be from this period were
reported by the landowner to have been ploughed up in the field.
Other recorded sites close to but outside the heritage precinct include a
historic trackway to the north of Te Ahu Ahu Road (P05/283) which was
part of the Waimate North to Kerikeri CMS road dating to the 1830s, but
which followed the route of an earlier Māori trackway. Two historic
buildings to the south of the Mission property are also recorded as
archaeological sites – George Clarke’s house (P05/322) located to the
south of the Mission property, down Showground Road, and another
building thought to be over 100 years old within the showgrounds to the
east (P05/325).
Three of the recorded sites in the immediate vicinity relate to Māori
occupation. To the north of Te Ahu Ahu Road is site P05/245, consisting
of pits which possibly document a kāinga or settlement. Two recorded
Waahi tapu (burial preparation areas) are also located nearby – P05/298
north of Te Ahu Ahu Road to the north - west of the Mission House, and
P05/299, immediately to the east of the earth dam. These sites were
reported by a local resident in 1980. The Bambridge map records another
area of ‘waahi tapu bushes’ within the Heritage Precinct close to the area
of ‘Māori Houses’, but neither this nor the area of Māori houses have
been recorded as archaeological sites.
The Anglican Church and cemetery have not been recorded as an
archaeological site, although the church and the older part of the
cemetery meet the criteria of archaeological sites under the Historic
Places Act 1993. This would also apply to the area of the Atkinson Store
and House and their surrounds at the corner of Showground Road and Te
Ahu Ahu Road. As already noted, the boundaries of the various
archaeological sites within the Te Waimate Heritage Precinct have not
been clearly defined, and the entire precinct should be viewed as a
continuous archaeological landscape, containing areas of higher
archaeological potential where historic structures and activities are
recorded, subject to the extent of modern landscape modification that
has occurred.

Table 5 Archaeological Sites
Site No.
P05
P05
P05
P05
P05
P05
P05
P05
P05
P05
P05
P05
P05
P05

245
266
283
298
299
320
321
322
325
326
327
515
607
608

Easting

Northing

Description

Old Site No.

2590400
2591100
2590500
2590100
2591200
2590700
2590800
2590600
2590400
2590900
2590400
2590700
2590600
2590400

6653900
6653300
6653500
6653500
6653400
6653500
6653300
6652800
6652900
6653100
6653300
6653200
6653400
6653300

Pits
Earth dam
Trackway (part of Waimate North to Kerikeri CMS road)
Burial preparation area (reported)
Burial preparation area (reported)
Old oak tree
Military camp (1845)
House (George Clarke’s)
Building
Blacksmith’s shop (1st Bedggood site)
Te Waimate Mission Station
Blacksmith’s shop/Bedggood buildings (2nd Bedggood site)
Te Waimate Mission Station (building foundations etc)
Te Waimate Mission Station (building foundations south of Anglican Church)

N15
N15
N15
N15
N15
N15
N15
N15
N15
N15
N15
N15
N15
N15

67
124
141
157
158
179
180
181
184
185
187
186
0
0
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archaeological surveys
In 1984/5 a survey of the visible archaeological features of Te Waimate
Heritage Precinct was undertaken by J. Leatherby and P.H. Morgan for
the NZHPT (now known as Heritage New Zealand, Pouhere Toanga)
(Figure 15). This plan was then overlaid with the information on the
1843 Bambridge plan showing the location of the various Mission
Station buildings and other features at that time (Figure 16), providing
an identification of some of the visible archaeological features. A
geophysical survey was recently undertaken in the fields to the
southwest of the mission house, on private land (Bader 2009).
Possible fence lines and a cluster of metal objects indicating European
building activities were identified, which roughly correlated with the
location of 19th century Church Street tenement buildings recorded
on the 1843 plan.
Archaeological investigations have also been informative in other
parts of the heritage precinct although they are outside the Heritage
New Zealand Mission property. Monitoring of fencing work around
the old oak tree on the Cook Farm was undertaken by Eaves in 1993.
Eaves concluded that below a depth of approximately 300mm (the
depth of ploughing) evidence of activity from the 1830-50 period
could still survive across the entire paddock.

In 1992 Slocombe monitored the installation of water pipe trenches,
extending across Church Street and through the churchyard of St John
the Baptist Church (Slocombe, 1993). The soil profile revealed only
topsoil, but two features were recorded. In one trench five stones
c.20cm x 25cm in size protruded from the section which were believed
to be part of the Mission period roadway. In the second trench a layer of
gravelly material was exposed which was thought to represent a path
associated with an earlier church on the site.
Johnson (2000) monitored fire protection works at St John the Baptist
Church to the west of the Mission House. The portion of a trench
extending through the former Church Street revealed a coarse profile of
the street, and a cable trench from the road to the Sunday school
exposed a thin layer of broken bricks. The formation of Church Street
had involved topsoil removal over a width of 4m, a 20cm thick base
course of crushed brick with occasional metal nails and artefacts, and a
surface of smooth, weathered basalt cobbles c.10- 60cm in size.
Evidence of the cutting in of the platform for the 1839 church was also
visible, illustrating benching techniques used as part of the
construction method.
More recently Maguire (2013 and 2020) undertook an archaeological
assessment for demolition of the above ground portion of the
Bedggood Cottage at 288 Showground Road.

Figure 16 Approximate extents of recorded archaeological sites in the immediate vicinity of Te Waimate Mission. The Mission House is site P05/327 (source: NZAA
site records). NB: not all areas of archaeological potential have been recorded as sites
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Figure 17 Leatherby and Morgan’s 1884/5 survey map of the area, showing archaeological features in Te Waimate Heritage Precinct. Left arrow Waimate Mission
(P05/327), central arrow building foundations (P05/607), right arrow, the Bedggood buildings (P05/515) (plan courtesy Bill Edwards, Heritage New Zealand’s
Northern Regional Archaeologist)

Figure 18 Leatherby and Morgan’s 1884/5 survey map of the area, with the buildings shown on the 1843 Bambridge plan, and buildings present in 1985 overlaid
(from Challis & Dashper 1985 development plan, courtesy Bill Edwards, Heritage New Zealand’s Northern Regional Archaeologist)
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Figure 19 Aerial view with overlay of Te Waimate Heritage Precinct (dashed black line), showing the locations of the archaeological surveys and
investigations referred to

Figure 20 Overlay showing locations of archaeological surveys and investigations in relation to 1843 Bambridge plan
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character areas
Te Waimate Mission Station is made up of four areas that each have
their own particular characteristics. These ‘character areas’ are:
1. Mission House and gardens:
A. Front gardens
B. Modern cottage
C. Garage/utility area
D. Southeast gardens
2. Front paddock
3. King paddock:
A. North
B. South
4. Bedggood buildings

Figure 21 Aerial showing character areas

Important areas related to the former mission station but now beyond
the Heritage New Zealand, Pouhere Taonga property boundaries, have
not been investigated in depth but have been considered for their
characteristics and heritage values where these were known.
An inventory and assessment of these areas and key features is
provided in the Significance Assessment section.
Refer to Appendix 1 for Landscape Plans.
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key people associated with the place
Hongi Hika (c1780-1828)

Rewa

Hongi Hika was born about 1780 near Kaikohe, the son of Te Hotete,
chief of Te Tahuna (Kaikohe), and Tuhikura. In addition to Ngāti Rāhiri
and Ngāti Rēhia he was most closely associated with Ngāti Tautahi
and Ngāi Tawake.

Ngāi Tawake chief, Rewa (also known as Maanu), from Ōkuratope Pā,
was one of the chiefs who sold the land for the mission station to
Marsden and the Church Missionary Society. Rewa also sold land to the
CMS in Kerikeri.

Hongi travelled to Sydney in 1814 where he met Samuel Marsden
and encouraged him to set up mission stations in the Bay of Islands.
Samuel’s knowledge of Hika aided him in the initiation of peace in
Kororāreka after the ‘Girls War’ in 1830. Peacefulness was agreed by
Ururoa, Hika’s brother-in-law and the opposing party. The
relationship Marsden shared with Hongi before his death secured
his strong hold in the far north. Hongi’s connections proved useful
and enabled the establishment of Te Waimate Mission.

Rewa and his brothers Moka and Te Wharerahi were all influential
Ngāpuhi chiefs. Rewa was one of the many rangatira who attended the
Treaty of Waitangi negotiations and he is recognised as one who spoke
particularly forcefully about his concerns regarding the Treaty.

Before Hika’s death he was keen on securing Europeans to Te
Waimate, for trade and to learn more about agriculture. He knew
that developing a reputation for peace and security would draw
Europeans into his sphere of influence and increase opportunities
for trading food and supplies for European technology, including
tools and weapons.
Hongi was a political and military man but also had a great interest
in European agriculture and the implements that could increase
efficiency and productivity. Hongi experimented with the growing
of wheat and corn on his Waimate land, but his main effort was to
grow huge crops of potatoes to exchange for muskets and powder.

Figure 22 Hakiro, Waka Nene and Rewa sketched by William Bambridge (Alexander Turnbull Library)
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Moka (Te Kāinga-mataa)

Hone Heke

Moka was a Ngāpuhi (Ngāi Tawake) chief and the youngest of three
brothers (Rewa and Te Wharerahi). Moka was involved in the
Declaration of Independence of New Zealand by Māori chiefs as well
as the Treaty of Waitangi.

Hone Heke was also of the Kaikohe district. His influence extended over
Te Ahu Ahu, Waimate, Pakaraka, Oromahoe, Kaikohe, and Te Tii,
Waitangi.

Following the battle of Te Ika-A-Ranganui at Kaiwaka in 1825 (where
he was shot but rescued by fellow Ngāpuhi chief Rawiri Taiwhanga),
he took the name Te Kāinga-mataa - meaning either ‘Wounded by a
bullet’ or ‘The holder of ammunition’.
Originally of the Ngāi Tawake hapū, Waimate North, Moka and his
brothers, Te Wharerahi and Rewa, later formed the Patukeha hapū, in
memory of their mother who had been slain by Ngare Raumati taua
in 1800.
Moka and his two brothers were original signatories to the
Declaration of Independence, signed by a number of Northern chiefs
at Waitangi on 28th October 1835. Moka was the sole Māori signatory
to a proclamation extending the boundaries of New South Wales to
include the islands of New Zealand, confirming Hobson’s own
appointment as Lieutenant-Governor, and dealing with the issue of
land transactions.
However, on 5th February 1840, at Waitangi, Moka and his brother
Rewa both spoke against the proposed Treaty with the Crown. Moka
raised the issue of illegal land transactions by certain Europeans and
referred to the proclamations of 30 January.
https://nzhistory.govt.nz/people/moka-te-kainga-mataa

His mana also included the Tautoro district, at one time known as
Hikurangi, and Ōhaeawai (Taiāmai). Unlike Hongi who chose to make
his home in various different locations at Waimate and Whangaroa as
well as Kaikohe, Hone Keke’s home territory was in the Kaikohe area.
During the 1840s both Henry Williams and Burrows visited him there,
attempting unsuccessfully to persuade him of the errors of his ways.
After the successful defence of Puketutu Pa Hone Heke returned to his
pa at Te Ahuahu, a major residential settlement. Some days later he
went on to Kaikohe to gather food supplies. During his absence one of
Waka Nene’s allies, the Hokianga chief, Makoare Te Taonui, attacked
and captured Te Ahuahu. The ensuing battle was a traditional formal
Māori conflict.
[Heke] began to march inland to Ōhaeawai troops arrived before the
Ōhaeawai Pa on June 23rd and established a camp about 500 metres
away after unsuccessful attempts to breach the pā with guns eventually
Despard ordered a frontal assault which left 33 dead and 66 injured. On
the morning of July 8th, the pā was found to have been abandoned, the
enemy having disappeared in the night. After the capture of
Ruapekapeka, Kawiti and Heke approached Tamati Waka Nene about a
ceasefire. After the wars’ conclusion, Heke enjoyed a considerable surge
in prestige and authority. The missionary Richard Davis, writing in
August 1848, stated that Heke had “raised himself to the very pinnacle
of honour,” and that “the whole of the tribes around pay him profound
homage.”
In July 1845 the undefeated defenders of Ōhaeawai pā retired in an
orderly fashion to Kaikohe. Colonel Despard’s Māori troops followed,
but after the peace efforts of Richard Davis the only action they took
was to burn Heke’s pa, at that time unoccupied.
Wounded in skirmishing at Pukenui, Heke had retired to Tautoro to
recover and had taken part in defence of Ōhaeawai pā. However, in
early Janurary 1846, after eluding Taonui, who had been detailed to
watch him and report his movements, Heke slipped out of his pā at
Tautoro and travelled overland to Waiomio. On 9th Janurary Heke with
about 60 men joined forces with Kawiti at Ruapekapeka pā.
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James Hamlin (1803-1865)

Joseph Hooker (1870-1911)

James Hamlin, who arrived in 1826 with William and Jane Williams, was
a flax dresser and weaver and supervised the stores for the settlement
(Jan Harris, draft (1989).

Hooker was an explorer, botanist and writer, who landed on the shores
of New Zealand around 1840 after a brief visit to the Auckland and
Campbell Islands where he collected some 400 plant species in 1840.
Following in the footsteps of his father who in 1841 became director of
the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, London he was botanist and surgeon
for his ship on the voyage to New Zealand. Before Hooker returned to
Britian he visited the Rev.Richard Taylor at Te Waimate around the end
of 1841, before the arrival of G.A. Selwyn and W.C. Cotton.

Hamlin, who had arrived at Paihia in April 1826 and moved to Waimate
in February 1831 from Kerikeri, is usually regarded as a flax-dresser and
weaver. At any rate he was intended to teach these skills to the Māori.
Instead, he developed a very good ear for, and understanding of, the
Māori language. This may have been one of the reasons for his
appointment to Waimate where, in addition to the usual duties of
cutting timber and erecting his own house, he handled the bartering
for food. According to a letter Hamlin wrote to the CMS England in 24th
March 1830, micro MS 295, ATL, cited earlier, he understood that he
was not to be part of the farming strength but was to go to Waimate as
“companion” to the others. He seems to have kept pretty clear of the
farm. But what he understood by this distinction of “companion”
remains uncertain.

During this time Hooker did extensive work in Kerikeri and Te Waimate,
this is noted in The Kew archives which has now been copied onto
microfilm, and includes a pencil sketch of Te Waimate, illustrated below.

After a three month ‘tour of the Waikato in 1834, and another
reconnaissance in 1835, he finally left Waimate in April of that year for
Mangapouri. (NZHPT 1983 pp13-14)
After leaving the Bay of Islands in 1835, he was in charge of several
southern stations and finally of Wairoa, Hawke’s Bay.
James Preece (1801 - 1870)
James Preece grew up in Kingstone, Herefordshire. He arrived in Paihia
on 6th febuary 1831 and was then sent to Te Waimate. Preece married
fellow missionary Mary Ann Williams (unrelated to the other Williams
families of the Mission) on 25th of January 1833 and together they
established mission stations at Puriri and Parawai near the present
town of Thames, at Ahikereru in the Urewera Mountains and at
Whakatane.
Thomas McDonnell (1788-1864)
McDonnell was an important contributor to the introduction and
exchange of plants into Russell, and as a result exotic species dispursed
and exchanged through wider context in Northland. McDonnell set up
a timber trading post in Horoeke, on the Hokianga Harbour as well as
being appointed ‘Aditional British Resident’ (a diplomatic title) for New
Zealand in around 1834. This position was short lived as he resigned
after a dispute with British Resident James Busby. During his time in
New Zealand McDonnell also had connections with Kew Gardens in
London, a vital link for the exchange of seed, plants and cuttings. It is
likely that he may have had influence in plant species found at Te
Waimate during its development.
James Busby (1801-1871)
Busby was a British counsular representative at Russell from 1833 and
was an important figure in the plant exchange in Russell. His botanical
interests intersected with Te Waimate and in 1839-40 Busby made
further land purchases at Te Puke (near Waitangi), Waimate, Ngunguru,
and Whangarei, meaning to increase his flock of sheep, breed cattle,
grow tobacco, and sell timber. The vadility of these land purchases
were disputed and Busby ended up with a fraction of the amount of
land he once had. The connections Busby acquired with the Royal
Sydney Botanic Gardens and with leading botanists through Europe
make him a significant figure in initial botanic practices through New
Zealand, espescially with the introduction of vineyards and seed
exchange. Like McDonnell he may have been a source of some of the
plant material found in the Far North, and Te Waimate during its
development.

Figure 23 Pencil drawing by Joseph Hooker of a side view of Te Waimate,
including gardens and grounds. Note animals, goat far right and sheep
central. Source: 1-5 Notebooks, Bay of Islands, New Zealand. Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew Correspondence. Australian joint copying project. (Bay of
Islands: 1841) Reel 28 M757.P65.

Professor Knight (1893-1972)
Knight was the lead architect in advising on the ‘restoration’ of various
Mission Houses in the Far North, including Pompallier in the 1940s and
Te Waimate in the 1960s. Mr Knight had a great deal of experience
working and studying abroard, as mentioned in the NZIA Journal 1925:
“Mr Knight studies in England and on the continent, chiefly in Paris, and
then in the United States… Mr Knight studies in America have been very
extensive, and he has held a responsible position in the office of Mr Aymar
Embury, a New York architect… Mr Knight is conversant with the methods
adopted in the teaching of this subject at the Princeton, Columbia, New
York and Harvard Universities.”
This leads to his extensive knowledge of traditional architectural
practices, including the Georgian style at Te Waimate.
Professor Knight also conversed with college Mr Bagnall regarding Te
Waimate in January 1963:
“It is good to know we can start on Waimate with a good prospect of
completing the restoration work without any hold up. I have been studying
the possibility of making a model of the original mission settlement from the
material in Cotton’s diary.”
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Henry Williams (1792-1867)
Williams spent 10 years in the Royal Navy from the age of 14. He
married Mary Ann Coldham in 1818 and in 1819, offered his services
to the CMS.
Williams arrived in New Zealand in 1823. Although he was primarily
based at his home at the Paihia Mission, Williams was involved in CMS
activities around the country including maintaining a close eye on
operations at nearby Te Waimate. In 1840, he was responsible for
translating the Treaty of Waitangi into the Māori language, with some
help from his son Edward. Williams was made Archdeacon of
Waimate in 1844 and bought land at Pakaraka where he and his wife
eventually settled in 1850.
Williams argued that mission members needed to spend more time
learning the Māori language, preaching to the tribes in the
surrounding area, and teaching in the schools on the mission stations.
He certainly appears not to have been as enthusiastic as Marsden
about the agricultural aspects of the Te Waimate mission station,
referring to farming as ‘one Mr Marsden’s hobbies.’ (Challis undated,
p9).
Challenged by the new Governor George Grey, Williams was obliged
to defend his personal land purchases and in 1849 the CMS in London
dismissed him from the organisation. He was allowed back into the
CMS in 1854.
Critical involvement in Treaty of Waitangi – translated the Treaty into
the Māori language.
Samuel Marsden (1765-1838)
Samuel Marsden is described as a chaplain, magistrate, agriculturalist,
and missionary.
Born in Yorkshire, Marsden worked at his uncle’s smithy for several
years before attending Magdalene College, Cambridge, in 1790. In
1792, he accepted an appointment as assistant chaplain in New South
Wales.
In 1804, Marsden took up the post of local agent for the London
Missionary Society’s Pacific operations and having met some visiting
New Zealand Māori, his attention gradually turned to the Māori as a
promising people for evangelisation. He encouraged the Church
Missionary Society (a Church of England affiliate) to establish a
mission in New Zealand. It was agreed that a nucleus of artisan
missionaries should form a settlement, and that Marsden should
supervise the mission on behalf of the Society. After many delays,
Marsden arrived in New Zealand in 1814 and the first CMS mission
station was established at Rangihoua shortly afterwards in 1815.
In 1830 Marsden returned to Kororāreka in turbulent times in New
Zealand’s history. “The natives were at open war, and but a day or two
before a battle had been fought on the opposite beach of the Bay of
Islands, in which about fourteen hundred had been engaged.”
(Marsden, 1913, p. 174) This war mentioned was the infamous “Girls
war” of 1830, a turning point in the geopolitical history of New
Zealand, as rivalry iwi fought for their place in this changing
landscape. Marsden accompanied with Henry Williams visited the
camp as a mediator, and enabled the fascilitation of peace, with a war
council being held on the shores where the battle had taken place.
The scenes which Marsden described illustrate the highly conflicted
climate in New Zealand through the early stages of colonisation.
In 1837, at the age of 72, Marsden undertook his final voyage to New
Zealand with his daughter Martha. The visit is described as
resembling a triumphal procession. At Hokianga hundreds came to
pay their respects to the grand old man and on his arrival at Waimate
North he was greeted with reverence. He visited most of the mission
stations within 100 miles of Waimate North, to teach and preach to
their scattered parishioners and to lend the weight of his name to the
rapid spread of the arts of reading and writing, the diffusion of peace
and order and of the Gospels. (Parsonson, updated 1-Sep-10)

One of Marsden’s key ideas concerned the link between agriculture and
civilisation. After inspecting Hongi’s cultivations at Te Puna, Marsden
says the Māori:
’‘Temporal situation must be improved by agriculture and the simple arts
in order to lay a permanent foundation for the introduction of
Christianity. It may be reasonably expected that their moral and religious
advancement will keep pace with the increase of their temporal
comforts.”
(cited in NZHPT 1983, p3)

Marsden is often attributed with assisting in the transformation of the
Māori economy, making a notable contribution to the debate which
ended in the British annexation of New Zealand, and laying the
foundations for New Zealand agriculture. (Parsonson, updated1-Sep10). Marsden certainly developed key relationships, particularly with
Māori chiefs such as Ruatara and Hongi Heke that facilitated these
‘transformations.’
Samuel Marsden died in May 1838 and was buried in the churchyard of
St John’s Church, Parramatta.
Richard Davis (1790-1863)
Richard Davis was born in Dorset in 1790 and married Mary Crocker in
1812 (they were later to become the grandparents to one of New
Zealand’s first botanists, Richard Henry Matthews). The Davis’s arrived
in New Zealand for service with the CMS in 1824. Richard was 41 when
the family finally moved from Paihia to Waimate early in 1831.
Davis had been a tenant farmer in England for eight years and his father
was also a farmer, so Davis came to Te Waimate with some experience,
both inherited and acquired, of Dorsetshire farming practices. R.P.
Hargreaves in his Waimate-pioneer New Zealand Farm, 1962, says Davis
had been a “successful” tenant farmer but doesn’t reference this point.
(Hargreaves, 1962)
It was Davis who showed Charles Darwin around the farm on his visit in
1835 and together with William Williams took him to see ‘the famous
Kauri pine’. (Godley, 2006)
Davis remained at Waimate when Bishop Selwyn and his staff occupied
the station in 1842. He was ordained deacon in 1843, transferred to
Kaikohe in March 1845 and was ordained priest in 1852. After the death
of his first wife, he married Jane King in September 1855.

Figure 24 Portraits of Marsden (left) and Davis (right) (Alexander Turnbull
Library)
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George Clarke (1798-1875)

William Williams (1800-1878)

In 1818 George moved to London where he worked as a gunsmith
before entering the CMS training school in Islington. George Clarke
married Martha Elizabeth Blomfield in England in early 1822 and they
had thirteen children. The Clarke’s set sail for New Zealand on 25th
April 1822 on the Heroine but stopped via Hobart. The family
continued their journey to New Zealand in March 1824 aboard the
French corvette coquille.

William was born in Nottingham, the younger brother of Henry
Williams. He married Jane Nelson in 1825 and arrived in New Zealand
the following year. Initially the Williams were located in Paihia, with
William in charge of the English Boys’ school, and until the arrival of
Samuel Ford in 1837 acted as the mission doctor.

Clarke came to respect Hongi Hika, although he disapproved of his
attitude to war, and introduced Hongi as a gentleman, a sign of his
hopefulness for change in New Zealand.
Clarke went on to set up a school for Māori children, and overtime
was impressed with there growing knowledge of the Gospel, literacy
and numeracey. Following this Clarke, William Yate, Richard Davis
and James Hamlin were selected to fund the Waimate Mission
Station.
Clarke was apprenticed to a gunsmith but as the son of a carpenter,
is said to have picked other skills including carpentry and an
elementary knowledge of engineering. These skills were useful whilst
setting up Te Waimate Mission, especially for agricultural
endeavours. (Grover, 2013 Te Ara, URL:
http://www.teara.govt.nz/en/biographies/1c18/clarke-george)

In 1826 Williams began the first effort to produce the Scriptures in
Māori, and by the end of 1836 he had completed the whole of the New
Testiment and most of the Book of Common Prayer.
Between 1826 and 1846 Jane and William Williams had nine children.
He and his wife relocated their school for missionary sons from Paihia to
Hamlin’s house at Te Waimate in 1835.
After Williams moved the English Boys’ school to Te Waimate he and his
family, along with William Yate proceeded to set up the CMS East Coast
mission, although it wasn’t until 1839 that he and Jane settled in
Turanga (Gisborne).
In 1840, Williams had the task of getting chiefs from East Cape to Ahuriri
(Napier) to sign the Treaty of Waitangi. 24 chiefs eventually signed at his
mission station at Turanga (Gisborne), between 5th and 12th May.
Williams compiled a Dictionary of the New Zealand Language and a
Concise Grammar which was published in 1844.

When Davis was reporting in January 1834 to the CMS headquarters
on the labour needs at Waimate and how James Preece had failed to
live up to expectations , he commented that if it had not been “for
the prompt assistance which I have received from Mr Clarke I know
not how I should have proceeded thus far.” (NZHPT 1983, p11)
Clarke continued his school for Māori boys and girls and later took on
the additional duty of secretary to the local committee of
missionaries. He was an interpreter at the signing of the Treaty of
Waitangi and was appointed to the position of Protector of
Aborigines on 6th April 1840.
Clarke eventually retired to his property at Waimate and resumed his
connection with the Church Missionary Society as local secretary.
Governor Grey brought an action against him to test the legality of
his claims to his Waimate property, and the Church Missionary.
Society dismissed him, along with the Rev. Henry Williams, for failing
to surrender the title deeds to their property. Finally, however, a
reinvestigation of his land claims upheld Clarke’s contentions and in
1859 he was awarded their full extent. (McLintock 1966. Te Ara, URL:
http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/1966/clarke-george/1)

Figure 25 Clarke family –1868 (Alexander Turnbull Library)
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Rawiri (David) Taiwhanga

Richard Taylor (1805-1873)

Taiwhanga was John Butler’s foreman in Kerikeri in 1820 and also had
a period with George Clarke in New South Wales before returning to
New Zealand in 1824. He settled alongside Davis at Paihia where he
grew an acre of wheat and a variety of garden vegetables.

Richard Taylor, Born in Letwell, Yorkshire, England was ordained and
married to Mary Caroline Fox in 1829. In 1835 Taylor was appointed a
missionary in New Zealand for the CMS and the family set sail for New
Zealand. Taylor landed at Paihia, Bay of Islands, on 10th March 1839 and,
on the 19th, set out with William Williams to select a site for a new
mission in the East Coast area.

Taiwhanga moved to Kaikohe in about 1834 where he grew maize
and wheat as well as farming cows and sheep. Davis observed that
Taiwhanga was the only Māori to possess a plough. (Davis’ Letters and
Journals cited in NZHPT 1983, pp16-17) Taiwhanga was also New
Zealand’s first commercial dairy farmer, making butter to sell to a
merchant in the Bay of Islands from the end of 1835.
Taiwhanga is reported by Rev. Williams to have taken part in ten
engagements in the numerous military expeditions of the Ngāpuhi in
the first quarter of the nineteenth century. He was also the 59th chief
to sign the Treaty of Waitangi. Taiwhanga is also known to have
established a school in Kaikohe, which his son, Hirini, took over. In
1887, Hirini became the Member of the House of Representatives for
the Northern Māori. For 25 years from 1821 to 1845 Rawiri Taiwhanga
was perceived as a leader in the Bay of Islands and one who was
successful in learning and profiting from European ways.
(Orange, C. 2012. Te Ara. URL
http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/biographies/1t4/taiwhanga-rawiri)

Later in the year he was put in charge of the mission school at
Waimate. Shortly after this Taylor claimed to have bought a substantial
amount of land in the North Cape.
In October 1840, Arthur Taylor, Richard and Catherine’s son died in a
tragic accident in Te Waimate. Arthur came off his horse and was killed.
In November 1840 after Arthur’s accident Richard erected ‘Arthur’s
Stone’, the first recorded memorial to Pakeha in New Zealand in
memory of his son. The stone is located in a paddock on the eastern
side of Waimate North Rd, just north of the bridge over the Waipapa
Stream. Arthur is buried in the churchyard of St John the Baptist in
Waimate North.
Taylor was present at the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi and
embossed the text on parchment for the official copy the night before
the ceremony. He remained at Waimate until 1843, when he was
appointed to succeed Rev. John Mason at Wanganui. (An Encyclopedia
of New Zealand, 1966 http://www.teara.govt.nz/ en/1966/taylorrichard/1)
Bishop Selwyn (1809-1878)
Selwyn married Sarah Harriet Richardson in 1839 and was appointed
Bishop for New Zealand in 1841. They arrived in Auckland in May 1842
and left for Te Waimate in June. Selwyn spent many months away from
the mission, travelling through New Zealand.
Rev. Burrows made the following comments about the Bishop and his
relationship with Hone Heke:

Figure 26 Portraits of Taiwhanga and William Williams (Alexander Turnbull
Library)

‘The Bishop and Heke never got on amicably together. Although the latter
was always friendly to the missionaries, he regarded with considerable
jealousy the movements of the Bishop, and in several instances was a
source of annoyance to him. His lordship appealed to Heke in his capacity
as Bishop, and tried to impress upon him that as a member of the Church,
and as one who had acted as a Lay Reader, he was in duty bound to obey
him, and leave off his troublesome ways. Heke, however, did not
acknowledge any episcopal authority over him, and the Bishop, not
knowing then the native character as well as he did after living and
travelling more among them, presumed upon his office to reprimand the
proud man, reminding him that he had come to New Zealand under the
authority of the Queen. This did not tend to mend matters...’
(Extracts from a Diary during Heke’s War in the North in 1845, Rev Robert Burrows,
Upton and Company. 1886, Auckland, accessed at http://www.nzetc.
org/tm/scholarly/tei-BurHeke-t1-body-d1-d1.html)

The northern boundary of Selwyn’s diocese was supposed to be the
parallel of latitude 34 degrees south of the equator. The official
document read “north” instead of “south,” and Selwyn accepted
responsibility for the Pacific regions of the Melanesian and Polynesian
islands as well as New Zealand.
In 1844 Selwyn decided to move south to Tamaki near Auckland where
he re-established the theological College of St. John’s.
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William Cotton (1813-1879)

John Bedggood (1802-1860)

Cotton was an Anglican priest, a missionary and an apiarist. He
travelled to New Zealand as chaplain to Bishop Selwyn, in 1842.
While Selwyn travelled away from Te Waimate, it was Cotton and
Selwyn’s wife, Sarah, who effectively headed the mission there.
Cotton spent much time in training settlers and Māori in the
practices of keeping bees and gathering their honey. Towards the
end of 1844 he published “A Few Simple Rules for New Zealand
Beekeepers.” He later wrote a series of articles on beekeeping in The
New Zealander and these were published together in 1848 as “A
Manual for New Zealand Beekeepers.” Another book, written in
Māori, Ko nga pi (The Bees) was published the following year. Cotton
returned to England in 1848.

Bedggood arrived in New Zealand in August 1836 having been sent by
the CMS to ‘take charge of the wheelwright business in connexion with
the farm” (The Waimate Report to 30th June 1837, W. Williams, cited in
NZHPT 1983, p18). Mrs Bedggood worked as a teacher of the Infant
School at Te Waimate.

William Bambridge (1819-1879)
Bambridge was a clerk, schoolmaster, missionary and artist at
Waimate and was later to become photographer to Queen Victoria.
Bambridge joined Selwyn at Te Waimate in 1842 and contributed to
Cotton’s Journals recording the period, the three apparently
developing a close working relationship.
Bambridge’s plan of the settlement, drawn in 1843, is a particularly
great advantage to increasing our understanding of the layout of Te
Waimate at that time.
In 1848, Bambridge returned with his wife and child to their home
town of Windsor. This first son, William Samuel Bambridge,
eventually named his own house in Marlborough, England, ‘The
Waimate’, after his first home. (Etherington 1982)

Bedggood’s first activities report covering the period 22nd August 1836
to 30th June 1837 is attached to the minutes of the half-yearly meeting
of the Northern District Committee held at Waimate on 1st August 1837,
in which he says he had spent the first three months getting timber for
building, then fixing and repairing the threshing machine and making a
shed over it and during the next two months he made, or was working
on, one set of waggon wheels , one timber carriage, two wheelbarrows,
repairing carts and the mill and had begun to build his own dwelling.
His next half-yearly report submitted to the committee for its meeting
on 4th July 1838 says that for the last six months in question he has
been getting timber together and building his dwelling and had fenced
about six acres round this dwelling. He has a workshop now almost
completed and has been getting timber with which to build a
blacksmith’s shop and house. He has made a new roller, a dray, and two
pairs of harrows and, he says, a plough.
Later that year, Henry Williams makes a recommendation to the CMS
that Bedggood set up business on his own account and that he be
allowed to take in work whenever or wherever he could find it. (H.
Williams to CMS, 21st October 1838, cited in NZHPT, p21). Bedggood is
thought to have withdrawn formally from the mission sometime in
1841. Althought John’s involvement in the mission stopped he was still
a prominent figure in the area, building a flour mill in 1850 called the
‘Paremata Mill’ and commencing operations in 1852.

Figure 27 1844 - detail of Bambridge family, Bambridge (Alexander Turnbull Library)
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part III: significance

overall significance – summary statement
Te Waimate is a rich historical resource of national significance
requiring conservation and enhancement. It is part of a wider
significant landscape; underpinned by associations with important
historical phases and people, historic buildings, archaeological sites,
spiritual associations and botanical features, in the context of the
surrounding volcanic topography, a pre-European occupied
landscape and today’s rural environment.
Te Waimate represents the interweaving of landscape, cultural
heritage and communities. Within this, lie a range of key, overlapping
themes concerning the development of the property. These themes
provide the basic building blocks of the heritage framework and can
act as a unifying force, relevant to the wider area and helping to give
Te Waimate that sense of identity and shared experience that has
been one of its hallmarks. These themes can be used to focus
ongoing research and/or interpretation strategies in the future and
to highlight crucial links (whether physical, or in terms of historical
processes, or both) between Te Waimate and the surrounding area.
•

Pre-European settlement and early landscape change: including
volcanic forces and the shaping of the landscape by preEuropean, Māori activity.

•

Early inter-relationships between Māori and missionaries: as the
setting for early living and working relationships between Māori
and Pakeha, as well as notable events.

•

Agriculture, settlement and transport: including the challenges
of farming in this pioneer environment in the 19th century,
advancing European farming methods across New Zealand and
the challenges of maintaining the farm with the changing role/
focus of the church.

•

Expressing intellectual and cultural life: including associations
with education and literacy as well as architecture, garden design
and popular culture/ everyday events.

•

Shaping the political landscape: including associations with
mana, rangatiratanga, leadership, inter-Māori politics as well as
Māori - British balancing of power.

•

Expressing Missionary endeavours in New Zealand: as one of a
series of mission stations, Anglican, Weslyan and Catholic, their
ideas of Christianity and civilisation, and their growth and decline.

•

Creation of a public museum/monument: including changing
ideas about conservation, landscape and heritage.

When Te Waimate was selected and established it was at the heart of a
landscape shaped by volcanic forces, and occupied by Māori with
terraced pā, settlements and kūmara gardens. These features continue
to underpin much of the general landscape character of the wider area,
tangibly and intangibly. Thus, they are important in their own right, but
also introduce the idea of the visual, spatial and, social/political
relationships between Te Waimate and surrounding people and places.
Today, the Mission House stands as the second oldest building in New
Zealand and represents the first inland mission station in the country; a
landscape that was once something of a farming and social laboratory.
The gardens and grounds are a reminder of evolving ideologies within
colonial society. From the idealisation of the picturesque English-style
landscape to Marsden’s philosophy of Christianisation through
teaching of agicultural and trade skills, Te Waimate is a tangible
reminder of early interaction between Māori and Pakeha, with Māori
providing land, labour and local knowledge in return for new ideas on
farming, education and religion.
Te Waimate represents important early horticultural and pastoral
endeavours. The grounds contained an extraordinary diversity of plant
material, particularly in fruit and vegetable varieties, stock from which
are likely to have been circulated in an ‘inter-missionary plant exchange
system’ (Beaumont and Adam, 2010). The station is also associated with
a diverse range of farming activities, from growing wheat to
beekeeping, blacksmithing, wheelwrighting and flour milling.
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The establishment of Te Waimate was an important factor, among
others, in further developing the existing network of roads and
tracks. Built on a legacy of Māori routes, now they provide potential
for interpretative and recreational use and in linking other historic
features and landscape heritage assets. In essense these ‘hikoi’ tracks
allow both locals and tourists to repeat the passage of our ancesters
as they attempted to tame Aotearoa, New Zealand.
Te Waimate is extremely important for its connections with the
Treaty of Waitangi, with the development of the document itself and
as the location of its second signing on the nineth and tenth of
feburary, 1840. Te Waimate has rich associations with the Northern
War of 1845-46, were several battles took place, another formative
event in New Zealand history and is connected with the lives of
many prominent individuals in early New Zealand history.
Te Waimate was also one of Heritage New Zealand’s early
acquisitions and the property’s longevity as a public monument is
significant.
Conservation of the landscape and of historic features has become
an important theme in planning but so too is the ability of the local
community to continue to live and make a living there, as well as
these cultural/philosophical shifts being an integral component of
the Te Waimate Story.
The site has considerable spiritual and symbolic value to both Māori
and Pakeha. Many people’s lives have been interwoven through time
on this site, and the colourful history of Te Waimate reflects this.
The Mission House is the earliest Anglican Bishop’s palace and the
neighbouring church and burial ground is outstandingly important
as one of New Zealand’s earliest churchyards. Its grave markers and
other elements contribute towards an understanding of burial,
commemoration and other aspects of early colonial and later life.
This includes ‘Arthur’s Stone’ near the Mission House, the first Pakeha
memorial recorded in New Zealand, and although these colonisers
have left the mother land this acknowledges that there is still a need
to recognize and respect the dead.
These landscapes elements are part of a broader cultural landscape,
which incorporates other important structures, buried
archaeological remains and historic trees, as well as Waahi tapu.
This property is also one of a significant network of similar mission
sites in New Zealand representing mid-19th century European
ideologies relating to Christianisation, civilisation and colonisation.
Today, there are a number of important Heritage New Zealand
mission properties in Northland, each of considerable significance to
New Zealand’s social, cultural and environmental history. A band
from the east coast to the west, takes in the Pompallier Mission,
Kerikeri Mission House, Te Waimate Mission, and Mangungu Mission
House, all having had a major impact on the shape of New Zealand
today.

assessment of heritage values
aesthetic
The gardens and grounds are significant in exhibiting particular aesthetic
characteristics.
A place or area included under this criterion will have characteristics of
form, scale, composition, materials, texture and colour that are
considered to have value for the site or contribute to the wider setting.
Considerations may include:
•

creative or design excellence

•

landmark quality, strong sense of place

•

contribution to important views

The charm and aesthetic appeal of the mission station is well-related in
contemporary journals and paintings such as those by Charles Darwin,
Lady Franklin and Baron Hugel. Early images from the direction from
which it was so often painted, (on the old Kerikeri to Waimate road)
illustrate the symmetry, spacing and cohesive nature of the settlement
in a pleasant, cultivated scene.
This significant view from the north is no longer a common visitor
experience as the approach to Te Waimate has changed. The growth of
trees over the years has also screened the Mission House from this view
whereas images such as a and b from Table 4 and Figure 12 show that
the plantings were a backdrop to the buildings and their northern
aspect kept clear.
Other key views to the property today are:
•

the view out to the north from the Mission House verandah and
front lawn;

•

the view to the house and grounds from the east is also significant.
There are several early images depicting the property from this
area and showing this elevation of the house as clear from
vegetation;

•

a visual connection from the Mission House verandah and lawn
area to the east along the former carriageway alignment, past the
remains of Hamlin’s cottage/Eton College to the Oak tree and
Davis’ former house site is also important as a way of indirectly
maintaining those connections;

•

the visual connection between the Mission House and
churchgrounds is also significant as a means of reflecting the
relationship between the properties.
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The aesthetic qualities of the gardens today are appreciated from
inside the grounds and lie primarily in the large old trees; the vertical
scale and visual profile they give to the site and their sheltering and
shading properties that enhance the open, rural character of the
wider grounds.
The Mission House is considered to exemplify the simplicity and
elegance of the colonial mission style. As Howard (2010) notes, the
white colour of the house lifts its appearance within its dark treed
setting. The symmetry of the front elevation of the house is largely in
contrast today with the informal parkland garden that surrounds it.
However, some subtle cues to the Selwyn’s attempt at a formal
garden symmetry are present in the form of two Norfolk pines and
the pair of Bunya-bunya (although thought to have been planted
later).

Orrery History
During Selwyn’s period, as mentioned above, Te Waimate’s gardens
and grounds flourished. Plant networks and exchanges were organised
through missionary links, as well as influence internationally from
Britian. An example of wider environmental landscape features being
adopted in Te Waimate was the formation of the Orrery in the front
garden at Te Waimate.
As Selwyn’s brother, William Selwyn was an amateur astronomer it is
thought that he may have had an influence on the formation of this
landscape feature. The image below illustrates the layout of the Orrery.

The European history of these gardens and grounds is almost entirely
one of function and continuing succession. However, the Selwyn
period, brief as it was, left an important legacy of a cohesive design to
the settlement; a campus masterplan of the farm, church and
education facilities and clear evidence of a strong sense of place.
Howard (2010) has also beautifully expressed this landmark
significance of Te Waimate - as a link to a lost landscape; the
cultivated English village within the wilds of New Zealand. That sense
of a village character is touched on today with the proximity of the
church and Sunday school (although they were not part of the
original scene). However, while part of the site’s significance is bound
up in what has been lost, the potential to interpret that landscape, to
evoke the key aspects of its character again - the form, the scale the
composition - is also significant.

Plate 5 Mission House set in the informal parkland garden, Boffa Miskell Ltd 2011

Figure 28 Drawn by Rev. Richard Taylor when the Orrery still existed (before
the new landscape development. Source: NON-ATL-0131. Alexander Turnbull
Library, Wellington, New Zealand. http://natlib.govt.nz/records/22361195
National Library, New Zealand.
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Cultural - Statement of Significance from Iwi
Te Waimate sits within an area identified as an outstanding landscape
unit (OLU) in the 1995 Far North District Landscape Assessment. The
Assessment identified the following elements as contributing to the
heritage character of the Waimate/Ōkaihau Area (T23):
•

Prominent volcanic cones and rolling terrain

•

Groves of mature indigenous trees

•

Specimens of mature exotic trees

•

Clearly defined pa sites on cones and elevated terrain

•

Historic homesteads and churches

•

Drystone walls and hedgerows

•

A strong human scale

•

A sense of cohesiveness

The OLU classification provoked many opposing submissions and the
Plan ultimately re-defined the boundaries to a smaller area focussed
on Te Waimate. ‘Waimate North Zone’ is outlined in Chapter 18,
Special Areas, and Section 3 – Waimate North Zone. The context of
this document acknowledges the uniqueness of this landscape for
both Māori and Pakeha, particularly since the mid-1800s. This
document then goes on to outline issues, environmental outcomes
expected, objectives, policies, rules, permitted activities, controlled
activities etc… thus recognising the depth of planning and
assessment needed for Te Waimate to ensure this dynamic landscape
retains its identity.

1
Advice for this section was sought by Atareiria Heihei, Heritage New Zealand
Pouhere Taonga, Senior Pouarahi Northland. It has been reviewed by and includes
input from Ngapuhi Kaumatua kei Te Waimate; Arvind Solomon.

The gardens and grounds of Te Waimate Mission Station is of considerable
cultural significance to Māori 1
The fertile lands of Te Waimate area have been significant to Māori in
their ability to provide the rich resources to sustain large populations. A
desirable location from the earliest of times - Taiamai/Te Waimate land
was fought over and conquests made to secure the land for the
victorious tribe. It was in an event such as this that Ngapuhi took
possession of Taiamai/Te Waimate lands.
Early missionaries who traversed the land at the invitation of Ngāpuhi
war chief, Hongi Hika, observed the industrious people with many
houses and bountiful cultivations. Like the Kerikeri Mission Station near
Kororipo Pā in Kerikeri, it was here that the Te Waimate Mission was
established at the invitation and under the protection of the Ngāpuhi
chief Hongi Hika and his inland pā Okuratope, thus providing mutual
benefits to both Maori and the Missionaries. Sadly (for Māori) the
colonials exercised their authority through acquisition; The Treaty of
Waitangi and force (i.e. The Northern Wars).
Much has changed over the years but the importance of Te Waimate
remains with the descendants of Hongi Hika, the hapu Ngai Tawake
and the iwi of Ngāpuhi.
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archaeological
The gardens and grounds yield, or have demonstrable potential to yield,
significant archaeological evidence.
A place or area included under this criterion will have the potential to
provide important physical evidence of pre-1900 human activities.
Considerations may include:
•

ability to demonstrate the likelihood of providing important
information and the potential for public interpretation and
education

•

condition of the site

•

unusual or notable features

•

contextual values

Waimate Mission House and its surrounds are recognised as having
exceptional heritage significance. Any archaeological remains
relating to the mission period are considered potentially to have
exceptional heritage significance in terms of the information they
could provide relating to the history of the Mission Station, and how
this information may affect what we perceive about other mission
stations in the area.
There are two recorded archaeological sites within the Waimate
Mission property boundaries, and the Bedggood buildings are also
recorded. There are other archaeological sites related to the property
within the wider Te Waimate Heritage Precinct, including ‘Arthur’s
Stone’.
The entire precinct should be viewed as a continuous archaeological
landscape, containing areas of higher archaeological potential where
historic structures and activities are recorded.

Plate 6 Remains of a former building (Eton College, previously Hamlin’s house).
Cobbled remains of basement and other foundation features (photo: Clough 2011)

The historical records of former structures within the Waimate Mission
property and the Bedggood property, in combination with the visible
archaeological remains and the results of previous small-scale
investigations, provide a good indication of archaeological potential
within the Mission and Bedggood properties.
In general, there is potential for subsurface archaeological remains to
be present in all areas where pre-1900 occupation and other activities
have been recorded, especially where there has been little subsequent
landscape modification. There will also have been a number of
unrecorded pre-1900 activities within the properties, including
structures or features which post-dated the 1843 plan. Material relating
to the 1845 military occupation for example, is likely to be present
within the Mission property, as it was in the property to the east of
Showground Road where beer and whiskey bottles thought to be
associated with military occupation have been recovered.
The majority of the investigations carried out within the wider Te
Waimate Heritage Precinct have identified 19th century artefacts in
secondary deposition within the topsoil, but little in the way of
structural remains. This has generally been attributed to disturbance of
the top 300mm of soil by ploughing, but primarily reflects the generally
small scale of the investigations to date. However, the former King
paddock to the east of the Mission House is unploughed, and it was
acquired by Heritage New Zealand, Pouhere Taonga specifically
‘because of its intrinsic value and significance as an unploughed
archaeological site, the central part of the mission village’
(Challis & Dashper 1985, p21).

In general, the grounds surrounding the Mission House on the original
property, the northern half of the King paddock and the Bedggood
property should be regarded as areas of high archaeological potential.

Plate 7 A close up view of the basement and foundation remains relating to Hamlin’s
House (Eton College on the Bambridge Plan) (photo: Clough 2011)
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architectural

historic

The gardens and grounds exhibit characteristics of significant
architectural interest.

The gardens and grounds are significant in the evolution and pattern of the
history of the local district, region or country.

A place or area included under this criterion will have attributes that
may include:

A place or area included under this criterion will have strong
associations with historically important activities or people.
Considerations may include the ability of the site to demonstrate
associations with:

•

Representation of a significant design or designer, style, or period

The Te Waimate Mission House was heavily reconstructed in the late
1960s with some loss of authenticity and it is generally recognised
that the custodian’s house is too close to it, however it is the second
oldest building standing in New Zealand, and the earliest surviving
building of the Te Waimate Mission Station. It is considered that
enough of its original fabric survives to ensure its architectural value,
as an early example of a colonial mission style house. Apart from the
alterations to the roof the exterior was little altered, and the footprint
has not been degraded (Howard, 2010)
The Selwyn layout of the gardens and grounds is not currently
represented nor visible in the structure of the gardens and grounds.
However, the association of the Victorian design with New Zealand’s
first Bishop; a design befitting a bishop’s ‘palace’ and educational
establishment, from this early period and at a considerable scale, is of
architectural significance.

•

events or cultural phases, tangible and intangible

•

ideas or achievements from the past, or

•

a person, group, iwi or an organisation of importance to New
Zealand history.

Te Waimate is part of an extensive historic landscape, which includes
buried archaeological deposits, surviving built structures, natural
features and associations with historically significant events and people.
Heritage New Zealand’s purchase of the property in 1959 was on the
grounds of its architectural and historic significance (Challis & Dashper,
1985). Recommendations were made at the time that the acquisition
include the wider group of surviving buildings.
The remaining grounds represent the site of the earliest inland
European farm, a meeting place, reference point and destination for
both Māori and Europeans, locals and visitors. Te Waimate is also
connected with the first Bishop of New Zealand and the first ‘bishop’s
palace’, the first Anglican synod (1843) and the first secondary school.
Of great significance is the connection that Te Waimate has with the
Treaty of Waitangi, as the site of the second signing of the Treaty and
the missionaries’ roles in preparing and promoting it.
Another of the notable formative events connected with Te Waimate
was the series of Northern Wars of 1845-46. Before the battle of
Ōhaeawai, the Mission Station was a staging point for British troops,
who were subsequently nursed there after their defeat, some staying at
Te Waimate for as long as five months while soilders healed. Not all
survived this battle, and a remnant of this is John Ingate’s tombstone, as
a reminder of the reality of that winter and spring at Te Waimate. Later,
in 1848 Te Waimate was the venue for the reconciliation of Ngāpuhi
chief Heke with Governor George Grey.
A short distance southwest of Te Waimate, the Ōhaeawai battle is
marked by St Michael’s Church and graveyard, built on the battle site.
Other significant historical connections in Te Waimate’s wider context
are Kahika/Puketutu and Te Ahu Ahu sites of battle as part of the
Northern War. Another historic spot nearby with strong connections to
Te Waimate is Pakaraka, where the missionary Henry Williams’s
retirement home and church is situated. (see Figure 29).
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Te Waimate is associated with a great many figures who are
significant internationally, to the history of New Zealand, and
particularly to Waimate North. These include Hongi Hika, Hone Heke
Pokai, Tamati Waka Nene and Chiefs Rewa and Moka who were
major Ngāpuhi figures and significant players in the wider political,
economic and social landscape of New Zealand. Other notable
figures include Lieutenant-Governor William Hobson, Governor
George Grey, Rev. Samuel Marsden, George Clarke and his family, the
Bedggood family, Bishop George Selwyn, the first Bishop of New
Zealand.
Archdeacon Henry Williams and his younger brother, Bishop William
Williams, Rev. Robert Burrows, Rev. Richard Davis, Rawiri Taiwhanga,
Archdeacon Philip Walsh, Governor Robert FitzRoy, Charles Darwin,
Baron von Huegel, Thomas Huxley and Lady Franklin.
The oak tree, thought to have been transferred by Davis from the
mission station at Pahia to outside his new home at Te Waimate, was
a significant historic botanical feature connected to the property. Its
loss reflecting the constant change of the historical and cultural
landscape.

social
The gardens and grounds are significant through association with a
community or cultural group for social, political, cultural or spiritual
reasons.
A place would be considered for inclusion under this criterion if it were
one that the community, or a significant part of the community holds
or has held in high regard. Considerations may include the extent to
which the place:
•

is distinctive in the local landscape and contributes to a ‘sense of
place’ and identity.

•

Is of importance to the development of New Zealand as a diverse,
bi‐cultural and multi‐cultural society

•

exhibits the notion of social, spiritual, traditional, political, national
or any other cultural sentiment expressed by a group.

Te Waimate has social and spiritual significance for Māori and
European people as a place occupied in pre-European times, and as a
place of initial contact between Māori and Pakeha.
It was the location of early Māori experiences of missionary
evangelising, education, literacy, and European farming techniques,
and a place of early missionary experiences of living and working with
Māori, of learning the Māori language and learning about their
spirituality and political aspirations as well as developing agricultural
expertise in the New Zealand environment. The shared memories at Te
Waimate are a significant marker of the beginning of a long journey
towards bi-culturalism and acceptance.
There is a long history of Māori occupation, as shown by the numerous
pā in the district. These feature in many accounts of the area.
Ōkuratope Pā at Te Waimate was the home of Hongi Hika and his hapū.

Plate 8 Te Waimate at sunset depicting the oak tree in the foreground, planted
by Richard Davis, fallen over in 2018. Boffa Miskell Ltd, 2011

Plate 9 Commemorative plaque on a tree marking the CMS flour mill at Te Waimate, Boffa Miskell Ltd 2011
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Other pā scattered through the district include Pouērua, Te Rua
Hoanga, Ngaungau, Maungatūroto and Maunga Kawakawa. The sites
are still visible today and recognisable by the series of terraces cut
into the volcanic cones. Sites of ancient garden plots, criss-crossed by
stone-edged pathways, are also visable on the fertile volcanic plains
(Jones, 2004).
The selection of Te Waimate as the site for the CMS mission farm was
evidence of the relationship between Hika and Marsden, even after
Hika’s death, and their overlapping of their agendas. Once the CMS
had acquired the property, it was through the efforts and skill of the
Māori workforce under the tutelage of George Clarke and the other
Missionaries that Te Waimate Mission House and the wider Mission
Station was constructed, and the farm operated.
The strong inter-relationship is further illustrated by the meetings
that were attended with the missionaries (particularly Burrows and
Henry Williams) prior to and following the events of the Northern
Wars, as they attempted to negotiate peace.
Along with the neighbouring church of St John the Baptist, Te
Waimate reflects the early arrival of Christianity in the Bay of Islands
area. The number of chapels and churches in the wider area and their
social and architectural history and the links with Te Waimate are also
an important story which merits further exploration.
The Te Waimate property is of exceptional social significance in
reminding us not just of the general missionary influence that was so
pervasive in Australasia and the Pacific in the early 19th century, but
it exemplifies Marsden’s particular philosophy that Christianity could
be most effectively taught through practical agricultural and trade
skills.

scientific
The gardens and grounds are significant through their potential as a
scientific resource.
A place would be considered for inclusion under this criterion if it
incorporated features that have scientific interest, either individually or
in combination. Considerations may include:
•

Any ecological importance or diversity including habitat or species
of interest.

•

Any geological or geomorphological values.

•

Capacity to demonstrate the advancement or history of science.

The gardens and grounds do not in themselves have great significance
as a scientific resource however, they do contain some trees of
sufficient interest that they are scheduled for protection in the Far
North District Plan.
Davis himself has been credited, not with contributing to the early
botanical exploration of New Zealand but as representing a profession
which had a prominent association with those endeavours (Godley
2006, p1). Davis also met renowned naturalist, Charles Darwin on board
the HMS Beagle while it was visiting the Bay of Islands. Darwin then
visited Te Waimate following an invitation from William Williams’s, but
when Williams was away on his arrival, it was Davis who showed him
around the farm.
Indirectly associated with the site is the capacity of the wider volcanic
area to demonstrate geological values (identified geopreservation sites
include Te Ahuahu volcanic cone, Puketutu/ Puketona volcanic cones,
Pouērua prehistoric stonework, Pouērua/ Pakaraka Mountain scoria
cone and lava fields and Lake Ōmāpere).

Figure 29 Henry Williams’s home at Pakaraka, 1877 of similar architectural form as Te Waimate Mission House, connecting the mission in the wider context of
New Zealand in this era. (Carleton, The Life of Henry Williams, p301)
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Technical
The gardens and grounds are significant in demonstrating a high degree
of technical innovation or achievement.
A place would be considered for inclusion under this criterion if it
demonstrated evidence of past technologies. Considerations may
include:
•

Evidence of past trade skills such as engineering, horticulture or
construction.

•

Unusual use of materials.
‘Previous to the founding in 1831 of the mission station at Waimate in
North Auckland the agricultural activities of the sealers, whalers,
traders and missionaries had really taken the form of gardening rather
than farming...The most persistent efforts at “farming” had been made
by the Church of England missionaries..The missionaries can thus
claim the credit for having given the major impetus to the introduction
of European farming to New Zealand.’

(R.P Hargreaves, Waimate-Pioneer New Zealand Farm in ‘Agricultural History, Vol 36.
No.1, Jan 1962)

Plate 10 Part of the gearing from the second (Paremata) mill on Waimate North
Road, probably reused from the original mill. It is now stored in the garage at the
rear of the Mission House, together with grinding stones and many other remains
of the mill (photo: Clough 2009)

However, there are accounts of wheat and barley being grown at
Waitangi and also ploughing prior to Te Waimate, as an important
provision to early settlers, however not to that extent.
Though little in the way of tangible evidence remains, the Te Waimate
mission station is of exceptional significance for the use and
development of past agricultural and trade skills.
‘The introduction of the ploughs and harrows, all of which were made at
the Waimate, constituted an era in the history of the country.’
(Yate, p198)

The farm itself was not consistently successful but nevertheless, the
scale of the settlement and built structures, their complexity given the
pioneering environment, the mechanisation of some activities through
the use of implements such as ploughs, and the use of water as a source
of power for the mill, the engineering skills demonstrated for the dam,
mill, the road and the single-span bridge across the Waitangi River, all
demonstrate a high degree of technical achievement. The surviving
Mission House is also considered significant for the degree of
refinement its construction demonstrates (Howard, 2010).
The “Dorsetshire sheep farming system” that Davis said in September
1836 he was trying to introduce and which he considered at that time
would be the only programme that would payoff in New Zealand
(NZHPT 1983, p10) is also of interest and worthy of further examination.

Plate 11 Some of the artefacts currently on display in the Mission House, these are
part of the Bedggood memorial museum collection. (photo: Clough 2009)
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threshold criteria
The values of the Te Waimate Mission Station are also considered in terms of the following qualifying, or threshold criteria to assist in assessing
the degree of significance and amplify our understanding of what is important about the property. (NZHPT, 2010 and Stovel H. 2007).
rarity and representativeness

integrity

The gardens and grounds demonstrate aspects of cultural heritage
that are nationally rare and others that are notably representative.

The gardens and grounds demonstrate wholeness and intactness of
heritage and its attributes.

A place would be considered to have rarity values or high degree of
representativeness if it:

A place would be considered to have integrity if:
•

•

Comprised or is associated with rare, uncommon or endangered
events, processes or features.

the physical fabric of the property and/or its significant features is
in good condition and deterioration controlled.

•

•

Demonstrated the characteristics of a type of cultural place,
activity, period or environment

a significant proportion of the elements and setting necessary to
convey the totality of the property’s value is included.

•

Relationships and dynamic functions essential to its distinctive
character are maintained.

The Te Waimate mission station has been a setting for people’s lives
and representative of its community’s development for a lengthy
period time.
The property represents the fourth CMS mission station in New
Zealand and the first inland European farm. As previously described, it
is also associated with a number of other firsts including housing the
first Bishop of New Zealand and being the location of the first New
Zealand secondary school.
The building is extremely rare in its age, locally as well as nationally.
Other examples of its form survive - Salmond notes three: Kemp
House (Kerikeri), The Retreat (Pakaraka), and The Elms (Tauranga).
Similarly, prior to its demolition, Bedggood Cottage was identified as
the last remaining private dwelling affiliated with the Mission Station
and considered extrememly rare and unique (Maguire, 2013).
The oak tree, prior to its demise, was thought to be the oldest in New
Zealand having been attributed to being planted in 1824 prior to
being transferred to Waimate.

The integrity of the gardens and grounds at Te Waimate is finely
balanced.
The Te Waimate property today is just a small proportion of the 1035
acre farm purchased by the CMS in 1830. The settlement portrayed in
images of the time and on Bambridge’s 1843 plan, has largely been lost.
The Clarkes’ house (the Mission House), within the main property
survives to represent the mission period while the reconstructed
blacksmith’s shop and remains of the cottage on the Bedggood site
date from c1845. The church, to the west of the Mission House is in the
original location but is a later construction.
However, the two Heritage New Zealand properties represent a
considerable proportion of those grounds that were the ‘hub’ of the
mission settlement. The King Paddock area includes the known in situ
archaeological remains and structures of the well, building foundations,
basements, roads, and earthworks while the site of the old cottage,
reconstructed blacksmith’s shop, well and site of the wheelwright’s
shop are recorded on the Bedggood buildings property.
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There is also high potential for additional subsurface archaeological
remains in both properties, including the area immediately
surrounding the Mission House. The condition and full extent of
surviving subsurface archaeological remains are not known.
However, visual inspection of the property in conjunction with an
overlay of the 1843 Bambridge plan and geomagnetic survey results
(Bader, 2019) indicates that there are extensive remains relating to
the early mission period, probably including many which are not
visible on the ground surface. The grounds surrounding the Mission
House, in the northern half of the King paddock and on the
Bedggood buildings property are considered to have high potential
for intact archaeological remains. The exceptions to this are in areas
known to have been modified by later earthworks, such as the area
of 1960s manager’s house to the rear and immediately adjacent to
the Mission House. Even in these modified areas however, there is
potential for deeper features to have survived.
In the King paddock, the archaeological remains are mainly in areas
of grazing and have had no active management, with the exception
of the well, which has been fenced off but is otherwise neglected.
On the Bedggood buildings property the cottage has been
demolished/deconstructed and the reconstructed blacksmith’s
shop is deteriorating. Neither of these areas is easily accessible to
the public, and there is little interpretation to indicate their heritage
significance.
Artefacts from around the historic mission, in particular those
relating to the well, and the remains of the Paremata mill are held in
storage and are not accessible to the public.

authenticity
The gardens and grounds demonstrate a high degree of authenticity.
A place would be considered to be authentic if its cultural value (as
recognised in the nomination criteria proposed) is truthfully and
credibly expressed through a variety of attributes including:
•

The extent to which the fabric is in its original state;

•

form and design;

•

materials and substance;

•

use and function;

•

traditions, techniques and management systems;

•

location and setting;

•

language, and other forms of intangible heritage;

•

the credibility and truthfulness of related information sources

Many of the components of the gardens and grounds, particularly in
the form of the plants, trees, and general layout have evolved since
the mission station was first established.
The traditional patterns of use that have characterised the site have
changed but continue to strongly reflect the original. The King
paddock is in pasture and grazed, the neighbouring church remains in
use and the current function of the property as a publicly accessible
historic site references the educational aspects of the property’s
former life.
The Bambridge plan is a valuable document as an accurate source of
information regarding the spatial layout of the property in the Selwyn
period. All images can provide a similarly useful role in piecing
together the development of the grounds in a credible way however
most images that have been sourced to date of Te Waimate are
focussed on the house. Images that could provide information as to
the location and layout of the early plantings would be of great value
in maintaining and enhancing the authenticity of the site.
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inventory / analysis of character areas and features
Overview
In 1835, Rev. Yate described the characteristics of the Te Waimate mission station as comprising a charmingly idyllic and picturesque scene:
The settlement is beautifully situated on a plain, surrounded by hills: the front view, looking towards the north, is a long range of hills, covered with the
most magnificent kauri-trees...At the foot of these hills roll the limpid waters of the Waitangi, irrigating the fertile valley through which they flow: to the
right of the Station is the noble hill called “Puke-nui”, or the “Great Hill”’...To the left of the settlement, we have a distant view of the hills on the coast,
and of the heads of the Bay of Islands; and in the near ground, some rich and luxuriant land, belonging to a tribe called Ngai-te-wiu. At the back of the
Station runs a small creek, which forms its boundary...with here and there a small sacred grove, dear to many a New Zealander, as containing the
mouldering bones of relatives and friends. One of these groves forms the boundary of the Mission-land on the right of the settlement, and presents a
most beautiful object in the scenery of the place.’
(Yate, pp192-193)

1. Character Area: Mission House and formal gardens

1A Front Garden
1B Modern Cottage
1C Utility Area
1D South-east Gardens

Figure 30 Aerial depicting character area 1

In 1845, an officer from HMS North Star noted,
‘the pretty village of Waimate, with its large white church and steeple, patches of cultivated ground and beautiful green fields, dotted here and there
with little white cottages, forming a view truly English’
(Sydney Morning Herald, 13th June 1845 cited in Howard 2010, p30)

Today, the house originally occupied by George Clarke is the only remnant mission building on site. A large white church (albeit dating from a
later period) also remains. Surrounding the house are a number of large exotic and native trees clustered in a mature parkland style setting. The
most significant, aged trees are to the front (north) of the house, with the exception of the eucalyptus immediately behind the house. Species
include totara, pohutakawa, and Norfolk pines, Kauri, Magnolia and Monkey Puzzle. There is a large range of other plants spread throughout the
gardens including rhododendrons, camellias, cabbage trees, puka, fruit trees, roses, kawakawa, bamboo, dahlias, clivea, iris, and ground covers
among others.
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Plate 12 Taken from front door of Mission House, looking north to Cedar and Puriri. Trunks of Norfolk pines are visible beyond.

1a. Sub area: Front garden
Early images show that a broad sweep of lawn of some form at the
front of the house has been a key component of the gardens from
their inception. A number of these images depict formative events
being held on the lawn. The significance of the lawn is therefore
paramount.
A list of plants established in the grounds and gardens in the early
years of the mission’s development (Clarke, Selwyn and Burrows
period) has been compiled from various descriptions (see Appendix
6), which were primarily fruit and vegetable species. However, little
evidence has been viewed to date that indicates location or layout of
these original plantings.
It was during Selwyn’s residency that a ‘metamorphosis took place’
(Standish p29). Selwyn is said to have taken a leading role in laying
out a new garden based largely on a new formal, axial design to the
entrance to his ‘palace’, and a carriageway connecting the complex
(refer back to Figure 15). Standish describes the trees and shrubs that
were planted around the lawn,
‘...hundreds of tree ferns, karakas, nikaus and other native plants were
brought from the bush, and interspersed with privet, acacia, and other
evergreens...Cotton, the Bishop’s chaplain, planted a section of the
garden with thyme for his bees, and built a charming little bee-house
to shelter his hives.’
Ruth Ross, Heritage New Zealand historian, believed the three kauri,
the magnolia, and laurels to date from Archdeacon Walsh’s era (1884
to 1912) and the Cedar and the two Norfolk pines to probably date
from Burrows’ time (letter from Ross to Stacpoole, 8 August, 1967).
While Standish associates the Norfolk pines and monkey-puzzle
trees with Selwyn’s Victorian garden, he also notes that they ‘were
planted here probably a little later...’ (Standish p30)

Interestingly, when the Bambridge plan is overlaid on a recent aerial,
the Puriri and Cedar (T5 and T7 in Appendix 5) are positioned neatly in
the centre of the grand circle (refer back to plan in Figure 15 and
photograph above, Plate 12).
The arboriculture report by Greenscene (2011) identifies the difficulties
and inaccuracies in estimating tree age by visual means, however the
author estimates that the mature trees in the grounds are likely to have
been planted in the early stages of the property development. The
totara is able to be more specifically estimated, which they have
identified at approximately 150 to 200 years old. A better photographic
record may assist in attributing dates more accurately to the trees at Te
Waimate.
Roses were almost certainly established at Waimate during Clarke’s
residence, as by April 1844 they were sufficiently plentiful for a rosesroses-all-the-way reception to Mrs Selwyn on her return to Waimate
from Auckland:
‘When we entered our own place the young ladies scattered rose leaves
on the path, and we specially admired an arch of flowers under which
we passed, chiefly China roses – the elder girls presenting me with two
beautiful bouquets.’
(Letters and Extracts from Letters written mostly by Mrs
S.H. Selwyn, 1842-1855, cited in Old Roses for Waimate, Ruth Ross)

Following the restoration of Te Waimate Mission House in the 1960s,
roses were re-introduced to the gardens with over sixty different roses
planted since that time. However, few of these plants have survived.
In August 1967, historian Ruth Ross wrote letters to Mr. J. M. Stacpoole
listing the historic roses she and Nancy Steen had identified and which
were to be sent to Te Waimate mission gardens.
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Plate 13 Taken from the lawn of the Mission grounds, looking toward the
entrance path, Boffa Miskell Ltd, 2020

This is an important record of the sources of the early roses and is
provided in Appendix 7. A list of roses donated by notable rose
breeder and co-founder of Heritage Roses NZ, Ken Nobbs, in 1986, is
also provided in Appendix 8.
One of Ross’ letters (8th August 1967) highlights her approach to the
evolution and management of the heritage gardens,
‘Not that we are really aiming for an 1830s and 1840s garden. I started
off trying to keep the roses to those grown in the early mission gardens
and to grow them from stock taken from specified early gardens, but
the thing rather got away from me. Others have also been providing
some of the roses now growing at Waimate without studying your
book and NZ Gardener articles as carefully as I have: and already there
are several roses there which could not have been growing at Waimate
until after Selwyn left at least. But I have decided this doesn’t matter a
whit, for the garden can never resemble the garden of missionary or
even Selwyn times, not with Archdeacon Walsh’s three kauri (he was
there 1884 to 1912) and the magnolia, camphor-, cherry- and baylaurels dating from the same era probably, the deodar (locally
supposed to be a Cedar of Lebanon) the two auracarea which probably
date from Burrows etc etc. In any case I want to introduce William
Lobb, which you say was not developed until 1855, and the Tinwell
Moss which possibly did not reach New Zealand till the early 1860s. ‘

Plate 14 Taken from the visitor carpark looking down the entrance path, Boffa
Miskell Ltd, 2020

The entrance to the property is an important aspect of its significance
and the visitor experience. The entrance itself opens directly off the
carpark area between the churchgrounds and mission property. Cars
are currently able to park in such a way that they dominate the
approach to the heritage site. In addition, there are several signs
clustered around the entrance that clearly identify it but also distract
from the appreciation of its heritage character.
The concrete kerbing that lines the sweeping driveway is one of the
key detracting influences in the mission gardens due to the contrast of
its modern, urban appearance and sharp lines, with the heritage
qualities and infomal characteristics of the gardens. The edging of the
front lawn directly outside the Mission House has been maintained in
brick however the drainage pit is visually prominent when
approaching this area. The kerbing was installed by heritage New
Zealand during the restoration period. F. W Edgeley noted in 1972 that
some members had been against the construction of kerbing, but he
believed it essential to drainage management (Letter from F. W. Edgeley to
the Director of NZHPT, 4th July 1972, p.1. NZHPT Head Office Archives
(Wellington), 12010-037, cited in Howard 2010, p116).

At the entrance to the Mission House itself, flanking the broad brick
steps to the verandah, are two large blocks of buxus topiary, which
have been significantly pruned since 2011 due to their poor condition.
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Plate 15 Modern Cottage, now a private rental, Boffa Miskell Ltd, 2011

Plate 16 Utility Area, Boffa Miskell Ltd, 2011

1b. Sub area: Modern Cottage

1c. Sub area: Utility area

The construction of a detached custodian’s cottage to the south
west of the Mission House was proposed by Fergus Sheppard,
government architect, and was built at the time that the Mission
House was restored. The proximity of the modern cottage to the
historic building detracts from the heritage significance of the
property, particularly in terms of physically and visually restricting
appreciation of the Mission House to its northern and eastern
aspects.

The character of this area is clearly to serve a primarily functional
purpose, providing access to the rear of the house for staff and other
services. It is a predominantly built environment, dominated by
modern components.

The area to the south and east of the modern cottage is particularly
dislocated from the main gardens. This separation of space through
the use of screening and different planting styles and ages mitigates
the proximity of the cottage to the Mission House to an extent but in
doing so, also detracts from the integrity of the site.

The second drive that provides access to this area is a dominant
component and takes up much of the western gardens. It appears to
be part of the public circulation route but leads directly to the modern
cottage and this service area.
Planting in this area appears largely driven by functional purposes such
as screening and appears a little disordered.
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Plate 17 Southeast Gardens adjacent Custodian’s Cottage, Boffa Miskell Ltd, 2020

1d. Sub area: South east gardens
There is a lack of cohesion to the south east garden area and a
sense of the planting and design being characterised more as a
separate collection of oddments than as part of the main gardens.
The grapes are a useful expression of the range of fruit trees and
vines that were once established at the mission station.

Plate 18: illustrating cottage garden, Boffa Miskell Ltd, 2020

This eastern area is the transition area between the mature mission
gardens and the adjacent King paddock. Apart from the signed
gateway providing access between the gardens and the paddock,
there is currently little to ‘naturally’ lead visitor’s or encourage
them to explore in this direction.
A corrugated iron screen is used in this area to screen the approach
to the public toilets. It appears largely unnecessary and detracts
from the amenity and heritage character of the gardens, as noted
in Plate 19.

Plate 19 Corrugated iron screen, Boffa Miskell Ltd, 2011
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2. Character Area: Front paddock

During the Selwyn period, the grand entrance
to his palace and St John’s College was laid
out in this paddock, the approach now
marked by the pair of Norfolk pines.

Cherry trees (though to be a modern cultivar)
have been planted since the early 1970s along
the fenceline that borders the carpark/
entrance to the property. It is important to
note that this right of way is not under
Heritage New Zealand ownership, nor
controlled land, therefore little can be done to
mitigate the modern effects of this driveway.

The open paddock is currently maintained in
pasture and separated from the main gardens
by a post and wire fence of uncertain age. The
character of the two areas are in direct
contrast to one another. The Norfolk pines are
a key link; a reminder that there was once a
direct relationship between the paddock and
the Mission House.

The Cherry Trees are not thought to have
heritage significance and their comparatively
small height is considered an unfortunate
choice for the site and use as an avenue
planting. They are in contrast with the grand
scale of the oaks that line the opposite side of
the carpark as well as the trees in the mission
gardens.

Images consistently depict this area in crops
of wheat or barley which provided the
foreground to visitor’s initial views of the
mission settlement.
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3. Character Area: Balance of farmland (King Paddock)

Marsden described the land at Te Waimate as,
‘... of a good quality for cultivation, and capable of producing fine
crops of grain of all kinds, as well as vegetables. In every direction are
streams of excellent water, and some of them upon which water mills
would be easily erected to grind the grain...’
The King paddock area has exceptional significance as an
archaeological site at the central part of the mission. It has the
potential to enable the Mission House to be seen in the context of the
former settlement and to connect the Mission House grounds with
the Bedggood buildings and the wider context.
The large paddock is in permanent pasture and is leased for grazing
(currently on a short-term agreement). Extending from Te Ahu Ahu
Road in the north to Waihirore Stream to the south and Showground
Road to the east, it provides an important rural context and outlook
for the mission site.
The King paddock was acquired by Heritage New Zealand, formerly
HPTNZ on 2nd September 1986 for the following reasons (Challis &
Dashper):
i. its intrinsic value and significance as an unploughed
archaeological site, the central part of the mission village.
ii. its potential in the development of the historic resource at Te
Waimate, so that the Mission House should be seen in the context
of the village.
iii. educational impact: the opportunity to interpret archaeological
sites using contemporary plans and sketches.
iv. the need to preserve the undeveloped permanent pasture and
rural context and outlook of the mission site.
v. it links two existing holdings: Mission House grounds and
Bedggood Buildings.

Fencing in the King paddock is primarily focussed in the northern area
to prevent stock from eroding the visible archaeological features.
Though Darwin referred to gorse for fences on the property in 1835,
there is no other mention of this, only of post and rail fences, and
illustrations seem to support this and the presence of picket fences
closer to the settlement. The story that Burrows introduced gorse to
Waimate, referred to in an undated newspaper account by W.E.
Bedggood, may well be true.
While in England, fencing was undertaken to keep stock in, to prevent
them from damaging the crops or property of others, in New Zealand at
this time, fencing (which was labour intensive and expensive) was
primarily undertaken to keep stock out, to protect crops. The earliest
legislation dealing with fencing in 1847, was simply to encourage the
fencing the land. (R.P Hargreaves, Farm Fences in Pioneer New Zealand,
New Zealand Geographer, Volume 21, Issue 2, pages 144–155, October
1965).
Both the Bambridge map (Figure 15) and the wood engraving of the
Mission Station (Table 4.a.) illustrate agricultural fields and plot
boundaries defined by fence lines. A plan annotated by Challis &
Dashper (refer back to Figure 18) shows the location of fencing
validated by contemporary sketches. Old fence posts are still evident on
the Mission property today, however not all posts on the property
today are before 1980. There is considerable potential for subsurface
evidence of fence alignments in the form of post holes on the property.
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Plate 20 North Paddock, former entrance to property from Showground Road, Boffa Miskell Ltd, 2020

3a: Sub Area: North Paddock
The north paddock area is an open, level area in permanent pasture.
A gate in the fence to the east of the Mission House currently enables
visitors to take a self-guided walk through the King paddock. A large
interpretation panel was formerly located at the gate providing a
limited indication of the archaeological features present, however this
was visually obtrusive and has been removed.
As noted above, a number of archaeological features have been
recorded in the northern and central part of the paddock by
Leatherby and Morgan, which can be related to some of the early
buildings recorded on the 1843 Bambridge plan.
These features are still clearly visible today, and the King paddock
clearly has high potential for the survival of in situ archaeological
structures and deposits related to the Mission Station.
The features include what appears to be the remnant cellar of ‘Eton
College’ (previously Hamlin’s house), earthworks and archaeological

Plate 21 Fenced off location of the former well within the King paddock
immediately to the south of Hamlin’s house (photo: Clough 2011)

deposits in the location of other recorded buildings, the alignment of
the old settlement road, and one of three former wells recorded by
Leatherby and Morgan across the Heritage Precinct.The remnant cellar,
although largely grass covered, appears to be lined with water worn
boulders and hence is not dissimilar to the cellar in the extant Mission
House.
There are numerous deposits of rounded boulders elsewhere around
the paddock, shallow embankments and depressions which clearly
represent remains of other historic buildings and structures.
There is also high potential for structural and other remains which have
no visible surface expression in the central-northern part of the
paddock where part of the Mission village was located. Such remains
may include rubbish pits containing discarded items related to the
Mission period, latrines (often repositories of similar material),
subsurface evidence of buildings, outbuildings and former paved areas
and pathways.

Plate 22 Remains of Eton College in the foreground with the present mission house
in the distance viewed along the alignment of the old settlement road (to right of
image) (photo: Clough 2011)
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Plate 23 View towards Mission House

3a: Sub Area: South Paddock
This area slopes gently away from the Mission House, south to the
stream that marks the southernmost boundary of the property.
Visually, it is a featureless area but enables good connections (visual
and direct walking access) to the Bedggood buildings.
Those early images that depict views to the settlement from the
north, show what appears to be a band of vegetation providing a
backdrop to the row of Mission Houses and reinforcing the strong
east-west axis that they form along the ridge. It is conceivable that
the southern area of the King paddock would have incorporated
some of these plantings.
Leatherby and Morgan recorded a track line to the south of the
mission village in the King paddock, which may or may not have
structural elements. The 1845 fortification built by troops around the
Mission Station has been tentatively identified on the church owned
land to the south of the totara hedge behind the manager’s cottage.

Plate 24 View south to stream
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4. Character Area: Bedggood Buildings

The Trust objective in purchasing the Bedggood buildings was
summarised in a letter of G G Thornton dated 18 April 1972:
‘These three buildings form a unique group in the North Island and are
adjacent to the road and easily accessible to the public.
It is recommended that every effort be made to have these fully
restored so as to show the public the simple farm buildings of the
period together with the implements housed or made in them.’
(Challis and Dashper 1985)

The Bedggood buildings were post 1843 constructions on the site of
the mission period Māori village marked by Bambridge; the original
Bedggood shops lay to the east by the stream. The Beddgood
buildings’ property should be considered an area of high
archaeological potential. The cottage has been demolished after
many years of disrepair (Maguire, 2013 and 2020), and the
blacksmith’s shop has been restored with a variety of timbers by the
northland Regional Committee of Heritage New Zealand in the early
1980s. The blacksmiths forge is still in situ.

A well and remains relating to the wheelwright’s shop were also
evident when the property was surveyed by Leatherby and Morgan.
The archaeological investigations carried out have been confined to
the immediate location of the blacksmith’s shop, but it is possible that
further unrecorded remains associated with the Bedggood buildings
are still present, and it is possible that remains relating to the earlier
Māori houses in this area have survived.
The buildings have heritage significance as do a collection of the trees
that surround them (see table of scheduled notable trees). The
reconstructed blacksmith’s workshop has particular value for enabling
public understanding and appreciation in an otherwise predominantly
archaeological landscape. However, in terms of interpretation, the
property is currently poorly integrated with the adjacent Mission
House property. There may be an opportunity to reconnect the
Bedggood buildings with the mission station, through archeological
connections with link to the historic narrative, possibly through
vegetation links.

Plate 25 The forge and other remains inside the 1845 blacksmith’s shop (photo: Clough 2009)
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Areas beyond Heritage New Zealand properties
While outside the area covered by this conservation plan, there is also considerable potential for archaeological remains on private property
within the heritage precinct, but outside Heritage New Zealand’s bounds. The area immediately to the south of the church was also part of the
historic settlement and had a row of buildings in the mission period (stores, etc). Subsurface structural remains are still evident today in the
disturbed topography of the paddock. To the east of Showground Road, the first Bedggood site, the military encampment, remains relating to the
mill in the area of the earth dam, and the Māori village may all have left subsurface archaeological evidence. The area of the Atkinson house and
store also have archaeological value, although unrelated to the Mission period.
Church grounds

Oak tree

The church adjacent to the Mission House is inextricably linked to it.
The churchyard and early chapels formed an integral part of the CMS
station at Te Waimate.

The former oak tree at Te Waimate Mission House had a covenant
between the owner and Heritage New Zealand that restricted activities
around the tree, including no excavation, pruning or other planting
without Heritage New Zealand consent. The covenant placed on the
Oak also controled the use of the wider paddock which surrounds the
tree, including prohibition of construction and planting. (Jackson,
NZGJ, 2009, Vol. 12(1)).

The church is a Category I historic place and continues to be used for
religious services and retains most of its early fixtures and furnishings.
The architect is believed to have been Marsden Clarke, a son of
George Clarke. The surrounding churchyard has been more
substantially modified but includes the graves of British soldiers killed
in the Northern War and those of prominent individuals such as
George Clarke and his family. It contains both Māori and Pakeha
grave markers and is surrounded by an 1878 picket fence.
In 1929-1930, a stone lychgate was erected to commemorate the
centenary of the CMS mission. In the middle of the twentieth century,
the Sunday School building (built in 1877 and a Category II historic
place) was relocated from the churchyard to adjoining land between
the church and Te Waimate Mission House. It has served many
functions for the congregation of St John the Baptist’s and the
community of Waimate North.
A geophysical survey was recently undertaken in the fields to the
south of the church, on private land (Bader 2009). Possible fence lines
and a cluster of metal objects indicating European building activities
were identified, which roughly correlated with the location of 19th
century Church Street tenement buildings recorded on the 1843
Bambridge plan.
In 1992 Slocombe monitored the installation of water pipe trenches,
extending across Chruch Street and through the churchyard of St
John the Baptist Church (Slocombe 1993). The soil profile revealed
only topsoil, but two features were recorded. In one trench five
stones c.20cm x 25cm in size protruded from the section which were
believed to be part of the Mission period roadway.

There is interpretation in the form of signage on the roadside regarding
the oak’s age and provenance, and the signage fails to draw
connections with the location of the third (Davis) Mission House and
the Oak.
Mill and dam
The flour mill was operating by early 1835 but by the mid-1850s the
mill was in disuse (Standish 1962: 26). The Bedggoods constructed a
second mill, the Paremata mill, and this was operating by January 1852
(Boese 1977: 134). However, it too had ceased by the early 1860s.
The dam can clearly be made out in an aerial photograph from 1971
and although the area appears further developed, can still be seen in a
recent aerial provided by LINZ. Two of the Māori workers constructing
the dam for the mill, died when part of the earth dam collapsed on 28
January 1835. Davis commented that the lack of reaction was evidence
of missionary influence; that a few years earlier ‘the mill and works
would have no doubt been destroyed and slaves killed.’ (R Davis’s
Journal, January 28th 1835, cited in Harris 1989 (draft).
It is important to note that Heritage New Zealand staff in Northland
have been involved with the protection of the dam and related mill
archaeological features from subdivision and development.

Plate 26 To the south of the Church and Sunday School - uneven ground along the alignment of the historic row of buildings on the
Bambridge plan, Boffa Miskell 2011
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part IV: issues, policies and
management recommendations

Relevant legislation and policy are outlined below.

The Act defines historic heritage as:

resource management act 1991

‘(a) …those natural and physical resources that contribute to an
understanding and appreciation of New Zealand’s history and cultures,
deriving from any of the following qualities:

The purpose of the Resource Management Act 1991 and
amendments is to promote the sustainable management of natural
and physical resources (section 5(1)). Sustainable management is
defined as (section 5(2)):
“…managing the use, development, and protection of natural and
physical resources in a way, or at a rate, which enables people and
communities to provide for their social, economic, and cultural
wellbeing and for their health and safety while—
a. Sustaining the potential of natural and physical resources
(excluding minerals) to meet the reasonably foreseeable needs of
future generations; and
b. Safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of air, water, soil, and
ecosystems; and
c. Avoiding, remedying, or mitigating any adverse effects of
activities on the environment.”
In 2003, historic heritage was elevated to section 6, making it a matter
of national importance so its protection from inappropriate
subdivision, use and development has to be recognised and provided
for (section 6(f )).

i. archaeological:
ii. architectural:
iii. cultural:
iv. historic:
v. scientiﬁc:
vi. technological, and
(b) includes—
i. historic sites, structures, places, and areas, and
ii. archaeological sites, and
iii. sites of signiﬁcance to Māori, including waahi tapu, and
iv.

surroundings associated with the natural and physical resources.’

Under section 8 of the RMA,
‘all persons exercising functions and powers under it, in relation to
managing the use, development, and protection of natural and physical
resources, shall take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi
(Te Tiriti o Waitangi).’
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Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga
Act 2014
Waimate Mission House is registered as a Category I Historic Place
under the Heritage New Zealand, Pouhere Taonga Act 2014
(HNZPTA) formerly known as Historic Places Act 1993. This includes
the Mission House and surrounds, the King Paddock (in particular
the northern half). The nearby Bedggood buildings are also
archaeological sites as defined in the following sections of the
HNZPTA.
In achieving the Purpose of HNZPTA, Heritage New Zealand is
required to recognize section 4 of the HNZPTA. The principle that
historic places have lasting value in their own right and provide
evidence of the origins of New Zealand’s distinct society; and
The principle that the identification, protection, preservation, and
conservation of New Zealand’s historical and cultural heritage
should
•

Take account all relevant cultural values, knowledge and
disciplines; and

•

Take account of material of cultural heritage value and
involve the least possible alteration or loss of it; and

•

Safeguard the options of present and future generations;
and

•

Be fully researched, documented and recorded, where
culturally appropriate; and

The principle that there is value in central government agencies,
local authorities, corporations, societies, tangata whenua, and
individuals working collaboratively in respect of New Zealand’s
historical and cultural heritage; and
The relationship of Māori and their culture and traditions with their
ancestral lands, water, sites, waahi tapu, and other taonga.
Te Waimate and its surrounds, especially King Paddock and the
Bedggood buildings, are also archaeological site as defined under
section 6 in the archaeological provisions of the HNZPTA as:
‘Any place in New Zealand that:
Eitheri. Was associated with human activity that occurred before 1900;
or
ii. Is the site of the wreck of any vessel where the wreck occurred
before 1900; and
iii. Is or may be able through investigation by archaeological
methods to provide evidence relating to the history of New
Zealand.’

Section 42 of the HNZPTA provides that, except pursuant to an
Authority from the Trust, modification, damage or destruction of
any part of an archaeological site is unlawful if done with
knowledge or having reasonable cause to suspect that the site is an
archaeological site.
Section 16 of the HNZPTA requires Heritage New Zealand to
confirm the statements of policy adopted by the New Zealand
Historical Places Trust under section 57 of the Historic Places Act
1993 for the management, administration, control and use of the
historic places owned or sontrolled by or vested in Heritage New
Zealand. In accordance with the HNZPTA every statement of
general policy shall be prepared in draft form by Heritage New
Zealand and shall both identitfy the historic place and historic
places to which the property applies and state policies and
objectives for the management and use of such historic places.
The draft statement of general policy developed by NZHPT in
accordance with section 57 of the HPA includes 16 objectives and
an array of policies. In relation to Te Waimate gardens and grounds
the following policy is of particular relevance:
Heritage landscapes, gardens and parks owned or managed by the
NZHPT should be protected, interpreted, maintained and renewed so
that their historic, ecological and aesthetic values are retained and
recognized.
The statement of general policy applies to the gardens and
grounds in so far as these form part of a greater heritage landscape
that needs to be protected, interpreted and managed for further
public access.
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far north district plan
The property is also part of a larger area identified as the Te Waimate
Heritage Precinct (Map HP2, FNDP) and the Waimate North Zone
(Appendix 6C, FNDP). Both zones seek to protect the unique character
of the Waimate North area with the former focussed on the cultural
heritage qualities and the latter, on the combination of cultural,
natural and visual qualities present in the area.
Heritage objectives, policies and rules are provided in Section 12.5A.
The relevant objectives and policies to Te Waimate are:
12.5A.3.1- to recognise and protect retain the heritage values of the
various heritage precincts derived from the sites, buildings and objects
of historic significance, and to protect such sites, buildings and objects
from inappropriate subdivision, use and development.
12.5A.3.2 - to recognise and protect the heritage values of the various
heritage precincts derived from the archaeological sites of the
precincts and to retrieve and record archaeological evidence where
appropriate.
12.5A.3.3 - to recognise and protect the special character of the various
heritage precincts that derives from the built form in combination
with the landforms.
Policies are:
12.5A.4.1 - that the type, scale and nature of alterations to existing
buildings be limited so as to ensure the retention of the heritage
character of the various heritage precincts and of buildings of historic
significance within those heritage precincts.
12.5A.4.2 - that the removal or demolition of buildings be restricted to
those of little or no historic significance which do not contribute
significantly to the streetscape values of the various heritage
precincts.
12.5A.4.3 - that the location, scale and nature of new buildings and
structures be controlled so as to not adversely affect the historic
character, streetscape or landscape values of the various heritage
precincts and of buildings of historic significance within those
heritage precincts.
12.5A.4.4 - that archaeological sites are protected from damage or
destruction, and that archaeological information is retrieved
whenever appropriate.
a.

the extent to which any work adversely affects the existing
character of the various Heritage Precincts as a whole;

b.

the extent to which any proposed work uses similar materials
and is of similar design to the existing building or buildings on
the same site;

The demolition or removal of the Mission House, church and Sunday
school is also a prohibited activity under the District plan 12.5.6.4.1
c.

the extent to which any demolition or removal of a major
building on a site adversely affects the existing streetscape or
destroys a building of historical or architectural significance;

d.

the extent to which landscaping is appropriate to the character
of the buildings on site;

e.

the extent to which work or an activity adversely affects or
destroys any archaeological site;

f.

effects on landforms, including effects on stone walls and
archaeological sites;

Section 18.3 (FNDP) describes the Waimate North Zone as unique and
sets out a range of supporting objectives and policies:
18.3.3 Objectives
18.3.3.1 To maintain and enhance the natural character, landscapes,
historic heritage values, and parklike vistas of the Waimate North
Zone.
18.3.3.2 To manage the subdivision, use and development of the Waimate
North Zone in a way that contributes to the social, economic and
cultural well being of the Waimate North Zone community in
particular, and the wider community in general.
18.3.3.3 To promote and encourage the enhancement of the historic and
visual character of the Waimate North Zone.
18.3.4 Policies
18.3.4.1 That the protection of the special character and values of the
Waimate North Zone is achieved primarily by voluntary measures.
18.3.4.2 That community awareness of the benefits of enhancing the
landscape in the Waimate North Zone is promoted.
18.3.4.3 That incentives for protection and enhancement of areas of
significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of
indigenous fauna, and for protection and enhancement of
outstanding landscapes and natural features be applied (refer to
development bonus provisions under Rule 18.3.6.4.3).
18.3.4.4 That the effects of activities that could compromise the heritage
and/or landscape values of the Waimate North Zone be avoided,
remedied, or mitigated.

ICOMOS charters
The ICOMOS New Zealand Charter for the Conservation of Places of
Cultural Heritage Value (Appendix 9) sets out principles to guide the
conservation of such places in New Zealand. All conservation work
carried out at the Pompallier Mission Historic Reserve should be
consistent with these principles. The ICOMOS Charter for the
Intepretation and Presentation of Cultural Heritage Sites 2008
(Appendix 10) has also been considered and all works relating to
interpretation and presentation of the Te Waimate mission gardens
and grounds should be guided by the principles set out in this
document.
The ICOMOS International Committee on Archaeological Heritage
Management (ICAHM) adopted a Charter for the Protection and
Management of the Archaeological Heritage in 1990, which sets out
basic principles and guidelines for the management of archaeological
sites (Appendix 111). Management of the archaeological remains at the
Waimate Mission property should be consistent with these principles.
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issues – risks, condition and vulnerability
In drafting policies, there is a need to be aware of what has affected
the significance of the site in the past and what may continue to do
so in the future.
There are many ways in which the heritage significance of the
gardens and grounds at Te Waimate could be put under threat.
Interpretation and access
There is a risk of a loss of understanding of the scale and significance
of property.
Te Waimate offers unique opportunities to interpret and present New
Zealand’s cultural heritage but there are also challenges present. In
particular, there are challenges of fragmented ownership of the
former mission station. The property itself reads as a collection of
individual areas. It is important to very clearly communicate that what
is accessible to the public is a small, though important, link to the
landscape that once existed and to present the special significance of
the whole property.
The landscape relationship between Te Waimate and the wider area is
not clear at present. This cannot be resolved without an overall plan
to co-ordinate restoration/interpretation within the wider context of
the original mission farm and the wider district.
A self-guided walk through the King paddock with reference to a
brochure illustrating the former buildings on the 1843 Bambridge
plan has evidently been envisaged, but there is no on-site
identification of archaeological features to guide the visitor, and the
significance of many of the surface features would not be apparent.
Furthermore, current livestock grazing would not permit greater
access to visitors.
The Bedggood buildings property is not clearly signposted or
interpreted [ch], and visitors are not encouraged to enter the
reconstructed blacksmith’s shop to view the interior.
Interpretation and signage for the gardens and grounds at Te
Waimate are critical to enabling their full appreciation given the
extent of change and loss of heritage features over the years.
However, visually display panels, or other forms of interpretation can
also detract from appreciation of the grounds due to poor or
inaccurate representation of the history or values of the site,
inappropriate scale or clutter, or inconsistent use of materials, form,
colours and style of presentation. An archaeological pamphlet was
first published in the 1980s and continued in use until 2018, which
allowed a slightly more structured approach to exploring the Mission
House gardens and grounds. However, these have been discontinued
in favour of story-telling within the Mission House.

Conservation standards
Neglect of maintenance, poorly specified works, poor risk
management and works undertaken by people without appropriate
skills, qualifications or experience in historic restoration or
conservation could all undermine the heritage values of Te Waimate.
The risk of erosion and/or decay as a result of natural processes and
lack of maintenance is a particular threat facing Te Waimate, as has
been witnessed by the dilapidation and subsequent demolition of the
Bedggood cottage.
Tree growth
While young and early-mature trees may potentially be of concern in
terms of risk in some locations, the greatest risk of tree failure and
concerns regarding public safety or property damage is posed by the
large mature trees within this site (and indeed beyond the site as
evidenced by the death of the oak tree).
The health and structure of mature tree species within the property
have been assessed by an arborist (see Appendix 4) as being in good
condition overall, however some individual trees have been
recommended for remedial works or removal in the following policy
section.
Tree growth also has the potential to restrict or obscure significant
views from both lower branches and planting of trees in inappropriate
locations.
Fire
Fire has the potential to destroy timber structures such as the Mission
House and Bedggood buildings. The mission gardens are also
vulnerable to fire risk however a sound maintenance program will
improve management of this risk. There are some existing
infrastructures for fire protection, including sprinklers, however
increased protection may avoid further risks.
Visitor impacts
The current visitor numbers at Te Waimate are approximately 5,5006,000 visitors per year. Given the scale of the Te Waimate property,
there is potential to support considerably higher numbers, however
the risk is that this will also bring associated pressures on the gardens
and infrastructure. This risk is manageable with careful planning
including the distribution of activities across the property, and a
commitment to a long-term vision.
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Visitor safety

Gaps in understanding

Public access to the grounds of Te Waimate Mission House is frequent
and unlimited in relation to tree locations and therefore there is a
potential risk to the safety of people walking beneath trees that are of
poor health or structural condition.

The potential loss of records documenting the development of the
gardens and grounds at Te Waimate is a serious threat to the heritage
values of the site and consequently to the ability to manage the site to
maintain those values.

There are also some threats to public safety from the well, and to a
lesser extent uneven ground and depressions in the King paddock
that are partially concealed by long grass. There are currently no signs
indicating the location of the well. Although the well is fenced off, the
fencing is in poor condition and the well is not identified.

It is also critical that research on the history of the property is ongoing
so that where there are gaps in our understanding, these do not
contribute to misinformation. Ongoing research and monitoring of
contemporary changes will ensure the accurate conservation,
restoration and interpretation of the property.

Incompatible use

Failure to make a precise record of works undertaken, their location,
and any archaeological remains or artefacts exposed, hinders the
planning of future ground and infrastructure works and may threaten
the conservation of archaeological remains.

There is a risk that however well intentioned, interventions in the
gardens and grounds will be undertaken without full regard to the
values that comprise Te Waimate’s cultural heritage significance.
Use of the gardens and grounds at Te Waimate for functions such as
social events, weddings, concerts, special displays or anniversary
events associated with the history of the settlement are compatible
uses and should continue so long as their planning is consistent with
maintaining the heritage values of the property.

Vandalism

There is a risk of stock trampling and adverse effects of farm activities
on archaeological features in the King paddock.

Detracting elements that are identified in more detail in the character
area inventory are:

There is a potential risk to archaeology during any subsurface works
such as drainage, new structures, new garden layouts and new
planting. With the exception of planting in established beds, these
have the potential to disturb or expose subsurface archaeological
remains.
It should be noted that no excavation is to take place at Te Waimate
without an archaeological authority under Heritage New Zealand,
Pouhere Toanga Act 2014.
Residential and horticultural intensification
The area surrounding Te Waimate is experiencing an increase in
residential and horticultural intensification. This presents a threat to
the cultural, natural and visual qualities of the property.

There is a potential risk in the form of unauthorised excavations by
‘treasure hunters’. To date this has not been a problem at the Waimate
Mission property, especially as it is staffed and managed.
Detracting elements

•

concrete kerbing

•

corrugated iron screen

•

signage

•

proximity of modern custodian’s cottage and utility area to Mission
House

•

buxus hedge features flanking front steps at Mission House

•

proximity of carparking to entranceway

•

areas of the garden that appear in need of maintenance and
lacking in clarity or organisation.

The following conservation policies and recommendations have been
developed to manage these threats and conserve the heritage values
of the site.
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long term management vision

policies

The focus of the vision is on the protection, interpretation and
presentation of Te Waimate’s cultural and historic sites in an
interconnected and multi-faceted way; to continue strengthening
community engagement and stakeholder connections, to re-establish
the historical integrity and simplicity of the property, and to develop
intepretation of the property that conveys its scale and significance
beyond present day boundaries.

These policies are derived from the information presented in preceding
chapters and are framed within a set of recognised conservation
principles.

conservation philosophy
With the existing knowledge we have about the physical form of soft
and hard landscaping features of the wider property there are
significant challenges in collectively restoring the wider site to 1846 or
the earlier Clarke period.
Comparatively, we have more information on certain periods and less
on others. For example, we have more information on the Mission and
Bishop’s Palace periods than the Vicarage period, and this directly
affects the certainty we have as to their cultural heritage significance.
Even in relation to the Mission and Palace periods our knowledge is not
comprehensive. While we have good understanding of the history of
the mission up until the 1850-60s, because of a lack of reliable visual
resources from this period we do not have a thorough understanding
of the physical environment (house interior and soft landscaping) in
those periods.
We have concluded that taking an all periods conservation approach is
the best way to manage the cumulative cultural heritage significance of
the property i.e. house and gardens, up until 2020. In effect this means
1967-9 with superficial changes that reinforce the intent of the NZHPT
restoration. There are a few provisos to this that will need to be
considered, e.g. the curbing, garage and custodian’s House.

•

To retain the historic fabric in situ where possible.

•

To restrict intervention into the historic fabric unless strictly
necessary or unless it can be demonstrated that this will
significantly enhance our understanding of the site.

•

To ensure that unavoidable intervention is reversible.

•

To ensure that conservation is proactive rather than reactive and
founded on the little-and-often principle.

•

To undertake regular monitoring and recording.

•

To continue ongoing research to address gaps in understanding.

•

To preserve and protect the significance of the Te Waimate Mission
grounds and gardens for the benefit of present and future
generations.

It is also unavoidable that projects involving physical conservation,
consolidation or restoration of structures (as of habitats and landscape
types) are costly and time-consuming and therefore priorities have been
established in the hope that the incremental implementation of smaller
projects might be more achievable.

1. General
a.

Te Waimate is operated by Heritage New Zealand as a
nationally significant property.

b.

That the Te Waimate Mission Station Gardens and Grounds
Conservation Plan be used, along with Te Waimate Mission
House Conservation Plan, as the primary policy documents to
guide the conservation, maintenance, restoration and future
management of the cultural heritage significance of the
property. Planning for new work should only take place where
there is a full understanding of the space, element or fabric that
is being impacted.

c.

That the Te Waimate Mission Station Gardens and Grounds
Conservation Plan be regarded as a living document, to be
updated as and when new information or works relevant to the
significance of the building and its setting are forthcoming. The
conservation plan should be reassessed and revised every fiveten years.

d.

The contributions of all periods to the significance of a site
should be respected.

e.

The Te Waimate Mission House Conservation Plan should be
cross referenced with this document (Te Waimate Mission
Station: Gardens and Grounds Conservation Plan) and
updated/amended together where required. The
interrelationship of these documents relates to the multiplicity
of layers at Te Waimate, and the cohesiveness of these
documents should be maintained.

The benefits of this approach are:
•

it is the most appropriate and conservative approach given the
knowledge we have

•

leaves open opportunities for further understanding,
management and interpretation of all periods of history as more
information comes to light

•

avoids loss or damage to existing values due to poor
understanding

•

respects HNZPT’s contribution to the history of Te Waimate

•

ensures that all change affecting fabric, features and values across
the property is considered and managed through both the
Mission House and Gardens conservation plans.
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2. Community Resource

e.

The long-term future of Te Waimate depends on its continuing to be
valued and used by local communities. Maintaining good
communications will remain an important aspect of the sustainability
of these gardens and grounds.

The interpretation of the gardens and grounds should clearly
distinguish and date the successive phases and influences in its
evolution, with some emphasis given to the period 1830 to
1845 –the Mission, Selwyn, and Māori land wars.

f.

The surrounding landscape, natural environment, and
geographical setting are integral parts of the site’s historical
and cultural significance, and, as such, should also be
considered in its interpretation.

g.

Interpretation should communicate Te Waimate’s significance
without adversely impacting its cultural values or irreversibly
altering its fabric. All visible interpretive infrastructures (such as
walking paths, information panels or new structures required
for housing/displaying archaeological remains or interpretative
material) must be sensitive to the character, setting and the
cultural and natural significance of the mission station, while
remaining easily identifiable. A consistent palette is
recommended. The potential effect of interpretive
infrastructure and visitor numbers on the cultural value,
physical characteristics, integrity, and natural environment of
the site must be fully considered.

h.

On-site concerts, dramatic performances, and other interpretive
programmes are broadly considered an appropriate use of the
site but must be carefully planned to protect the significance
and physical surroundings of the site and minimise disturbance
to the local residents.

i.

Interpretation within the Waimate Mission House is well
developed and includes guided tours by Heritage New Zealand
property hosts, but interpretation of the wider landscape is
minimal.

j.

Opportunities should be sought to improve access (visual and
physical) to the wider mission landscape through subtle
landscape interventions. It is important to note and be aware
and sensitive of the covenant which exists in Church Lane
between Heritage New Zealand and private landowner.

a.

Give consideration to establishing a more formal partnership
with stakeholders and particularly with the vestry, for example
the continuation of Church Lane as an easement. The main
statutory bodies and key stakeholder groups should also be
formally represented.

b.

Encourage greater and more varied community involvement.
“ Research for a Community Participation Strategy” could
investigate local groups’ level of interest in Te Waimate and
their capacity to become involved in the place.

c.

Initiate consultation with local residents and other
stakeholders before and during projects – particularly any
new interpretation works.

3. Historical Integrity
a.

That consideration is given to renaming the property Te
Waimate Mission Station to reflect its wider significance
beyond the house.

b.

That HNZPT considers classification of the area within the
FNDC Heritage Precinct as a Historic Area.

c.

That the gardens and grounds plan is tied in with the building
plan for the protection, intepretation and presentation of the
property (refer to Policy 4j).

4. Interpretation and Access
a.

b.

c.

d.

An interpretation plan for the wider grounds should be
prepared and implemented to increase the understanding
and appreciation of the significance and range of values
present at Te Waimate. The interweaving of landscape,
heritage and communities is recommended as the broad
theme.

•

The development and implementation of interpretation and
presentation programmes should be an integral part of the
overall planning, budgeting, and management process.

investigating ways to manage carparking immediately outside the
mission entrance including providing alternative parking and
approaches.

•

visual interpretation of the mission village should be improved by
defining the locations of former structures and landscape features,
assisted by selective archaeological investigation and exposure of
remains where appropriate.

•

• remains of the Paremata mill and other artefacts collected
from the wider mission landscape should be put on public display.

•

• explore heritage covenant agreements for public walkway
access and archaeological site protection to the southern Church
land area, the old dam and mill site and original Davis house and
Oak tree.

Ensure long-term maintenance of the interpretative
infrastructure and regular review of its contents. Continuing
research and consultation are important to furthering the
understanding and appreciation of a site’s significance. The
interpretion programme and infrastructure should be
designed and constructed in a way that facilitates ongoing
content revision and/or expansion.
Encourage inclusiveness in the interpretation of Te Waimate’s
cultural heritage by facilitating the involvement of
stakeholders and associated communities as well as
multidisciplinary expertise from site managers and other
professionals.

•

informed by the Garden and Mission House Conservation Plans,
investigate options in the long term for alternative staff
entranceway that would allow greater segregation of modern
cottage and utility area as well as providing interpretation
opportunities for former Church Lane area and farm worker
tenements. (Refer to the following section on
Recommendations, for further detail).
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5. Maintenance of Views
a.

•

•

•

6. Conservation, repair and maintenance

While it is acknowledged that gardens are dynamic in
nature, there are key views to the property that relate to
various periods of its history and development that should
be maintained to enhance the visitor experience and
understanding of place:

the view from the north - the house should remain at least
partially visible through the trees from the main road to
maintain a connection between buildings and landscape.
Similarly, a view out to the north from the Mission House
verandah and front lawn should be maintained;

b.

That a cyclical maintenance program based on good
horticultural practice and reflecting the following policies be
prepared and adopted. The maintenance program should be
designed to ensure that the garden is viable into the future.
(Refer to page 88 for exemplar Maintenance Schedule).

These trees define the character of the grounds or garden, and
correct care of them is essential to maintain the significance of the
garden.

the connection between the Mission House and church
grounds is also significant and views between them, primarily
along the driveway, should also be maintained.
There are also historic and/or visual qualities that can
include viewsheds or site lines from within the landscape
area, as well as specific observation points from outside its
boundaries. Important views into and out of the gardens
have become obscured by natural growth of trees,
particularly to the north and west. To reinstate significant
views, modify plantings by thinning or pruning.

Regular and sustained maintenance is the only way to ensure
that the natural, cultural heritage and amenity of the gardens
and grounds is sustained and to prevent decisions that are
adhoc and reactive.

Large Trees

the view to the house and grounds from the east is also
significant. The house should be visible from King Paddock and
Showground Road. Also, a visual connection to the east along
the former carriageway alignment, past the remains of
Hamlin’s cottage/Eton College to the Oak tree and Davis’
former house site is important to maintain;

b.

a.

c.

Re-inspection of the tree stock is recommended to be
undertaken on an annual basis by a suitably experienced and
qualified Arborist.

d.

Tree pruning should not be done as a matter of course, but only
after inspection if the need arises. Pruning large trees, especially
those of heritage significance, should only be undertaken by a
qualified tree surgeon or arborist.

•

recommend removal of Rimu (T3) due to severe decay in the stem
and its replacement with a similar suitable specimen.

•

recommend that the Sycamore (T10) is removed due to its severe
state of decline and fungal infection and its replacement with a
similar suitable specimen.
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•

•

mulch to be applied to the area around the tree’s dripline to
prevent the need for grass cutting at this location. Mulching
within the dripline of trees is beneficial to the health of the tree in
a number of ways and has particular benefit to mature and
‘veteran’ trees. Where mulching the dripline is not practicable, it is
recommended that the grade at which the mower blade is set is
raised so as to avoid future contact with surface tree roots.

Archaeological remains
n.

recommend that the Kawakawa is thinned or cleared from the
base of Magnolia (T11) to provide access for future stem
inspections.
e.

f.

g.

a detailed inspection and then annual monitoring of the cable
bracing system on the northernmost Puriri (T12) is
recommended weight of the limbs on the bracing system may
prove to be too heavy for the existing system.
tree replacement - mature replacement trees may have a
limited life, and in many cases, it is better to plant young trees.
This reinvigorates the landscape and extends its life
considerably. Although replacing a whole avenue of old trees
with young ones will have a visual impact, the end result will
be better than replacing them one by one.
prior to any future ground works that may be likely to disturb
soil within the driplines of trees, a suitably experienced and
qualified Arborist should be consulted.

Small trees and shrubs
h.

The pruning of small trees and shrubs such as roses may be
undertaken by trained gardeners.

i.

Regular pruning of trees and shrubs is necessary to:

•

control size

•

improve shape, flowering or fruiting

•

remove diseased, dead or dangerous material.
j.

Mulching with leafy material is recommended.

Grass
k.

l.

Grass requires intensive and continual maintenance
throughout the year, including mowing, watering, aerating,
fertilising, top dressing, oversowing, weeding and control of
pests and diseases.
Although different grass species require different mowing
heights, in general older sites are best left with longer grass
length, especially in areas further from the building. When
mowing, take care not to damage edgings, plants or roots.

Weeds
m. Removal of weeds prior to seeding should be carried out
– a specific plan identifying all problem weeds should be
developed setting out action and timing for each weed.

A regular programme of inspection and maintenance is needed
to protect the heritage fabric of historic structures and artefacts
within the Waimate Mission and Bedggood buildings
properties, with maintenance, repairs and stabilisation carried
out where required. The structures include historic fences, the
well, and the reconstructed blacksmith’s shop. They also include
elements of the Paremata mill that have been recovered from
their original site and are stored in a building behind the
Mission House.

7. Restoration and Enhancement
a.

Alterations to landscaping and plantings must be considered
very carefully to ensure that they are compatible with the
significance of the site and Te Waimate Mission House and
consistent with this Plan and the Te Waimate Mission House
Conservation Plan.

The Te Waimate gardens represent a succession of periods. Just as it
has been determined that it would be impossible to return the building
to a form known by the Clarkes, similarly, with the possible exception of
the totara, there are no surviving garden elements and little specific
information to enable a ‘return’ to the gardens of the mission period.
We have an excellent idea of the plants that were in the gardens and
grounds, but few clues as to where, or in what form, or layout. Until
such information is found, a ‘reconstruction’ is not possible. There are
also gaps in knowledge of the later 19th century, vicarage, Bedggood
Museum periods and NZHPT restoration periods. However, important
elements of the wider mission and Selwyn period landscape remain so
that these stories can and must be interpreted.
b.

Opportunities should be sought to:

•

represent the key characteristics of the former Selwyn entrance
design in a simple manner.

•

represent the key characteristics of the carriageway that connected
the houses/colleges to the east of the surviving Mission House, in a
simple way.

•

remove kerbing and drainage pit on the lawn (north) side of the
driveway (re-grade driveway so that excess water drains to the
remaining southern kerb).

•

remove buxus topiary and replace with heritage roses

•

extend flower border along northeast edge of verandah to direct
visitors to approach Mission House at the main entrance and to
accommodate further roses.

•

refurbish timber post and rail barriers that line the entrance to the
property.

•

increase the presence of the property and re-establish a sense of its
scale east to west along Te Ahu Ahu Road in a simple and
appropriate manner.

•

prepare a plan for succession planting in the gardens that allows for
some thinning/reducing in emphasis of mature planting to the
north of the Mission House and increasing a band of planting to the
south of the building, and across the King paddock.
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c.

d.

e.

Replacement or additional plantings should be chosen from
the range of species originally planted in the garden, or at
least from plants which are similar in form and character and
were available at the time the original garden was planted.
Recommend any replacement of fruit tree stock be sourced
from the Koanga Institute collection. They provide heritage
trees that do well in Northland conditions, and are stock from
early varieties, introduced by missionaries and early settlers.
Stock from other Northland mission gardens may also be
appropriate.
New work should be distinguished from old when restoration
and repairs are carried out by discreet date-marking of new
material or recording dates of new and old through written
and photographic documentation and interpretation.
Any proposed changes to the existing planting should occur
with direction from a specific Restoration Plan. Plants species
and design intent could be selected from various periods
combined with a more contemporary garden design approach
that will complement the house. Ongoing maintenance and
management of the planting should be taken into
consideration.

8. Subsurface Archaeological Remains
The Waimate Mission and Bedggood properties as a whole are
considered to be an archaeological site within the meaning of the
Historic Places Act 1993. Any work involving ground disturbance has
the potential to impact on subsurface archaeological features and
deposits.
a.

Archaeological sites may not be modified unless an authority
to modify a site has been obtained from the HNZPT.

b.

Procedures are required to ensure that archaeological
deposits, features and materials are not inadvertently
damaged by site maintenance or enhancement activities, or
stock trampling.
•

Management activities with the potential for disturbing
subsurface archaeological remains should be located
away from known areas of archaeological significance
wherever possible.

c.

•

No management activities involving ground disturbance
should be carried out within the properties unless either an
Authority to Modify an archaeological site has been obtained
from the HNZPT, or the HNZPT Regional Archaeologist has
confirmed that one will not be required. (Note that this
excludes normal garden maintenance activities).

•

Archaeological investigation within the Waimate Mission and
Bedggood buildings properties to expose structural remains,
reveal information not available from other sources, provide
information relating to the physical history of the site and
enhance visual interpretation should be considered where
appropriate and a research strategy should be prepared.

•

Archaeological investigation should be limited to a portion
of the known remains and should leave other areas
unexcavated.

•

All archaeological investigation work will require an
Authority to investigate an archaeological site from Heritage
New Zealand.

•

Any potential archaeological remains exposed through
visitor impacts or natural processes such as erosion should
be promptly assessed by an archaeologist so that remedial
action or archaeological investigation can be undertaken, as
appropriate.

Archaeological investigation of some areas (in particular areas
within the King paddock) to expose and preserve archaeological
remains within the properties and provide further information on
the history of the site is desirable.
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9. Records and Research
a.

A full appraisal of the range, quality and importance of
individual sites should form part of later more detailed
research, Interpretation and presentation programmes and
activities should also be documented and archived for future
reference and reflection. (ICOMOS Charter 2008).

b.

Interpretation should also take into account all groups that
have contributed to the historical and cultural significance of
the site. So further research to understand those contributions
is necessary.

c.

New information is likely to result from any conservation or
archaeological work undertaken at the Waimate Mission or
Bedggood properties, and the record of such work is
important for the future management and understanding of
the site. Recording should be carried out to archival standards
and stored in a permanent and accessible archive. The
following policies should be adhered to:

10. Standards and Procedures
e.

It is important that all conservation, investigation and
management work carried out is undertaken in a way that that
is appropriate to the heritage values of the Waimate Mission
and Bedggood buildings properties. The ICOMOS New Zealand
Charter for the Conservation of Places of Cultural Heritage Value
(Appendix) sets out principles to guide conservation work in
New Zealand that are recognised and accepted by all heritage
protection agencies. In addition, the ICAHM Charter for the
Protection and Management of the Archaeological Heritage
sets out principles and guidelines specifically for the
management of archaeological sites.

f.

The conservation of historic sites and structures requires
specialist skills, such as those of a conservation architect,
archaeologist, and arborist or other tradesperson with
experience on heritage sites. The following policies should be
applied to all work carried out on the properties.

•

A full and current record of the existing layout and
condition of the Waimate Mission and Bedggood
properties must be made before any conservation work or
landscape changes are undertaken, using photographs,
plans and written descriptions as appropriate.

•

All work should be carried out in accordance with the
principles of the ICOMOS New Zealand Charter for the
Conservation of Places of Cultural Heritage Value (Appendix)
and ICAHM Charter for the Protection and Management of
the Archaeological Heritage.

•

All archaeological investigations repair and stabilisation
work must be fully recorded by appropriately qualified
heritage professionals while the work is in progress, and in
accordance with any Authority conditions set by HNZPT.

•

All conservation work should be carried out under the
direction of suitably qualified and experienced heritage
professionals.

•

•

The record of archaeological investigation, repair and
stabilisation work should be placed in an appropriate
archive and should be available to the public for
consultation.

All archaeological investigation should be carried out by
suitably qualified and experienced archaeologists.

•

Any work involving ground disturbance should be supervised
by a suitably qualified and experienced archaeologist. (Note
that this excludes normal garden maintenance activities).

•

All changes to the heritage landscape, including newly
exposed archaeological features, new paths, tree plantings
or static interpretation must be fully recorded using
annotated plans, photographs and written records.

•

The record of any changes to the heritage landscape
should be placed in an appropriate archive and should be
available to the public for consultation.

•

A full inventory of artefacts and recovered structural
elements on display or held in storage should be compiled
and updated as required.
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recommendations
The following work is recommended (see Landscape Plans in
Appendix 1).
1. Restore visual presence of property and sense of scale of village/
settlement. Make use of Bambridge plan in interpretation.
a.

Represent the key characteristics of the former Selwyn
entrance design and re-integrate front paddock with house
through a simple mown strip down the centre of the paddock
and extending from the gardens (accessed through the gate
in the fence) to the Norfolk pines. The width of the strip
should represent the original carriageway width depicted in
the Bambridge Plan.

b.

In the longer term, opportunities could be investigated for
providing parking near the Te Ahuahu Road, so that visitors
could access the Mission House via the front paddock.

c.

Represent the key characteristics of the carriageway through
a simple mown strip that connects the surviving Mission
House to Showground Road, passing the remnants of Hamlin’s
house/Eton College. The width of the strip should represent
the original carriageway width depicted in the Bambridge
Plan. Provide interpretation to identify Davis house.

d.

In the longer term, opportunities could be considered for
providing parking on/near Showground Road so that visitors
could access the Mission House via the Selwyn period
carriageway.

e.

A plan for succession planting in the gardens should be
prepared. The plan should enable thinning of the mature
planting to the north of the Mission House, as appropriate,
and re-establish a backdrop of planting to the south of the
building, and across the King paddock to Showground Road.

e.

Refurbish timber post and rail barriers alongside property
entrance.

f.

Remove corrugated iron sheeting in southeast garden/utility
area. If necessary, consider replacing with suitable planting

g.

Consider creating a planted buffer at the boundary of the site to
protect the Mission’s pastoral landscape from the adverse
effects of residential and horticultural intensification now and in
the long term where the need arises.

3. Restore greater integrity to Mission House and gardens.
a.

Informed by both the Garden and Grounds and the Mission
House Conservation Plans, consider the following long-term
option to create an alternative staff entranceway. Propose a
new location for the Sunday School (potentially a simple
rotation of 90 degrees) that would enable opening up staff
access to the modern cottage and utility area via the former
Church Lane. This land is not owned by Heritage New Zealand,
therefore further works would have to be subject to the
covenant in place or the land may need to be purchased.
Although there may be a number of difficulties in the process of
acquiring this land, these design interventions would create a
number of positive opportunities:
•

removing the secondary staff road within the gardens and
re-planting which would re-establish a large western area
of the gardens.

•

allow greater visual segregation of the modern custodian’s
cottage and utility area through low planting while still
allowing for their use.

•

opening up the former Church Lane for interpretation,
restoring the north-south axis of the settlement as well as
views to the wider southern landscape which are currently
highly restricted.

•

opportunities should be actively followed for the acquisition
of land directly associated with the Mission Station. Prioritise
the acquisition of the Davis land on the eastern side of
Showground Road. Also consider the acquisition of land to
the south of the Mission House and Anglican Church.

2. Remove detracting features where possible:
a.

Concrete kerbing and drainage pit on the lawn (north) side of
the driveway should be removed, re-grade lawn edge to meet
driveway level and continue use of bricks as edge treatment.
Re-grade driveway so that any excess water drains to the
remaining southern kerb. Consider replacing gravel with firm
surface to assist with the preservation of the timber floors
inside the building. (Gravel currently tracks inside causing
damage).

b.

Remove buxus topiary and replace with heritage roses of
appropriate varieties (see lists in appendices 7-8).

c.

Consider removing cherries that line the eastern boundary of
the carpark and replacing with a sweet briar hedge, however
this is not Heritage New Zealand owned land, rather they are
in a covenant with the landowner so there may be difficulties.

d.

If cherries are removed, consider extending carpark to the
east, closer to the fence while re-grassing part of the
northeastern corner of the carpark, closest to the mission
entrance. Again, this is not Heritage New Zealand land, rather
a covenant with the landowner so this process would need to
be mediated entrance. Interpretation/welcome sign could be
moved to this area. This would open up pedestrian access to
the mission property by creating a new edge.

4. Review current information and interpretation boards/displays in
selected areas with view to upgrading.
5. Collaborate with FNDC to develop historic walking track strategy
incorporating old Kerikeri to Waimate road and clarify relationship
in Te Waimate interpretation.
6. Collaborate with FNDC to manage heritage values and development
in the area to protect the wider historic setting with consideration of
the requirements of other stakeholders while recognising the
benefit of these values to the wider community. Monitor the
development controls that are in place and review these with FNDC
when the District Plan is reviewed.
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Fruit trees

Roses

7. While the history of Te Waimate is in European agricultural crop
experiments, large scale farming, and cottage gardening could
suit a policy of enhancing the existing gardens, fruit and
vegetable crops require a comparatively high level of
maintenance to keep them in good health and appearance.

8. The gardens have included roses at various periods since 1844.
Margaret Williams discovered 3 sweet briar bushes on the side of
the Waimate North road on the flats near where Paremata Mill was
located. She suggests these bushes could be used for cutting
material or seed to restore the Sweet Briar hedges around the
mission orchard. It is considered appropriate for the all periods
approach that roses are reinstated within the gardens, (refer
Appendix 12 for recommendations of appropriate rose varieties to
select for afuture collection).

Consequently, while this type of development would be an
attractive long-term aspiration, it is recommended in the short to
medium term that a garden requiring less intensive maintenance
but maintained to a high standard, would be appropriate.

Plate 27 Boffa Miskell Ltd, 2011
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Archaeology
9. The full extent of the subsurface archaeological remains on the
Mission property could only be confirmed through detailed
archaeological investigation, although geomagnetic survey
techniques can assist in locating some additional subsurface
features (as per the 2009 and 2019 surveys by Bader).
Confirmation that any geophysical anomalies detected relate to
Mission period activities, though, could only be confirmed though
ground truthing (excavation), unless there is a good correlation
with the Bambridge map overlay.

The following work is recommended:
•

Preparation of an interpretation plan for the grounds of the
Mission House, the King paddock and the Bedggood buildings
property, including provision for display of artefacts and
Paremata mill remains currently in storage.

•

Preparation of an inspection and maintenance plan, including
provision for preservation of timber elements (fences, and
reconstructed blacksmith’s shop), exclusion of stock from
sensitive areas (e.g. any areas investigated and exposed),
vegetation control, mowing (areas from which stock has been
excluded), etc.

•

Archaeological investigation to expose and recover information
from selected area in the King paddock (e.g. Eton College,
College Hall, former carriageway, well, and potential remains
identified through geophysical survey), in accordance with a
research strategy.

•

Removal of stock from areas investigated and exposed for
interpretation purpose.

•

Safety signage near well.

•

Timber preservation treatment to reconstructed blacksmith’s
shop.

•

Public access to/views of interior of blacksmith’s shop.
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EXEMPLAR MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE FOR GROUNDS AND GARDENS

GROUNDS & GARDENS – ANNUAL MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
SEASONS / MONTHS

AUG

JUL

JUN

WINTER

MAY

MAR

AUTUMN

FEB

DEC

SUMMER

NOV

OCT

SEP

SPRING

JAN

1. Mission House – 1a / 1b / 1c
/1d
2. Front paddock
3. King paddock – 3a / 3b
4. Bedggood buildings

APR

Character Area:

GENERAL - TREES,
SHRUBS, FLOWERS,
GROUNDCOVERS
•

Trimming

•

Fertiliser

•

Weed Control

•

Watering

•

Replacement

monthly
daily during dry periods
monthly – as required

GRASS
•

Mowing (Fine)

Weekly

Fortnightly

Weekly

Fortnightly

•

Mowing
(Rough)

Monthly

Monthly

Monthly

2 Monthly

•

Fertiliser

•

Weed Control

•

Over Sowing

LITTER REMOVAL
DISPOSAL OF
WASTE

Daily
Weekly – As Required

MULCH
•

Top Up

Based on the below exemplar, a cyclic maintenance schedule shall be prepared for each of the Character Areas (1a, 1b, 1c,
1d, 2, 3a, 3b, 4) as part of a site wide Management Plan.
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Appendix 4:
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Te Waimate Mission House
Arboricultural Assessment

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Caroline Patton – Boffa Miskell

FROM:

Mark Read – Greenscene Limited

DATE:

22 March 2011

SUBJECT:

Management of mature tree stock within the grounds of Te Waimate Mission
House, Waimate

INTRODUCTION
Boffa Miskell has engaged Greenscene Limited to prepare an arboricultural assessment relating
to the mature tree stock growing within the grounds of Te Waimate Mission House, Waimate.
A number of observations are made as regards tree health and condition. This memorandum
contains a brief summary of the assessment findings and recommended works to be undertaken
in order to minimise tree-related risk and monitor/manage the health of the subject trees.
Recommendations contained within this memorandum focus particularly on the mature tree stock
within the property. An aerial map and tree photographs are located within Appendix A of this
report.
Limitations
Decay detection equipment was not used as part of the visual tree assessment, and no samples
were taken from the trees or soil to diagnose pest or disease infection on this occasion.
Structural condition observations were made from the ground only. Recommendations and tree
survey details outlined within this memorandum can be relied upon except in instances following
the occurrence of extreme weather and/or other unforeseeable changes in the trees’ growing
environment.
ARBORICULTURAL ASSESSMENT SUMMARY
Public access to the grounds of Te Waimata Mission House is frequent and unlimited in relation
to tree locations. The tree stock must therefore be managed with a view to minimising risk in
relation to potential target(s).
A wide range of tree species at varying levels of maturity are growing within the grounds of Te
Waimata Mission House. Whilst young and early-mature trees may potentially be of concern in
terms of risk in some locations, the greatest risk in this case is posed by the large mature trees
within this site, many of which are likely to have been planted during construction of the Mission
House. Recommendations have been made in order to maintain the health and condition of the
subject trees, as tree failure is directly related to tree health in most cases. Tree locations are
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outlined on the aerial map attached to this memorandum and recommendations are made in
relation to each of these trees or groups or trees.
As many of the tree species within the grounds of the Mission House are non-native species
growing in conditions that are very different to their natural native environments, estimating tree
age by visual means is considered to be particularly unreliable. Many factors affect the size and
growth characteristics of a tree which can result in a tree appearing to be much older or younger
than it actually is. Some non-native tree species, such as English Oak, grow considerably faster
in New Zealand than they do in England. It is not uncommon for an Oak to reach twice the size
of the same species in New Zealand than it does in England, for example. The growing location
of a tree also directly affects its form and size. An open-grown specimen of any kind will have a
spreading canopy and will not grow as tall as a forest-grown or closely planted specimen due to
competition for light. The growing location of a tree will also directly affect stem girth, which is
widely used as an indicator of tree age. A closely planted or forest-grown tree tends to allocate
most of its energy into apical growth in order to gain a competitive advantage over adjacent trees
for light, a process known as ‘Etiolation.’ This growth characteristic often results in lateral
expansion of the stem being reduced in favour of apical growth. An open grown specimen does
not have to expend energy on attaining great height and therefore is able to allocate energy and
resources evenly, often resulting in a greater stem girth in comparison to closely planted trees of
a similar age. Whilst the above comment must be taken into consideration, some estimates of
tree age range have been noted below.
Tree species within the site that are assessed as requiring particular safety management are as
follows:
Norfolk Island Pine (Araucaria heterophylla), Totara (Podocarpus totara), Bunya-bunya
(Araucaria bidwillii), Rimu (Dacrydium cupressinum), Kauri (Agathis australis), Gum (Eucalyptus
sp), Sycamore (Acer psuedoplatanus), Magnolia (Magnolia grandiflora), Puriri (Vitex lucens),
Oak (Quercus robur), Cedar (Cedrus deodara), Pohutukawa (Metrosideros excelsa).
The health and structure of mature tree species within the property have been assessed as
being in good condition overall, although some individual trees have been recommended for
remedial works or removal.
The mature trees within the grounds of the property are likely to have been planted in the early
stages of the property development. The management of these trees during their lifespan has
varied and is likely to relate directly to the tree’s locations and typical species form and character.
For example, little management in terms of pruning is required on the Bunya-bunya trees due to
their upright form and lack of lateral limbs below approximately 6 metres above ground level.
Extensive pruning has been carried out on the Puriri trees however, due to their low branch
formation. Pruning has been carried out in such a way that the health of the trees has not been
adversely affected in most cases.
Growing conditions within the grounds of the property are assessed as being favourable. The
trees’ rootzones are unrestricted and the trees have been able to adapt successfully to their
planting locations. The majority of mature trees within the property appear to have competed for
light due to their closely-planted arrangement. The mature trees are interspersed with a variety
of young to early-mature native and non-native species. Many of these younger trees are likely
to have grown as self-set trees, although many are thought to have been planted by residents of
the Mission House during its occupation.
Please refer to indications on the aerial map, marked T1 to T13 for locations of each specimen
identified below:
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T1 – Two Norfolk Island Pine trees are located within the paddock in the northern aspect of the
property. The trees are assessed as being in good condition in terms of health and structure.
Public access to the area beneath the trees is limited. The trees do not pose a significant risk to
persons and/or property due to their location away from the Mission house (and surrounding
buildings), the car park and areas in which people are likely to walk.
T2 – A single Totara of good health and condition. As with T1, the health of the tree is assessed
as being good. Risk posed by T2 is assessed as being low due to its location.
T3 – A group of Kauri and Rimu located in the north western aspect of the property, within the
grounds of the Mission House. The trees are assessed to be in good condition overall, although
decay and deadwood is present within at least one of the Rimu trees. An early-mature Rimu has
significant decay within the stem. The tree is assessed as being in poor structural condition with
no chance of recovery. Public access beneath the group of trees is unrestricted.
T4 – A mature Bunya-bunya specimen. The tree is assessed as being of good health in terms of
vitality, but is in poor structural condition due to pathogenic infection on the north eastern aspect
of the stem. Pathogenic infection at this location is likely to be a secondary cause of decline
within the tree’s stem. The tree has developed a north easterly lean which may have contributed
to compression stress on the underside of the stem. Wood and bark characteristics alter when
under stress of any kind. This often results in the wood/bark opening up to provide easy access
for insects such as borers, which may then begin a chain of infection (insect and/or fungal) due
to exposure of the cambium to the air. The likelihood of tree failure in this case is assessed as
low due to the extensive development of reaction wood. Reaction wood is put on as a
mechanical stress response in order to restore a more even weight distribution throughout the
tree. Failure is likely to occur if or when pathogenic development and/or wood decay significantly
exceeds the rate by which the tree can respond to mechanical alterations. No damage is likely
to occur in the event of tree failure as no targets are located in the direction of lean beneath T4.
T5 – A mature Puriri located in the centre northern aspect of the property grounds. The tree is
assessed as being of good health and condition and is of a typical structure for the species.
Public access beneath the tree is unrestricted. The tree is of an age whereby the occurrence of
deadwood within the crown can be expected.
T6 – A mature Bunya-bunya tree and early-mature Kauri located on the northern boundary of the
property. This Bunya-bunya specimen is assessed as being of good health and structure.
Unlike T4, this tree is of an upright form with no evidence of pathogenic infection. An earlymature Kauri is located to the east of T6 and is also assessed as being of good health and
structure.
T7 – A mature Pohutukawa and Cedar. The mature Pohutukawa tree located near the centre of
the garden outside the northern entrance to the Mission House is a typical multi-stemmed
specimen and is assessed as being of good health and condition. Public access at this location
is likely to be more frequent due to the close proximity to the house.
T8 – A large mature Totara located in the eastern aspect of the front garden. This specimen is
assessed as being of good condition and structure. As the tree is native to New Zealand and
has not been compromised in terms of growing conditions, the accuracy of age estimates is
considered to be more reliable. This tree is likely to be approximately 150 to 200 years old. The
tree does not show signs of tip dieback or mechanical stress. Public access beneath this tree is
unrestricted and is likely to be comparatively frequent due to likely interest in the specimen and
close proximity to the Mission House.
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T9 – A large mature Gum tree located in the paddock behind the southern aspect of the property.
This tree is located within target range of buildings and garden areas of the Mission House
although public access to the southern aspect of the tree is restricted by fencing on the property
boundary. The tree has been pruned recently in order to remove large lower limbs on the
southern aspect of the tree, however, dead wood of a size that has the potential to cause injury
remains in the tree’s crown. There were no hazardous structural defects present at the time of
inspection and no signs of pathogenic infection. Failure of small lateral limbs is a common
occurrence for this genus.
T10 – The area marked as T10 highlights the location of a Sycamore. The sycamore is in severe
decline, with decay fungi at the base and within the stem. This tree is located adjacent to the
entrance track and is likely to have a high level of public traffic beneath the crown. Extensive
deadwood is present within the crown. This tree is assessed as being structurally unsound and
hazardous.
T11 - The mature Magnolia is a specimen in fair to good health and structural form. The apical
leaders are relatively separate at the base of the tree but then fuse together at approximately 2
metres above ground level. This form, while giving the appearance of a defect, is actually
beneficial in this case due to the added support and rigidity provided by the fused lateral limbs.
Targets beneath this tree include the entrance track to the Mission House, and pedestrian traffic
beneath the crown of the tree. Inspection of the base of the tree is restricted due to a dense
understory of Kawakawa.
T12 – Two large mature Puriri trees are located in the western aspect of the property. Both trees
are assessed as being of fair health and structural condition. The Northernmost of the trees
could be classed as being in poor structural condition however due only to the lean of two large
connected limbs in a westerly direction. The limbs join the stem of the tree at a point of historic
failure, the wound from which has expanded due to internal wood decay at this point. The health
and vitality of the tree is reflected in the amount of reaction wood that has grown around the stem
wound, although the spread of decay appears to be out-competing the rate by which the tree can
occlude the wound. The tension wood above the point of decay is under stress from overtensioning due to the lean on the aforementioned limbs. A lateral crack has appeared at the
stress point, indicating that the union to the stem is of insufficient strength to hold the load.
Previous management of this tree comprises of extensive pruning to raise the crown at the stem,
and the installation of a bracing cable to reduce some of the loading on the limb union. It is
unclear as to whether the cable was installed post or prior to the formation of a lateral crack at
the limb/stem union. Although this tree is located adjacent to the entrance track, the direction of
lean on the lateral limbs dictates that failure would occur in a westerly direction, and would
therefore be unlikely to cause damage to persons or property.
The southernmost Puriri is of a similar condition but does not suffer from and significant
structural defects. Both trees contain decay cavities that are likely to be the result of old pruning
wounds. The trees have compartmentalised the decay successfully in most cases.
T13 – T13 is highlighted on the aerial map as a line of Oak trees located behind the property
boundary of the church. Although the trees are the responsibility of the church, it must be noted
that structural hazards and failures are likely to affect vehicular and pedestrian traffic on the track
adjoining Te Ahu Ahu Road and the Mission House grounds.
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RECOMMENDATIONS:
•

Due to the age and size of the subject trees and their locations in relation to potential
targets, re-inspection of the tree stock is recommended to be undertaken on an annual
basis in order to uphold the property owners’ duty of care. Annual monitoring of existing
and potential structural defects by a suitably experienced and qualified Arborist can
identify tree failure potential so that appropriate actions can be taken so as to mitigate
risk. As the size and age of trees identified within this report are such that the likelihood
of failure is increased, it is of the upmost importance that, particularly as public access is
encouraged, the management of the tree stock is not neglected.

•

A number of trees of significant amenity value have not been individually mentioned
within this report. This is due to the fact that these trees are not assessed as being
‘outstanding’ in terms of likelihood of failure and/or potential to cause harm to persons
and/or property. These trees comprise of a variety of native and non-native species and
are predominantly classed as early-mature. In terms of succession planting, many of
these trees are considered to be climax species, e.g. Liquidambar and Kauri, and will
provide replacements for the current mature specimens in the long term.

•

Severe decay is present in the stem of an early-mature Rimu (T3). The removal of this
tree is recommended due to unrestricted public access at this location.

•

A number of the subject trees within this report have large surface roots that are clearly
visible within the grassed area of the garden. Repeated mower damage, as is evident
particularly on the Totara (T8), creates wounds within the roots that become sites of
decay and infection. Open wounds at ground level can be infected by water-bourne
pathogens such as the Phytopthora, which may then travel through the roots and enter
the stem, resulting in severe decline or tree death. It is recommended that the grade at
which the mower blade is set is raised so as to avoid future contact with surface tree
roots. Alternatively, mulch can be applied to the area around the tree’s dripline to prevent
the need for grass cutting at this location. Mulching within the dripline of trees is
beneficial to the health of the tree in a number of ways and has particular benefit to
mature and ‘veteran’ trees.

•

When properly applied, a 100mm inch layer of mulch will have the following beneficial
effects on the health of a tree: Soil moisture levels are maintained as evaporation is
reduced, germination and growth of weeds is reduced. Mulch can moderate soil
temperatures, i.e. warmer in winter and cooler in summer, improved soil aeration,
structure, fertility, drainage and the inhibition of certain diseases. The transportation of
the ‘Kauri Dieback’ Phytopthora disease by foot to the rootplate of Kauri trees may also
be prevented by a thick layer of mulch when a public exclusion zone is not appropriate for
a site.

•

It is recommended that the Sycamore (T10) is removed due to its severe state of decline
and fungal infection. The tree currently poses a risk to pedestrian and vehicular traffic as
deadwood within the crown is extensive and of considerable size.

•

It is recommended that the Kawakawa is thinned or cleared from the base of Magnolia
(T11) to provide access for future stem inspections.

•

A detailed inspection and then annual monitoring of the cable bracing system on the
northernmost Puriri (T12) is recommended. The combined weight of the limbs on the
bracing system may prove to be too heavy for the existing system. Monitoring of the
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lateral crack above the limb/stem union will indicate further movement and the potential
for failure of the cabling hardware.
•

It is recommended that, prior to any future ground works that may be likely to disturb soil
within the driplines of trees, a suitably experienced and qualified Arborist should be
consulted in relation to potential adverse effects on tree health.

Please call me on 021 811 758 if further comment is required.
Kind regards,

Mark Read
Greenscene Limited
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APPENDIX A
AERIAL MAP AND TREE PHOTOGRAPHS
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Photo No.1: View from north (Te Ahu Ahu
Road)

Photo No.2: T1 – 2 x Norfolk Island Pines

Photo No.3: T2 – 1 x Totara

Photo No.4: T3 – Kauri and Rimu

Photo No.5: T4 – Bunya-bunya

Photo No.6: T4 – stem decay in Bunya-bunya
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Photo No.7: T5 – Puriri between two Bunyabunya

Photo No.8: T6 – Bunya-bunya and Kauri

Photo No.9: T7 - Pohutukawa

Photo No.10: T7 - Cedar

Photo No.11: T8 - Totara

Photo No.12: T9 - Eucalyptus
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Photo No.13: T10 – Sycamore

Photo No.14: T11 – Magnolia

Photo No.15: T12 – Puriri x 2

Photo No.16: T12 – Crack above wound on
Puriri

Photo No17: T13 – Line of Oaks in
churchyard (northern view)

Photo No.18: T13 – Line of Oaks in
churchyard (southern view)
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Aerial Map – Te Waimate Mission House Grounds
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March 2011

Clough & Associates Ltd.
heritage@clough.co.nz
321 Forest Hill Rd, Waiatarua
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Telephone: (09) 814 1946
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1

THE WAIMATE MISSION PROPERTY
The Waimate Mission property, owned and managed by the New Zealand Historic Places
Trust (NZHPT) is located on Te Ahu Ahu Road, Waimate North, Northland (Figure 1–Figure
2). The property comprises:
Lot 1 DP 49136 (CT NA1941/71)
Lot 1 DP 65273 (CT NA40C)
Pt OLC (CT NA778/127)
The property is part of the Waimate North Heritage Precinct identified on the Far North
District Plan. It does not include the historic Church of St John the Baptist and cemetery
located on adjacent land to the west, or the land to the east of Showground Road which
includes two early buildings post-dating the mission period, and a number of archaeological
features relating to the mission. However, the NZHPT also owns a small property east of
Showground Road (DP 85253), which contains the remains of a blacksmith‟s shop and house
(the Bedggood Buildings).

Figure 1. General site location map
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Figure 2. NZHPT property boundaries overlaid on aerial (source: Google Maps)

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Maori History1
Within modern memory one iwi has dominated most of the Bay of Islands area – Nga Puhi.
However, during the 18th century other groups within the area included Ngati Kahu, Ngati
Pou, Ngati Rehia, and Ngare Raumati (Belich 1996: 91). Nga Puhi appear to have emerged
in the mid to late 1700s as an alliance of hapu (the northern alliance). This alliance was
opposed by similar alliances of related kin groups, located across the southern Bay of Islands
and around the Hokianga.

1

A pre-European history of the general area was compiled during an archaeological assessment of Te Ahu Ahu
Road, Waimate North by Clough & Associates in 2006 (Farley & Clough 2006). The following summary of
Maori history is drawn from the 2006 report.
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These alliances were based around marine resources, and competed for the inland garden
areas. After 1815 there was a growth in the political and economic power of the northern
alliance, as a result of new trading opportunities (Sissons et al. 2001: 151). In 1820 Hongi
Hika visited England where he met King George and spent some time studying at Cambridge.
When he returned the following year he brought a shipment of around 400 or 500 muskets
(Belich 1996: 160). In 1821-23 the now well-armed northern alliance launched three
campaigns against Auckland (Ngati Paoa), Thames (Ngati Maru), the Bay of Plenty (Arawa)
and Waikato (ibid.).
By 1825 Nga Puhi had sufficient power to defeat their previous allies, Muripaenga and Ngati
Whatua. The northern grouping then conquered Ngare Raumati (1826) and Ngati Pou
(1827), gaining control of a number of trading posts, with control of Kororareka finally
wrested from the southern alliance in 1830 (Sissons et al. 2001: 151). The final step of this
process saw the name Nga Puhi extended to include the other related hapu within the
southern alliance and those around the Hokianga (ibid.).
Belich (1996: 91) notes that in the 19th century one „kin zone‟ (Nga Puhi) dominated central
Northland. Belich remarks that there has been some suggestion that there was a trend
towards „state-like‟ tribal formations prior to European contact (ibid.: 84). The development
of Nga Puhi appears to be an example of this process. The act of contact and subsequent
„planting‟ of Europeans aided in this process by introducing fluidity to the economic system.
This fluidity was manifested in the form of new and efficient weaponry and stored energy
(pigs and especially potatoes) (ibid.: 159).
Te Waimate Mission Station2
Te Waimate Mission station was established in the early 1830s when the Church Missionary
Society (CMS) decided to extend its operations within New Zealand and attempt to achieve
some independence. As part of this plan the agricultural station at Waimate was established
by the Revd Samuel Marsden. Waimate was chosen as it had been identified in 1824 by the
farmer and missionary Richard Davis as being fertile land suitable for the establishment of an
English style farm (Harris 1984: 5). Other factors that were favourable to Marsden and the
missionaries were Waimate‟s inland location away from the perceived harmful influence of
the Bay of Islands shipping, and that it was a populous Maori area, thus providing labour and
a population to convert to Christianity (Harris 1984: 6). Samuel Marsden initiated the
establishment of the mission by arranging for the purchase of two areas of land in September
and October of 1830. These two areas are estimated to total 1035 acres (Lee 1983: 150-1).
This new mission was to be led by four men: Revd William Yate, George Clarke, James
Hamlin, and Richard Davis.
Revd William Yate was the resident clergyman. Unmarried, he was recalled to Britain in
1836 on allegations of sexual impropriety (Belich 1996: 136; Standish 1962: 13). George
2

A history of Te Waimate Mission Station was compiled during an archaeological assessment of Te Ahu Ahu
Road, Waimate North by Clough & Associates in 2006 (Farley & Clough 2006). The following is taken in the
main from the 2006 report although it also incorporates new work. A fuller history is now available in the
conservation plan prepared for the Mission House (Howard 2010).
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Clarke, James Hamlin and Richard Davis were lay missionaries. All brought their families.
George Clarke was a gunsmith by trade. In 1840 he left the mission to take up the position of
Chief Protector of Aborigines in the colonial government. He returned to the mission in
1846. James Hamlin was a weaver by trade, while Richard Davis was a farmer. His position
was as superintendant of the mission farm.
The Hamlins left the mission in 1835 to man the new station at Mangapouri (Standish 1962:
21). Hamlin‟s place was filled by William Williams and family, who arrived in May 1835.
In 1838 William Bedggood, a miller and millwright, arrived from England to operate the mill
(ibid. 26).
Selwyn and his family arrived on 7 July 1842 with the Revd Whytehead, who died in March
1843. The Selwyns spent the next year refurbishing the house (ibid. 28-30). Sometime around
1845 Robert Burrows arrived at the mission.
Shortly after arriving at the mission Davis planted an oak tree that still stands to the east of
Showground Road.
In April 1830 Clarke began the survey and construction of a cart road from the mission to
Kerikeri. This included a 64 ft span bridge over the Waitangi River. The road was completed
by November the same year (ibid. 15).
Clarke also designed and built, with the help of the Maori carpenters he trained, three mission
houses. Construction took around 14 months (ibid. 17). These were arranged in a row facing
north, each with two stories measuring 20 by 40 feet. The occupants of the houses were, from
east to west: the Davis family, the Hamlins, and finally the Clarks, who shared with Yate
(ibid). It was this last house that Selwyn later modified and which remains standing today as
the mission house (Figure 3, Figure 4).
By 1834 the buildings constructed around the mission included: a flourmill with dam and
race, a blacksmith‟s, a brick-kiln, stables, stores, a carpenter‟s, a chapel, and between eight
and ten cottages measuring 15 by 20 feet. In addition paling fences had been erected and
orchards and gardens planted, and three wells dug (Lee 1983: 152-3).
The construction of the mission flourmill began in 1833 and was finished in 1835. In 1838
William Bedggood arrived to operate the mill. However, the poor wheat production limited
its use. In 1848 the mill was handed over to a company to operate. The CMS owned one
third, and a co-operative of local farmers owned the other two-thirds share. By the mid1850s the mill was in disuse (Standish 1962: 26). The Bedggood‟s constructed a second mill,
the Paremata mill, and this was operating by January 1852 (Boese 1977: 134). However, it
too had ceased by the early 1860s.
During the set up of the mission Marsden had praised the fertility of the soil, predicting the
land could be easily worked with an expected yield of between 60 and 80 bushels of wheat
per acre (Standish 1962: 24). The land was slowly cleared and ploughed. The area planted in
wheat increased from 2 ½ acres in 1831 to 44 by 1836 (Standish 1962: 23). However, Davis
noted that the farm was very hard work. He could only plough 1/3 of an acre per day and
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each area needed three ploughings due to the density of the bracken fern. The soil turned out
to be unsuitable for wheat, with only 15 bushels an acre produced (ibid: 25). By 1841 Davis
admitted that the farm was finished, with flour cheaper to import from Australia than mill
locally (ibid: 26).
Wheat was not the sole crop of the mission farm, as there were substantial plantings of oats,
barley, potatoes, sheep and cattle, fruit trees, and flower and vegetable gardens. Charles
Darwin, who visited the mission in December 1835, noted that:
“At Waimate there are three large houses, where the Missionary gentlemen Mrs
Williams, Davies & Clarke reside; near to these are the huts of the native labourers. On an adjoining slope fine crops of barley & wheat in full ear, & others of potatoes &
of clover were standing; but I cannot attempt to describe all I saw; there were large
gardens, with every fruit & vegetable which England produces & many belonging to a
warmer clime. - I may instance asparagus, kidney beans, cucumbers, rhubarb, apples
& pears, figs, peaches, apricots, grapes, olives, gooseberries, currants, hops, gorse for
fences, & English oaks! & many different kinds of flowers. Around the farm yard
were stables, a threshing barn with its winnowing machine, a blacksmiths forge & on
the ground ploughshares & other tools; in the middle was that happy mixture of pigs
& poultry may be seen so comfortably lying together in every English farm yard.”
(Darwin 1831-36: 668).

Figure 3. This Cyprian Bridge wood engraving from 1845 shows a well developed field system populated with sheep
and cattle at Waimate. Samuel Marsden had established the mission farm to provide food for settlers and also to
serve as an example of constructive, peaceful industry to Maori. Source: Alexander Turnbull Library Ref: : PUBL0144-1-330
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Figure 4. Watercolour by Thomas Gardiner of the Waimate mission station dating from the 1830 or 1840s. A flag
inscribed ‘Rongopai’ (heavenly peace) flies from the flagpole. Source: Alexander Turnbull Library Ref: A-049-020

Bishop Selwyn and the Anglican School
Schooling the local population was one of the mission‟s priorities, and the number of students
steadily increased in the early years, from 74 (men and boys, female figures unknown) in
1831-2, to 120 in 1835-6 (Standish 1962: 20). However, these numbers started to decline
after 1837.
The arrival of Bishop Selwyn in July 1842 witnessed a transformation of the mission. Selwyn
rented the village for the founding of his educational and ecclesiastical college (Johnson
2000). Standish (1962: 31) describes the mission school as a cross between a Cambridge
college, Eton, and an industrial school. The school gave religious and practical instruction;
was a temporary hostel for new settlers, and a refuge for the sick, aged and poor. The main
schoolroom was known as St Johns College (previously the Clarke house, Figure 5). Meals
were taken by the Selwyns, the students, and invalids in the Hamlins‟ house, renamed Eton
College Hall. Finally the Davis house, renamed Magdalen Hall, housed the students. Figure
5 shows the layout of the mission station in 1843 under Bishop Selwyn.
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The Northern War3
The first military campaign of the New Zealand Wars was the Northern War (1845-45). This
campaign focussed on the Bay of Islands, with some particular interest on the town of
Kororareka (Prickett 2002: 39). At this time the volume of trade was decreasing and its
control was being transferred to the colonial bureaucracy (Prickett 2002: 38).
Over a period of several months, Hone Heke Pokai and Kawiti chopped down the British
flagpole at Kororareka four times, culminating in near total sacking of the town. In reply
British troops and their Maori allies led a number of expeditions inland against various pa
(ibid.: 38-9).
The first engagement took place at Puketutu, located along the eastern shore of Lake
Omapere (see Figure 6). Here, on May 8th 1845, Heke and Kawiti attempted flanking
movements as the British attacked the pa. The result was that the British had the better of the
fighting, although the Maori were left in possession of the field of battle (ibid: 41).
In June the pro-government chief Te Taonui took over Te Ahuahu while Heke and his
followers were away. Upon returning on 12 June there was a major battle outside the pa.
The result was a heavy defeat for Heke, who was also wounded (ibid: 42).
In June Colonel Henry Despard arrived from Sydney with two companies of the 99 th
Regiment. These troops then moved inland to Waimate North and from there to Kawiti‟s pa
at Ohaeawai (ibid.: 44).
Ohaeawai was designed to counter the effects of both musket and artillery fire. The week
long bombardment ordered by Despard had little effect on the defences or defenders. On 1 st
July Despard gave the orders for a frontal assault. The soldiers were exposed to enemy fire as
they charged towards the stockade. Within a few minutes the attackers had lost around 110
either killed or wounded (ibid: 45). Forced to retire, the British troops finally took the
fortification ten days later after it was found abandoned. The troops then retired to Waimate
for the rest of the winter.
The battle at Ruapekapeka, in January 1846, followed a similar pattern to that at Ohaeawai,
without the frontal assault. Following an even heavier bombardment the Maori left the pa and
ambushed the British troops in the surrounding bush (ibid: 46). This battle, like most of the
others ended, in essentially a stalemate. Heke and Kawiti met Waka Nene to agree to peace,
which Governor Grey accepted.

3

A history of the Northern War was compiled during an archaeological assessment of Te Ahu Ahu Road,
Waimate North by Clough & Associates in 2006 (Farley & Clough 2006). The following summary of the
Northern War is taken from the 2006 report.
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Figure 5. Plan originally compiled by W. Bambridge in 1843 (Dixon Library), with added detail, showing the layout of the Mission station and identifying its buildings. Note that
the plan is oriented to the south. The Mission house is indicated by the arrow (from NZHPT archaeological walk leaflet, reproduced in Eaves 1993)
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Figure 6. Map of the war in the Bay of Islands, 1845-46 (Prickett 2002: 39)

The Northern War at Waimate
In May of 1845 Hone Heke and a group of his followers went on a foraging expedition to
Waimate. The flourmill was broken open and flour taken. In addition two small, ceremonial
cannon belonging to the Davis‟ were dragged out of the millpond, where they had previously
been sunk (Standish 1962: 37).
On June 17th Colonel Despard, with around 600 troops arrived at the mission. The troops
and officers were housed in the Davis home, the Hamlin home, barns, stables, and other
buildings. The troops left on the 23rd for Ohaeawai, returning several days after the pa was
found deserted on July 11th (ibid: 38).
The troops wintered at the mission, resulting in considerable damage. Young officers were
housed in the Hamlin home, which was heavily damaged. The Davis home was almost at the
point of ruin. Fence palings, shingles, and facings were all removed and used as firewood
(ibid: 38). Ramparts were built around the mission station.
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When the troops finally left in October Selwyn and Burrows took stock of the damage. Two
cottages and several sheds were burnt down, the Hamlin and Davis homes were badly
damaged, the schoolrooms were damaged, and there were no fences left (ibid.).
The End of the Mission
When Robert Burrows welcomed Thomas Huxley to the mission in 1850 the school had lost
most of its students, and the farm was operating poorly. In 1854, 22 students started the
school year, but only 7 finished it (Standish 1962: 41). So it was something of a surprise in
1861 when 100 students arrived after the Christmas holidays. They were packed into
Magdalen Hall (Davis house) along with stores, bedding and supplies. Several days later it
caught fire and burnt to the ground, killing one child (ibid.).
In 1873 the CMS entrusted the remaining 977 acres, St Johns Church, the two surviving
houses, and a number of cottages and outbuildings to Mr Burrows. This was sold off piece
by piece, until only a few acres around the church remained. In 1896 the house and grounds
were transferred to the New Zealand Mission Trust Board, and in 1902, the Hamlin house
was sold and dismantled (ibid: 42).
Subsequent History of Waimate Mission Station
In 1912, the New Zealand Mission Trust Board transferred ownership of the house and
grounds to a board of vicarage trustees (Standish 1962: 42). In 1959 the vicarage was
acquired by the New Zealand Historic Places Trust, being one of the Trust‟s first major
purchases (NZHPT 2001). During the 1960s the former Ministry of Works undertook an
extensive restoration of the property on behalf of the Trust (Salmond Architects 2001). Later
additions such as the iron roof were removed and timber shingles and dormer windows were
reinstated to take the building back to its assumed original appearance (NZHPT 2001;
Salmond Architects 2001). Today, the Mission House stands as the second oldest building in
New Zealand and is the only surviving part of the first inland mission station in the country
(NZHPT 2001).

ARCHAEOLOGY
Introduction
As discussed above, Te Waimate has a rich history of both Maori and early European
settlement which is reflected in the surviving archaeological and historical landscape. The
Mission was established in an area with a substantial Maori population, and archaeological
sites in the wider area include a range of pre-European Maori settlement sites including pa
sites, clusters of food storage pits and living terraces. Several pa are located within 2-4 km of
Te Waimate Mission, including Ngaugnau Pa (P05/227), Pahangahanga Pa (PO5/244),
Okuratope Pa (PO5/204) and Whakataha Pa (PO5/409) (see Figure 7).
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Waimate Mission House is part of an extensive early European historic landscape created by
the Church Missionary Society. The early European historic landscape which includes the
Waimate Mission property is protected in the Far North District Plan as Te Waimate Heritage
Precinct (Far North District Council 2003) (see Figure 8; Table 1), and is considered to be of
national historical significance. The heritage sites identified within the precinct comprise the
Mission House, the Church of St John, the Bedggood blacksmith‟s shop, and the Atkinson
House and Store (the last two post-dating the Mission period). There are also four protected
trees, including the oldest oak tree in New Zealand, planted by the missionary Richard Davis.
This is located to the east of the Mission property (no. 22 on Figure 8), but is subject to a
heritage covenant under the Historic Places Act 1993.
Recorded Archaeological Sites
In the immediate vicinity of, and including, Te Waimate Mission Station, there are some 14
recorded archaeological sites relating to both Maori and early European settlement recorded
on the NZ Archaeological Association‟s site record database (Figure 9; Table 2). The extents
of these sites are not precisely defined, and those within Te Waimate Heritage Precinct do not
include all pre-1900 archaeological remains that are known or likely to be present subsurface
within the precinct.
Within the Waimate Mission property boundaries are two recorded archaeological sites – the
Mission House (site P05/327) and the foundations of buildings and a well recorded in the
former King paddock next to the Mission House (P05/607). The foundations clearly relate to
buildings recorded on the Bambridge plan (Figure 5), those in this area being „Eton College‟
(c), „College Hall‟ (h), „Mr Colenso‟s‟ house (j), the „Play House, to be an infants‟ school‟
(k), and the „New House‟ (g).
On the NZHPT property to the east of Showground Road, the Bedggood buildings including
the blacksmith‟s shop and associated remains are recorded as site P05/515. This was
Bedggood‟s second blackmith‟s shop, shifted here after 1845 (Challis 1993: 19), to a location
where „Maori Houses‟ had previously been recorded on the Bambridge plan (Figure 5 (m)).
Further details on these sites and other archaeological work in the vicinity are provided
below.
Outside the NZHPT properties but within Te Waimate Heritage Precinct are other related
archaeological sites. Building foundations have been recorded (P05/608) to the south of the
Anglican Church. Near the eastern boundary of the heritage precinct is a large earthen dam
(site P05/266) which served the mill built in 1833. The mill building was moved by
Bedggood in 1852 [ch] and the dam fell into disuse in the 1850s. The site of Bedggood‟s first
blacksmith‟s shop (P05/326) is located to the south of the dam, beside the stream on the
eastern boundary of the Heritage Precinct. This served the area from 1836 until 1845, when
Bedggood‟s house burnt down and he shifted his operations to beside Showground Road (site
P05/515) (Challis 1993: 19). The old oak tree, planted by Richard Davis, is recorded as site
P05/320. This is also located to the east of Showground Road, as is site P05/321, relating to
the 1845 military encampment occupied by British troops during the Northern War – many
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whiskey and other alcohol bottles likely to be from this period were reported by the
landowner to have been ploughed up in the field.
Other recorded sites close to but outside the heritage precinct include a historic trackway to
the north of Te Ahu Ahu Road (P05/283) which was part of the Waimate North to Kerikeri
CMS road dating to the 1830s, but which followed the route of an earlier Maori trackway.
Two historic buildings to the south of the Mission property are also recorded as
archaeological sites – George Clarke‟s house (P05/322) located to the south of the Mission
property, down Showground Road, and another building thought to be over 100 years old
within the showgrounds to the east (P05/325).
Three of the recorded sites in the immediate vicinity relate to Maori occupation. To the north
of Te Ahu Ahu Road is site P05/245, consisting of pits which possibly document a kainga or
settlement (Figure 9). Two recorded wahi tapu (burial preparation areas) are also located
nearby – P05/298 north of Te Ahu Ahu Road to the north-west of the mission house, and
P05/299, immediately to the east of the earth dam. These sites were reported by a local
resident in 1980. The Bambridge map records another area of „Wahi Tapu bushes‟ (Figure 5
(o)) within the Heritage Precinct close to the area of „Maori Houses‟, but neither this nor the
area of Maori houses have been recorded as archaeological sites.
The Anglican Church and cemetery have not been recorded as an archaeological site,
although the church and the older part of the cemetery meet the criteria of archaeological
sites under the Historic Places Act 1993. This would also apply to the area of the Atkinson
Store and House and their surrounds at the corner of Showground Road and Te Ahu Ahu
Road. As already noted, the boundaries of the various archaeological sites within the Te
Waimate Heritage Precinct have not been clearly defined, and the entire precinct should be
viewed as a continuous archaeological landscape, containing areas of higher archaeological
potential where historic structures and activities are recorded, subject to the extent of modern
landscape modification that has occurred (see below).
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Figure 7. Named pa sites in the area surrounding the Mission House (at centre of map). Source: NZAA Archsite
website
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Figure 8. District Plan map indicating the location of listed Historic Sites and the defined boundary of Te Waimate
Heritage Precinct, which extends beyond the Waimate Mission boundaries
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Table 1. Details of the listed buildings on the District Plan. Number 119, the Waimate Mission House, and no. 115,
the blacksmith’s shop, are on the properties owned by the NZHPT

111

112

113

115

117

119

120

121

Te
AhuAhu
Road, Waimate
North
Te
AhuAhu
Rd, Waimate
North
Waikaramu
Rd, Waimate
North
Showground
Rd, Waimate
North
Te
AhuAhu
Rd, Waimate
North
Church of St
John Baptist
Te AhuAhu
Rd, Waimate
North
Showground
Rd, Waimate
North
Showground
Rd Waimate
North

Atkinson
House

II (#398)

DP45179, Pt OLC 48

Old Store

II (#411)

Lot 1 DP101275, Blk VII Omapere
SD

Waikaramu
(dwelling)

II (#3849)

Pt Lot 1 DP143034,
Kawakawa SD

Blk

V

Cottage,
N/A
Blacksmith
Shop
(Anglican) & I (#64)
Sunday School

Lot 1 DP85253 Blk V Kawakawa
SD, Blk VIII, Omapere SD

Waimate
Mission
House
Showgrounds
Buildings

I (#3)

Lot 1 DP49136, Lot 1 DP65273, Lot
12 of OLC 48, Blk VII, VIII
Omapere SD
DP17543, Lot 1 DP32251, Pt Lot 2
DP7001, Pt DP27642

House

N/A

N/A
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Pt Lot 10 of OLC 48 Secs 18, 19 Blk
VIII, Omapere SD

Lot 1 DP148535, Blks VIII Omapere
SD, Blk V, Kawakawa SD

Figure 9. Approximate extents of recorded archaeological sites in the immediate vicinity of Te Waimate Mission. The
mission house is site P05/327 (source: NZAA site records). NB: not all areas of archaeological potential have been
recorded as sites
Table 2. Archaeological sites recorded in the immediate vicinity of Te Waimate Mission (source: NZAA)

Site No.

P05
P05
P05

245
266
283

Easting
2590400
2591100
2590500

Northing
6653900
6653300
6653500

P05
P05
P05
P05
P05
P05
P05

298
299
320
321
322
325
326

2590100
2591200
2590700
2590800
2590600
2590400
2590900

6653500
6653400
6653500
6653300
6652800
6652900
6653100

P05
P05

327
515

2590400
2590700

6653300
6653200

P05

607

2590600

6653400

P05

608

2590400

6653300

Description
Pits
Earth dam
Trackway (part of Waimate North
to Kerikeri CMS road)
Burial preparation area (reported)
Burial preparation area (reported)
Old oak tree
Military camp (1845)
House (George Clarke‟s)
Building
Blacksmith‟s shop (1st Bedggood
site)
Te Waimate Mission Station
Blacksmith‟s shop/Bedggood
buildings (2nd Bedggood site)
Te Waimate Mission Station
(building foundations etc between
the Mission House and
Showground Rd)
Te Waimate Mission Station
(building foundations south of
Anglican Church)
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Old Site No.
N15
67
N15
124
N15
141
N15
N15
N15
N15
N15
N15
N15

157
158
179
180
181
184
185

N15
N15

187
186

N15

0

N15

0

Archaeological Surveys and Investigations
Several archaeological surveys have been carried out within the Waimate North Heritage
Precinct, involving both visual survey and geophysical methods. A broad survey of the wider
area was undertaken by J.R.H. Spencer and M.E. Pidgeon in 1980, and in the same year C.
Slane and J. Grant recorded a number of additional sites at Waimate North. However, in
1984/5 a much more detailed survey of the visible archaeological features of Te Waimate
Heritage Precinct was undertaken by J. Leatherby and P.H. Morgan for the NZHPT (Figure
10). This plan was then overlaid with the information on the 1843 Bambridge plan (Figure 5)
showing the location of the various Mission station buildings and other features at that time
(see Figure 11), providing not only an identification of some of the visible archaeological
features, but also a guide to the likely locations of additional unrecorded archaeological
remains.
Surveys have subsequently been carried out for possible subdivision purposes within Te
Waimate Heritage Precinct to the east of Showground Road, by Simon Best in 2000 and by
Farley and Clough in 2006 (see Figure 12). No archaeological remains additional to those
recorded on the Letherby and Morgan plan were identified through visual survey with limited
subsurface testing, but subsurface remains relating to 19th century activities were considered
possible throughout the properties.
A geophysical survey was recently undertaken in the fields to the southwest of the mission
house, on private land (Bader 2009). Possible fence lines and a cluster of metal objects
indicating European building activities were identified, which roughly correlated with the
location of 19th century Church Street tenement buildings recorded on the 1843 plan (see
Figure 12 and Figure 13).
Several archaeological investigations have also been carried out within the heritage precinct,
in most cases involving the monitoring of infrastructure works and generally confined to the
excavation of narrow trenches. Within the Waimate Mission property the archaeological
works have been very limited. Monitoring of the installation of a new telephone cable from
the pumphouse and service building to the Mission house was, however, undertaken by
Johnson (2001, see Figure 12 and Figure 14). The works exposed a 3.5m by 50cm deep
refuse pit under a layer of shale covered by topsoil, 1-4m west-south-west of the Mission
House kitchen. The pit contained many fragments of bottle glass, stoneware, and earthenware
ceramics, and many additional domestic items were visible in the sides of the trench. These
finds related to the 19th century use of the Mission House, and were thought to date to the
period 1830-40. Some redeposited cobbles from a former path or drainage channel were also
found in a fill layer in the trench between the driveway and the Custodian‟s house. On the
west side of the driveway 20m up the drive from the footpath to the Custodian‟s house a
shallow ditch filled with basalt cobbles was exposed. The nature of the feature was unclear
(possibly a drain or a footing trench), but it was located in the general vicinity of the Robert
Hussey shop shown on the 1843 Bainbridge plan (Figure 5 (u)), and was thought to be related
to this building.
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Investigations have also been carried out on the site of the second Bedggood blacksmith‟s
shop (P05/515) on the NZHPT Bedggood Buildings property (to the east of Showground
Road). The blacksmith‟s shop was built after 1845 and collapsed in 1979. It was excavated
by Challis in 1986 to obtain information to assist the accurate rebuilding of the structure later
that year, as a project to commemorate the 150th anniversary of the arrival of the Bedggood
family in New Zealand (Challis 1986 and 1993; see Figure 12, Figure 13). Pits were
excavated in the corners of the building, and evidence of structural posts was encountered, as
well as evidence of internal structures. The wood used for the posts was identified, and
included kauri and totara. Figure 15 shows the locations of the Bedggood buildings on
Showground Road, and those of the earlier Bedggood blacksmith‟s shop and buildings (183645) further to the east.
Archaeological investigations have also been informative in other parts of the heritage
precinct, and although they are outside the Mission property, they provide some indication of
archaeological potential within it.
Monitoring of fencing work carried out around the old oak tree located on Cook Farm, in a
field that had been extensively ploughed for potatoes, was undertaken by Eaves (1993)
(Figure 12). It involved removal of the old fence and posts, and excavation of new holes. The
soils exposed contained redeposited cultural material consisting of fragments of ceramic
items and bottle or window glass dated to the 1840s–1860s period. In the deeper postholes
the soil profile indicated a layer with some charcoal burning which may relate to the contact
period or earlier. In this general area many beer, wine and whiskey bottles had been found in
the ploughed topsoil in the past, most likely indicating the 1845 military presence (site
P05/321), but the artefacts recovered by Eaves were too fragmentary to confirm a military
origin. Eaves concluded that below a depth of approximately 300mm (the depth of
ploughing) evidence of activity from the 1830-50 period could still survive across the entire
paddock.
In 1992 Slocombe monitored the installation of water pipe trenches, extending across Chruch
Street and through the churchyard of St John the Baptist Church (Slocombe 1993). The soil
profile revealed only topsoil, but two features were recorded. In one trench five stones
c.20cm x 25cm in size protruded from the section which were believed to be part of the
Mission period roadway. In the second trench a layer of gravelly material was exposed which
was thought to represent a path associated with an earlier church on the site. There were also
isolated finds within the trenches including a nail, some glazed white earthenware, and a
shotgun casing. [ch Slocombe 1992 cable trench]
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Figure 10. Leatherby and Morgan’s 1884/5 survey map of the area, showing archaeological features in Te Waimate Heritage Precinct. Left arrow Waimate Mission (P05/327),
central arrow building foundations (P05/607), right arrow, the Bedggood buildings (P05/515) (plan courtesy Bill Edwards, NZHPT Northern Regional Archaeologist)
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Figure 11. Leatherby and Morgan’s 1884/5 survey map of the area, with the buildings shown on the 1843 Bambridge plan (Figure 5), and buildings present in 1985 overlaid (from
Challis & Dashper 1985 development plan, courtesy Bill Edwards, NZHPT Northern Regional Archaeologist)
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Johnson (2000) monitored fire protection works at St John the Baptist Church to the west of
the Mission House (Figure 12). This involved digging foundations for a pump house and
tanks located in the paddock to the south of the church and cemetery, and the excavation of
two trenches from the cemetery to the southeast corner of the church, and a cable trench from
the telecom pole to the rear of the Sunday school (Figure 12). In most areas no structural
remains were exposed, but redeposited ceramic, glass, iron, brick and other finds were
recovered from the topsoil, evidently the result of disturbance from ploughing across the area
in the past. However, the portion of trench extending through the former Church Street
revealed a coarse profile of the street, and the cable trench from the road to the Sunday school
exposed a thin layer of broken bricks. The formation of Church Street had involved topsoil
removal over a width of 4m, a 20cm thick base course of crushed brick with occasional metal
nails and artefacts, and a surface of smooth, weathered basalt cobbles c.10-60cm in size.
Evidence of the cutting in of the platform for the 1839 church was also visible, illustrating
benching techniques used as part of the construction method.
Archaeological Potential
The historical records of former structures within the Waimate Mission property and the
Bedggood buildings property, in combination with the visible archaeological remains and the
results of previous small scale investigations, provide a good indication of archaeological
potential within the Mission and Bedggood properties. In general, there is potential for
subsurface archaeological remains to be present in all areas where pre-1900 occupation and
other activities have been recorded, especially where there has been little subsequent
landscape modification. There will also have been a number of unrecorded pre-1900
activities within the property, including structures or features which post-dated the 1843 plan.
The majority of the investigations carried out within the Te Waimate Heritage Precinct have
identified 19th century artefacts in secondary deposition within the topsoil, but little in the
way of structural remains. This has generally been attributed to disturbance of the top 300mm
of soil by ploughing, but primarily reflects the generally small scale of the investigations to
date. However, the former King paddock to the east of the Mission House is unploughed, and
it was acquired by the NZHPT specifically „because of its intrinsic value and significance as
an unploughed archaeological site, the central part of the mission village‟ (Challis & Dashper
1985: 21). As noted above, a number of archaeological features have been recorded in the
northern and central part of the paddock by Leatherby and Morgan (Figure 10), which can be
related to some of the early buildings recorded on the 1843 Bambridge plan (Figure 11) as
„Eton College‟ (c), „College Hall‟ (h), „Mr Colenso‟s‟ house (j), the „Play House, to be an
infants‟ school‟ (k), and the „New House‟ (g) (Figure 5).
These features are still clearly visible today, and the King paddock clearly has high potential
for the survival of in situ archaeological structures and deposits related to the Mission
Station. The features include what appears to be the remnant cellar of „Eton College‟
(previously Hamlin‟s house) (Figure 17, Figure 18), earthworks and archaeological deposits
in the location of other recorded buildings (Figure 20), the alignment of the old settlement
road (Figure 21), and one of three former wells recorded by Leatherby and Morgan across the
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Heritage Precinct (Figure 22). The remnant cellar, although largely grass covered, appears to
be lined with water worn boulders and hence is not dissimilar to the cellar in the extant
mission house (Figure 19). There are numerous deposits of rounded boulders elsewhere
around the paddock, shallow embankments and depressions (Figure 20) which clearly
represent remains of other historic buildings and structures.
There is also high potential for structural and other remains which have no visible surface
expression in the central-northern part of the paddock where part of the Mission village was
located. Such remains may include rubbish pits containing discarded items related to the
Mission period, latrines (often repositories of similar material), subsurface evidence of
buildings, outbuildings and former paved areas and pathways. Leatherby and Morgan
(Figure 10) also recorded a track line to the south of the mission village in the King paddock,
which may or may not have structural elements.
Both the Bambridge map (Figure 5) and the wood engraving of the Mission Station (Figure
3) illustrate agricultural fields and plot boundaries defined by fence lines. A plan annotated
by Challis & Dashper (1985: plan 6, reproduced here as Figure 16) shows the location of
fencing validated by contemporary sketches. Old fence posts are still evident on the Mission
property today (Figure 23), and there is considerable potential for subsurface evidence of
fence alignments in the form of post holes on the property.
Other recorded (and unrecorded) activities and events may also have left their mark in the
archaeological record. Material relating to the 1845 military occupation is likely to be
present within the Mission property, as it was in the property to the east of Showground Road
where beer and whiskey bottles thought to be associated with military occupation have been
recovered from the ploughed topsoil. The location of the rampart reportedly built by troops
around the Mission Station is not known, but it is possible that evidence of the rampart has
survived in places that have not been ploughed.
Certainly, the area around the Mission House itself has high potential for intact
archaeological remains, both artefacts (as recovered during the Johnson 2001 investigations)
and in situ structures.
In general, the grounds surrounding the Mission House on the original property, and the
northern half of the King paddock should be regarded as areas of high archaeological
potential.
The Beddgood buildings property should also be considered an area of high archaeological
potential. The house is still present as a ruin (Figure 24), and the blacksmith‟s shop has
recently been restored, its forge still in situ (Figure 25, Figure 26). A well and remains
relating to the wheelwright‟s shop were also evident when the property was surveyed by
Leatherby and Morgan (Figure 10). The archaeological investigations carried out have been
confined to the immediate location of the blacksmith‟s shop, but it is possible that further
unrecorded remains associated with the Bedggood buildings (see Figure 15) are still present,
and it is possible that remains relating to the earlier Maori houses in this area (Figure 5) have
survived.
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The full extent of the subsurface archaeological remains on the Mission property could only
be confirmed through archaeological investigation, although geophysical (non-invasive)
survey techniques might assist in locating some additional subsurface features. The limited
use of geomagnetic survey within the precinct has not so far provided much information on
the location of structures and fences that could not already be inferred from the visible
remains and the map regression exercise undertaken in 1985 (Figure 11). A more useful
geophysical technique might be ground penetrating radar (GPR), as geomagnetic techniques
are often of limited use in areas of European historic settlement due to the presence of
magnetic metal such as iron (in the form of nails, farming equipment etc) whose ferrous
signature interferes with the measurements taken and can mask and distort the picture of any
underlying archaeology. However, while the presence of iron has a masking influence over
finer detail in geomagnetic survey, its presence can signify concentrations of iron remains
that might reflect historical activity.4 Confirmation that any geophysical anomalies detected
relate to Mission period activities, though, could only be confirmed though ground truthing
(excavation), unless there is a good correlation with the Bambridge map overlay.
The Mission House property has also been the repository for many artefacts recovered over
the years from within the heritage precinct and beyond, notably the Bedggood collection of
tools and machinery relating to smithing, milling and farming activities. Not all of these
items are on display to the public. In particular, substantial components of the 1852 mill on
Waimate North Road [ch] are stored in the garage behind the Mission House (Figure 27 for
mill remains and Figure 28 for tools on display in the Mission House).
While outside the area covered by this conservation plan, there is also considerable potential
for archaeological remains on private property within the heritage precinct. The area
immediately to the south of the church was also part of the historic settlement and had a row
of buildings in the mission period (stores, etc). Subsurface structural remains are still evident
today in the disturbed topography of the paddock (Figure 29). To the east of Showground
Road, the first Bedggood site, the military encampment, remains relating to the mill in the
area of the earth dam, and the Maori village may all have left subsurface archaeological
evidence. The area of the Atkinson house and store also have archaeological value, although
unrelated to the Mission period.

4

It could equally reflect 20th century rubbish.
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Figure 12. Aerial view with overlay of Te Waimate Heritage Precinct (dashed black line), showing the locations of
the archaeological surveys and investigations referred to [Fig to be replaced, extending area of investigation around
church]
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Figure 13. Overlay showing locations of archaeological surveys and investigations in relation to 1843 Bambridge plan
[as for Fig. 12]
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Figure 14. Location of the telephone cable and archaeological features noted during archaeological monitoring (from
Johnson 2001: fig. 2)
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Figure 15. The residences and workshops of John Bedggood, with NZHPT property on Showground Road shaded
(from Challis 1993: figure 4)
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Figure 16. Plan 6 from Challis and Dashper development plan (1985), illustrating the locations of fence lines based on sketches and documents
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Figure 17. Remains of a former building (Eton College, previously Hamlin’s house). Cobbled remains of basement
and other foundation features (photo: Clough 2011)

Figure 18. A close up view of the basement and foundation remains relating to Hamlin’s House (Eton College on the
Bambridge Plan) (photo: Clough 2011)
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Figure 19. Partially reconstructed basement of Waimate Mission House

Figure 20. Earthworks and deposits of cobbles east of Hamlin’s house (Eton College) which would relate to College
Hall, Mr Colenso’s House and the children’s playhouse seen on the Bambridge Plan (photo: Clough 2011)
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Figure 21. Remains of Eton College in the foreground with the present mission house in the distance viewed along the
alignment of the old settlement road (to right of image) (photo: Clough 2011)

Figure 22. Fenced off location of the former well within the King paddock immediately to the south of Hamlin’s
house (photo: Clough 2011)
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Figure 23. Line of old fence posts adjacent to modern fence line fencing off the mission house from the paddock to
the north. According to Aidan Challis (pers. comm.), these are reused from elsewhere on the property (photo:
Clough 2011)

Figure 24. The c.1845 Bedggood building in 2009
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Figure 25. The reconstructed c.1845 blackmsith’s shop on Showground Road (photo: Clough 2011)

Figure 26. The forge and other remains inside the 1845 blacksmith’s shop (photo: Clough 2009)
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Figure 27. Part of the gearing from the second (Paremata) mill on Waimate North Road [ch?], probably reused from
the original mill. It is now stored in the garage at the rear of the Mission house, together with grinding stones and
many other remains of the mill (photo: Clough 2009)

Figure 28. Some of the artefacts currently on display in the Mission House (photo: Clough 2009)
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Figure 29. To the south of the Church and Sunday Schools uneven ground along the alignment of the historic row of
buildings on the Bambridge plan
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DEVELOPMENT OF CONSERVATION POLICY
A number of factors have been taken into account in developing conservation policy relating
to the archaeological values of the Waimate Mission property. These include the
considerable heritage significance of the property, its role as a historic site open to the public,
management constraints, threats to the site, and relevant legislation and policy. These are
outlined below.
Historic Places Act 1993
[RMA & district plan schedule, will presumably be referred to by other authors]
Waimate Mission House is registered as a Category I Historic Place under the Historic Places
Act 1993 (no. 3).
The Mission House and surrounds, the King paddock (in particular the northern half), and the
Bedggood buildings property are archaeological sites as defined by the Historic Places Act
1993 (HPA) and are protected by its provisions. Under section 2 of the HPA, an
archaeological site is defined as:
‘Any place in New Zealand that:
Eitheri.

Was associated with human activity that occurred before 1900; or

ii.

Is the site of the wreck of any vessel where the wreck occurred before 1900;
and

iii.

Is or may be able through investigation by archaeological methods to provide
evidence relating to the history of New Zealand.’

Section 10 of the HPA provides that, except pursuant to an Authority from the NZ Historic
Places Trust (NZHPT), modification, damage or destruction of any part of an archaeological
site is unlawful if carried out „knowing or having reasonable cause to suspect that it is an
archaeological site‟. Under Section 18 of the HPA it is also unlawful to carry out any
investigation of an archaeological site unless an Authority has been granted by the NZHPT

ICOMOS Charters
The ICOMOS New Zealand Charter for the Conservation of Places of Cultural Heritage
Value (Appendix ?) sets out principles to guide the conservation of such places in New
Zealand. All conservation work carried out at the Pompallier Mission Historic Reserve
should be consistent with these principles.
The ICOMOS International Committee on Archaeological Heritage Management (ICAHM)
adopted a Charter for the Protection and Management of the Archaeological Heritage in
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1990, which sets out basic principles and guidelines for the management of archaeological
sites (Appendix ?).5 Management of the archaeological remains at the Waimate Mission
property should be consistent with these principles.

Heritage Significance
Waimate Mission House and its surrounds are recognised as having exceptional/outstanding
[?check terminology in Cultural Heritage significance section of plan] heritage significance.
Any archaeological remains relating to the mission period are considered potentially to have
exceptional/outstanding [?check terminology used] heritage significance in terms of the
information they could provide relating to the history of the mission station.
Requirements of Owners/Managers
The Waimate Mission House is managed by the NZHPT as a heritage property open to the
public. Its management focusses on conservation of the heritage resources, public
information and education. Appropriate conservation policy and recommendations have been
developed to reflect this focus.
Existing Condition
The known in situ archaeological remains and structures include the well, foundations,
basements, roads, and earthworks recorded in the King paddock on the main property, and
the dilapidated cottage, reconstructed backsmith‟s shop, well and site of the wheelwright‟s
shop on the Bedggood buildings property. There is also high potential for additional
subsurface archaeological remains in both properties, including the area immediately
surrounding the Mission House, as has been demonstrated in the limited archaeological
investigations already discussed. The condition and full extent of surviving subsurface
archaeological remains are not known. However, visual inspection of the property in
conjunction with an overlay of the 1843 Bambridge plan indicates that there are extensive
remains relating to the early mission period, probably including many which are not visible
on the ground surface. The grounds surrounding the Mission House, in the northern half of
the King paddock and on the Bedggood buildings property are considered to have high
potential for intact archaeological remains. The exceptions to this are in areas known to have
been modified by later earthworks, such as the area of 1960s manager‟s house to the rear and
immediately adjacent to the mission house. Even in modified areas, however, there is some
potential for deeper features to have survived.
In the King paddock the archaeological remains are mainly in areas of grazing and have had
no active management, with the exception of the well, which has been fenced off but is
otherwise neglected. On the Bedggood buildings property the cottage is in a ruinous
condition and the reconstructed blacksmith‟s shop is deteriorating. Neither of these areas is

5

http://www.international.icomos.org/charters/arch_e.htm
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easily accessible to the public, and there is little interpretation to indicate their heritage
significance.
Artefacts from around the historic mission, in particular those relating to the well, and the
remains of the Paremata mill are held in storage and are not accessible to the public.

Threats
The main threats to the archaeological remains at the Waimate Mission property are:
1. Any subsurface works such as drainage, new structures, new garden layouts and new
planting. With the exception of planting in established beds, these have the potential
to disturb or expose subsurface archaeological remains.
2. Stock trampling and farm activities in the King paddock.
3. Erosion and/or decay as a result of natural processes and lack of maintenance. This is
a particular threat to the Bedggood cottage, which is being left to decay.
4. Inadequate records of work carried out. Failure to make a precise record of works
undertaken, their location, and any archaeological remains or artefacts exposed,
hinders the planning of future ground and infrastructure works and may threaten the
conservation of archaeological remains.
5. Fire, which has the potential to destroy timber structures such as the Bedggood
buildings which are not protected by sprinkler systems. However, this is not
considered to be a high risk.
6. Vandalism, in the form of unauthorised excavations by „treasure hunters‟. To date
this has not been a problem at the Waimate Mission property [?].
7. Loss of associated archaeological remains on private property within the heritage
precinct, and visual impacts on the heritage landscape, through subdivision and
development.
There are also some threats to public safety from unstable structures on the Bedggood
property, the well, and to a lesser extent uneven ground and depressions partially concealed
by long grass in the King paddock.
Conservation policy and recommendations have been developed to manage these threats and
conserve the heritage values of the site

CONSERVATION POLICY AND GUIDELINES
Policy Relating to Heritage Significance
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Conservation efforts should aim both at preserving and protecting the physical heritage
values of the site and at enhancing understanding of its significance.
1. The physical remains of historic settlement at the Waimate Mission and Bedggood
buildings properties should be protected and conserved, unless investigation or
modification is essential to achieve other conservation objectives.
2. Any items identified as being intrusive, that are not required for management purposes,
should be removed in order to enhance the visual interpretation of the site. [check
whether relevant]
3. No new structures should be added to the site unless required for interpretation purposes.
4. Consideration should be given to the acquisition of significant elements of the Mission
settlement that are currently in private ownership to ensure their protection and enhance
interpretation of the heritage precinct.
Policy Relating to Conservation of Historic Fabric
A regular programme of inspection and maintenance is needed to protect the heritage fabric
of historic structures and artefacts within the Waimate Mission and Bedggood buildings
properties, with maintenance, repairs and stabilisation carried out where required. The
structures include historic fences, the well, the Bedggood cottage, and the reconstructed
blacksmith‟s shop. They also include elements of the Paremata mill that have been recovered
from their original site and are stored in a building behind the Mission House.
5. All original in situ historic fabric should be retained and conserved.
6. All artefacts and recovered structural elements relating to the mission period should be
conserved.
7. Stabilisation and repair of structures should be undertaken if required to prevent collapse
or provide protection from the processes of decay.
8. Repairs to historic fabric should only replace what is absolutely necessary, should use the
same materials as the existing fabric and match it closely in colour and texture. The
original appearance should not be changed but new work should be identifiable as such.
9. Causes of deterioration should be arrested and recurrence prevented through the
implementation of a regular programme of inspection and maintenance provided for in a
maintenance plan.
Policy Relating to Subsurface Archaeological Remains
The Waimate Mission and Bedggood properties as a whole are considered to be an
archaeological site within the meaning of the Historic Places Act 1993. Any work involving
ground disturbance has the potential to impact on subsurface archaeological features and
deposits. Archaeological sites may not be modified unless an authority to modify a site has
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been obtained from the NZHPT. Procedures are required to ensure that archaeological
deposits, features and materials are not inadvertently damaged by site maintenance or
enhancement activities, or stock trampling.
However, archaeological investigation of some areas (in particular areas within the King
paddock) to expose and preserve archaeological remains within the properties and provide
further information on the history of the site is desirable.
10. Management activities with the potential for disturbing subsurface archaeological remains
should be located away from known areas of archaeological significance wherever
possible.
11. No management activities involving ground disturbance should be carried out within the
properties unless either an Authority to Modify an archaeological site has been obtained
from the NZHPT, or the NZHPT Regional Archaeologist has confirmed that one will not
be required. (Note that this excludes normal garden maintenance activities.)
12. Archaeological investigation within the Waimate Mission and Bedggood buildings
properties to expose structural remains, reveal information not available from other
sources, provide information relating to the physical history of the site and enhance visual
interpretation should be considered where appropriate and a research strategy should be
prepared.
13. Archaeological investigation should be limited to a portion of the known remains, and
should leave other areas unexcavated.
14. All archaeological investigation work will require an Authority to investigate an
archaeological site from the NZHPT.
15. Any potential archaeological remains exposed through visitor impacts or natural
processes such as erosion should be promptly assessed by an archaeologist so that
remedial action or archaeological investigation can be undertaken, as appropriate.
Policy Relating to Standards and Procedures
It is important that all conservation, investigation and management work carried out is
undertaken in a way that that is appropriate to the heritage values of the Waimate Mission
and Bedggood buildings properties. The ICOMOS New Zealand Charter for the
Conservation of Places of Cultural Heritage Value (Appendix) sets out principles to guide
conservation work in New Zealand that are recognised and accepted by all heritage protection
agencies. In addition, the ICAHM Charter for the Protection and Management of the
Archaeological Heritage sets out principles and guidelines specifically for the management of
archaeological sites.
The conservation of historic sites and structures requires specialist skills, such as those of a
conservation architect, archaeologist, and arborist or other tradesperson with experience on
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heritage sites. The following policies should be applied to all work carried out on the
properties.
16. All work should be carried out in accordance with the principles of the ICOMOS New
Zealand Charter for the Conservation of Places of Cultural Heritage Value (Appendix)
and ICAHM Charter for the Protection and Management of the Archaeological Heritage.
17. All conservation work should be carried out under the direction of suitably qualified and
experienced heritage professionals.
18. All archaeological investigation should be carried out by suitably qualified and
experienced archaeologists.
19. Any work involving ground disturbance should be supervised by a suitably qualified and
experienced archaeologist. (Note that this excludes normal garden maintenance
activities.)
Policy Relating to Archives and Recording
New information is likely to result from any conservation or archaeological work undertaken
at the Waimate Mission or Bedggood properties, and the record of such work is important for
the future management and understanding of the site. Recording should be carried out to
archival standards and stored in a permanent and accessible archive. The following policies
should be adhered to:
20. A full and current record of the existing layout and condition of the Waimate Mission and
Bedggood properties must be made before any conservation work or landscape changes
are undertaken, using photographs, plans and written descriptions as appropriate.
21. All archaeological investigations repair and stabilisation work must be fully recorded by
appropriately qualified heritage professionals while the work is in progress, and in
accordance with any Authority conditions set by NZHPT.
22. The record of archaeological investigation, repair and stabilisation work should be placed
in an appropriate archive and should be available to the public for consultation.
23. All changes to the heritage landscape, including newly exposed archaeological features,
new paths, tree plantings or static interpretation must be fully recorded using annotated
plans, photographs and written records.
24. The record of any changes to the heritage landscape should be placed in an appropriate
archive and should be available to the public for consultation.
25. A full inventory of artefacts and recovered structural elements on display or held in
storage should be compiled and updated as required.
Policy Relating to Interpretation
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Interpretation within the Waimate Mission House is well developed and includes guided tours
by NZHPT property hosts, but interpretation of the wider landscape is minimal. A selfguided walk through the King paddock with reference to a brochure illustrating the former
buildings on the 1843 Bambridge plan has evidently been envisaged, but apart from a sign on
the boundary between the Mission House and the King paddock there is no on-site
identification of archaeological features to guide the visitor, and the significance of many of
the surface features would not be apparent. The Bedggood buildings property is not clearly
signposted or interpreted [ch], and visitors are not encouraged to enter the reconstructed
blacksmith‟s shop to view the interior. In terms of visitor safety, there are currently no signs
warning of the instability of the Bedggood cottage or the location of the well [ch] . Although
the well is fenced off, the fencing is in poor condition and the well is not identified [ch].
26. An interpretation plan for the grounds should be prepared and implemented.
27. Visual interpretation of the mission village should be improved by defining the locations
of former structures and landscape features, assisted by selective archaeological
investigation and exposure of remains where appropriate.
28. Interpretation (and visitor safety) signage should be of appropriate scale and located for
easy public access but should have minimal effects on any historic heritage remains.
29. Remains of the Paremata mill and other artefacts collected from the wider mission
landscape should be put on public display.
30. Any new structures required for housing/displaying archaeological remains or
interpretative material should be located so as to minimise effects on the historic heritage
landscape values of the mission.
Recommended Work
The following work is recommended:








Preparation of an interpretation plan for the grounds of the Mission House, the King
paddock and the Bedggood buildings property, including provision for display of
artefacts and Paremata mill remains currently in storage.
Preparation of an inspection and maintenance plan, including provision for
preservation of timber elements (fences, Bedggood cottage and reconstructed
blacksmith‟s shop), exclusion of stock from sensitive areas (e.g. any areas
investigated and exposed), vegetation control, mowing (areas from which stock has
been excluded), etc.
Trial geophysical survey using a variety of geophysical techniques in the King
paddock in areas where surface remains are not apparent to identify potential
subsurface remains.
Archaeological investigation to expose and recover information from selected area in
the King paddock (e.g. Eton College, College Hall, former carriageway, well, and
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potential remains identified through geophysical survey), in accordance with a
research strategy.
Removal of stock from areas investigated and exposed for interpretation purpose.
Safety signage near well and Bedggood cottage.
Stabilisation and repairs to Bedggood cottage to prolong its life (e.g. urgent roof
repairs) and timber preservation treatment to this and to reconstructed blacksmith‟s
shop.
Public access to/views of interior of blacksmith‟s shop.
Detailed architectural and archaeological recording of Bedggood cottage.
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Standish, M. W., 1962. The Waimate Mission Station. Government Printer, Wellington.
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Appendix 6: list of
plants

Period

Common Name

Botanical Name

Mission

English Oaks
Mulberry trees
Mimosa
Laburnum
White thorn
Quince
Peach
Apples
Figs
Apricots
Olives
Nuts
Grape Vines
Hops
Barley
Wheat
Potatoes

Quercus robur
Morus rubra
Albizia julibrissin
Laburnum spp.
Crataegus monogyna
Cydonia oblonga
Prunus spp.
Malus domestica
Ficus carica
Prunus spp.
Olea europaea
Vitus vineferea
Humulus lupulus
Hardeum vulgare
Triticum spp.
Solanum tuberosum

roses:
Crimson China,
Sweet Briar

Rosa spp.
Rosa spp.

Cottage garden:
stock
geraniums
honeysuckle

Matthiola incana
Perargonium spp.
Lonicera spp.

Selwyn

2 Norfolk Pines
Monkey Puzzle (bunya bunya?)
Acacia (Derwent Wattle)
Privet
lemon-tree hedge?
Nikau
Tree ferns/Punga
Karaka
Thyme or lemon thyme
Derwent Wattle - Silver Wattle

Araucaria heterophylla
Araucaria araucana
Acacia dealbata
Ligustrum sinsense
Citrus x limon
Rhopalostylis sapida
Cyathea dealbata
Cornocarpus laevigatus
Thymus x citriodorus
Acacia dealbata

Burrows/Clarke/Walsh:
mid-1840s through 1900s

All current trees (1971) believed to be
planted during this period.
Eucalyptus
Wattle Tree
Tree ferns/Punga
English Oak
Elm
NZ Flax, Harakeke
Laurel
Rimu
Cabbage Tree
Tanekaha
Kawakawa
Fan Palm
Bay Tree
Deodar Cedar
Totara
Fruit Trees
Totara
Towai
Southern Magnolia
NI Pine

Eucalyptus spp.
Acacia dealbata
Cyathea dealbata
Quercus rodur
Ulmus spp.
Phormium tenax
Laurus spp.
Dacrydium cupressinum
Cordyline australis
Phyllocladus trichomanoides
Macropiper excelsum
Trachycarpus fortuneii
Laurus nobilis
Cedrus deodar
Podocarpus totara
Podocarpus totara
Weinmannia silicola
Magnolia grandiflora
Araucaria
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Appendix 8: list of
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Appendix 9: NZ
ICOMOS charter

ICOMOS New Zealand Charter
for the Conservation of Places of Cultural Heritage Value
Revised 2010
Preamble
New Zealand retains a unique assemblage of places of cultural heritage value relating to its indigenous
and more recent peoples. These areas, cultural landscapes and features, buildings and structures,
gardens, archaeological sites, traditional sites, monuments, and sacred places are treasures of
distinctive value that have accrued meanings over time. New Zealand shares a general responsibility
with the rest of humanity to safeguard its cultural heritage places for present and future generations.
More specifically, the people of New Zealand have particular ways of perceiving, relating to, and
conserving their cultural heritage places.
Following the spirit of the International Charter for the Conservation and Restoration of Monuments and
Sites (the Venice Charter - 1964), this charter sets out principles to guide the conservation of places of
cultural heritage value in New Zealand. It is a statement of professional principles for members of
ICOMOS New Zealand.
This charter is also intended to guide all those involved in the various aspects of conservation work,
including owners, guardians, managers, developers, planners, architects, engineers, craftspeople and
those in the construction trades, heritage practitioners and advisors, and local and central government
authorities. It offers guidance for communities, organisations, and individuals involved with the
conservation and management of cultural heritage places.
This charter should be made an integral part of statutory or regulatory heritage management policies or
plans, and should provide support for decision makers in statutory or regulatory processes.
Each article of this charter must be read in the light of all the others. Words in bold in the text are
defined in the definitions section of this charter.
This revised charter was adopted by the New Zealand National Committee of the International Council
on Monuments and Sites at its meeting on 4 September 2010.

Purpose of conservation
1.

The purpose of conservation

The purpose of conservation is to care for places of cultural heritage value.
In general, such places:
(i)
have lasting values and can be appreciated in their own right;
(ii)
inform us about the past and the cultures of those who came before us;
(iii)
provide tangible evidence of the continuity between past, present, and future;
(iv)
underpin and reinforce community identity and relationships to ancestors and the
land; and
(v)
provide a measure against which the achievements of the present can be
compared.
It is the purpose of conservation to retain and reveal such values, and to support the ongoing meanings
and functions of places of cultural heritage value, in the interests of present and future generations.
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Conservation principles
2.

Understanding cultural heritage value

Conservation of a place should be based on an understanding and appreciation of all aspects of its
cultural heritage value, both tangible and intangible. All available forms of knowledge and evidence
provide the means of understanding a place and its cultural heritage value and cultural heritage
significance. Cultural heritage value should be understood through consultation with connected
people, systematic documentary and oral research, physical investigation and recording of the place,
and other relevant methods.
All relevant cultural heritage values should be recognised, respected, and, where appropriate,
revealed, including values which differ, conflict, or compete.
The policy for managing all aspects of a place, including its conservation and its use, and the
implementation of the policy, must be based on an understanding of its cultural heritage value.

3.

Indigenous cultural heritage

The indigenous cultural heritage of tangata whenua relates to whanau, hapu, and iwi groups. It shapes
identity and enhances well-being, and it has particular cultural meanings and values for the present,
and associations with those who have gone before. Indigenous cultural heritage brings with it
responsibilities of guardianship and the practical application and passing on of associated knowledge,
traditional skills, and practices.
The Treaty of Waitangi is the founding document of our nation. Article 2 of the Treaty recognises and
guarantees the protection of tino rangatiratanga, and so empowers kaitiakitanga as customary
trusteeship to be exercised by tangata whenua. This customary trusteeship is exercised over their
taonga, such as sacred and traditional places, built heritage, traditional practices, and other cultural
heritage resources. This obligation extends beyond current legal ownership wherever such cultural
heritage exists.
Particular matauranga, or knowledge of cultural heritage meaning, value, and practice, is associated
with places. Matauranga is sustained and transmitted through oral, written, and physical forms
determined by tangata whenua. The conservation of such places is therefore conditional on decisions
made in associated tangata whenua communities, and should proceed only in this context. In
particular, protocols of access, authority, ritual, and practice are determined at a local level and should
be respected.

4.

Planning for conservation

Conservation should be subject to prior documented assessment and planning.
All conservation work should be based on a conservation plan which identifies the cultural heritage
value and cultural heritage significance of the place, the conservation policies, and the extent of the
recommended works.
The conservation plan should give the highest priority to the authenticity and integrity of the place.
Other guiding documents such as, but not limited to, management plans, cyclical maintenance plans,
specifications for conservation work, interpretation plans, risk mitigation plans, or emergency plans
should be guided by a conservation plan.
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5.

Respect for surviving evidence and knowledge

Conservation maintains and reveals the authenticity and integrity of a place, and involves the least
possible loss of fabric or evidence of cultural heritage value. Respect for all forms of knowledge and
existing evidence, of both tangible and intangible values, is essential to the authenticity and integrity of
the place.
Conservation recognises the evidence of time and the contributions of all periods. The conservation of
a place should identify and respect all aspects of its cultural heritage value without unwarranted
emphasis on any one value at the expense of others.
The removal or obscuring of any physical evidence of any period or activity should be minimised, and
should be explicitly justified where it does occur. The fabric of a particular period or activity may be
obscured or removed if assessment shows that its removal would not diminish the cultural heritage value
of the place.
In conservation, evidence of the functions and intangible meanings of places of cultural heritage value
should be respected.

6.

Minimum intervention

Work undertaken at a place of cultural heritage value should involve the least degree of intervention
consistent with conservation and the principles of this charter.
Intervention should be the minimum necessary to ensure the retention of tangible and intangible values
and the continuation of uses integral to those values. The removal of fabric or the alteration of features
and spaces that have cultural heritage value should be avoided.

7.

Physical investigation

Physical investigation of a place provides primary evidence that cannot be gained from any other
source. Physical investigation should be carried out according to currently accepted professional
standards, and should be documented through systematic recording.
Invasive investigation of fabric of any period should be carried out only where knowledge may be
significantly extended, or where it is necessary to establish the existence of fabric of cultural heritage
value, or where it is necessary for conservation work, or where such fabric is about to be damaged or
destroyed or made inaccessible. The extent of invasive investigation should minimise the disturbance of
significant fabric.

8.

Use

The conservation of a place of cultural heritage value is usually facilitated by the place serving a useful
purpose.
Where the use of a place is integral to its cultural heritage value, that use should be retained.
Where a change of use is proposed, the new use should be compatible with the cultural heritage value
of the place, and should have little or no adverse effect on the cultural heritage value.
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9.

Setting

Where the setting of a place is integral to its cultural heritage value, that setting should be conserved
with the place itself. If the setting no longer contributes to the cultural heritage value of the place, and
if reconstruction of the setting can be justified, any reconstruction of the setting should be based on an
understanding of all aspects of the cultural heritage value of the place.

10.

Relocation

The on-going association of a structure or feature of cultural heritage value with its location, site,
curtilage, and setting is essential to its authenticity and integrity. Therefore, a structure or feature of
cultural heritage value should remain on its original site.
Relocation of a structure or feature of cultural heritage value, where its removal is required in order to
clear its site for a different purpose or construction, or where its removal is required to enable its use on a
different site, is not a desirable outcome and is not a conservation process.
In exceptional circumstances, a structure of cultural heritage value may be relocated if its current site is
in imminent danger, and if all other means of retaining the structure in its current location have been
exhausted. In this event, the new location should provide a setting compatible with the cultural
heritage value of the structure.

11.

Documentation and archiving

The cultural heritage value and cultural heritage significance of a place, and all aspects of its
conservation, should be fully documented to ensure that this information is available to present and
future generations.
Documentation includes information about all changes to the place and any decisions made during
the conservation process.
Documentation should be carried out to archival standards to maximise the longevity of the record, and
should be placed in an appropriate archival repository.
Documentation should be made available to connected people and other interested parties. Where
reasons for confidentiality exist, such as security, privacy, or cultural appropriateness, some information
may not always be publicly accessible.

12.

Recording

Evidence provided by the fabric of a place should be identified and understood through systematic
research, recording, and analysis.
Recording is an essential part of the physical investigation of a place. It informs and guides the
conservation process and its planning. Systematic recording should occur prior to, during, and following
any intervention. It should include the recording of new evidence revealed, and any fabric obscured or
removed.
Recording of the changes to a place should continue throughout its life.
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13.

Fixtures, fittings, and contents

Fixtures, fittings, and contents that are integral to the cultural heritage value of a place should be
retained and conserved with the place. Such fixtures, fittings, and contents may include carving,
painting, weaving, stained glass, wallpaper, surface decoration, works of art, equipment and
machinery, furniture, and personal belongings.
Conservation of any such material should involve specialist conservation expertise appropriate to the
material. Where it is necessary to remove any such material, it should be recorded, retained, and
protected, until such time as it can be reinstated.

Conservation processes and practice
14.

Conservation plans

A conservation plan, based on the principles of this charter, should:
(i)

be based on a comprehensive understanding of the cultural heritage value of the
place and assessment of its cultural heritage significance;

(ii)

include an assessment of the fabric of the place, and its condition;

(iii)

give the highest priority to the authenticity and integrity of the place;

(iv)

include the entirety of the place, including the setting;

(v)

be prepared by objective professionals in appropriate disciplines;

(vi)

consider the needs, abilities, and resources of connected people;

(vii)

not be influenced by prior expectations of change or development;

(viii)

specify conservation policies to guide decision making and to guide any work to be
undertaken;

15.

(ix)

make recommendations for the conservation of the place; and

(x)

be regularly revised and kept up to date.

Conservation projects

Conservation projects should include the following:
(i)

consultation with interested parties and connected people, continuing throughout
the project;

(ii)

opportunities for interested parties and connected people to contribute to and
participate in the project;

(iii)

research into documentary and oral history, using all relevant sources and repositories
of knowledge;

(iv)

physical investigation of the place as appropriate;

(v)

use of all appropriate methods of recording, such as written, drawn, and
photographic;

(vi)

the preparation of a conservation plan which meets the principles of this charter;

(vii)

guidance on appropriate use of the place;

(viii)

the implementation of any planned conservation work;

(ix)

the documentation of the conservation work as it proceeds; and

(x)

where appropriate, the deposit of all records in an archival repository.

A conservation project must not be commenced until any required statutory authorisation has been
granted.
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16.

Professional, trade, and craft skills

All aspects of conservation work should be planned, directed, supervised, and undertaken by people
with appropriate conservation training and experience directly relevant to the project.
All conservation disciplines, arts, crafts, trades, and traditional skills and practices that are relevant to the
project should be applied and promoted.

17.

Degrees of intervention for conservation purposes

Following research, recording, assessment, and planning, intervention for conservation purposes may
include, in increasing degrees of intervention:
(i)
preservation, through stabilisation, maintenance, or repair;
(ii)
restoration, through reassembly, reinstatement, or removal;
(iii)
reconstruction; and
(iv)
adaptation.
In many conservation projects a range of processes may be utilised. Where appropriate, conservation
processes may be applied to individual parts or components of a place of cultural heritage value.
The extent of any intervention for conservation purposes should be guided by the cultural heritage value
of a place and the policies for its management as identified in a conservation plan. Any intervention
which would reduce or compromise cultural heritage value is undesirable and should not occur.
Preference should be given to the least degree of intervention, consistent with this charter.
Re-creation, meaning the conjectural reconstruction of a structure or place; replication, meaning to
make a copy of an existing or former structure or place; or the construction of generalised
representations of typical features or structures, are not conservation processes and are outside the
scope of this charter.

18.

Preservation

Preservation of a place involves as little intervention as possible, to ensure its long-term survival and the
continuation of its cultural heritage value.
Preservation processes should not obscure or remove the patina of age, particularly where it contributes
to the authenticity and integrity of the place, or where it contributes to the structural stability of
materials.
i. Stabilisation
Processes of decay should be slowed by providing treatment or support.
ii. Maintenance
A place of cultural heritage value should be maintained regularly. Maintenance should be
carried out according to a plan or work programme.
iii. Repair
Repair of a place of cultural heritage value should utilise matching or similar materials. Where
it is necessary to employ new materials, they should be distinguishable by experts, and should
be documented.
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Traditional methods and materials should be given preference in conservation work.
Repair of a technically higher standard than that achieved with the existing materials or
construction practices may be justified only where the stability or life expectancy of the site or
material is increased, where the new material is compatible with the old, and where the
cultural heritage value is not diminished.

19.

Restoration

The process of restoration typically involves reassembly and reinstatement, and may involve the
removal of accretions that detract from the cultural heritage value of a place.
Restoration is based on respect for existing fabric, and on the identification and analysis of all available
evidence, so that the cultural heritage value of a place is recovered or revealed. Restoration should be
carried out only if the cultural heritage value of the place is recovered or revealed by the process.
Restoration does not involve conjecture.
i. Reassembly and reinstatement
Reassembly uses existing material and, through the process of reinstatement, returns it to its
former position. Reassembly is more likely to involve work on part of a place rather than the
whole place.
ii. Removal
Occasionally, existing fabric may need to be permanently removed from a place. This may be
for reasons of advanced decay, or loss of structural integrity, or because particular fabric has
been identified in a conservation plan as detracting from the cultural heritage value of the
place.
The fabric removed should be systematically recorded before and during its removal. In some
cases it may be appropriate to store, on a long-term basis, material of evidential value that
has been removed.

20.

Reconstruction

Reconstruction is distinguished from restoration by the introduction of new material to replace material
that has been lost.
Reconstruction is appropriate if it is essential to the function, integrity, intangible value, or understanding
of a place, if sufficient physical and documentary evidence exists to minimise conjecture, and if
surviving cultural heritage value is preserved.
Reconstructed elements should not usually constitute the majority of a place or structure.

21.

Adaptation

The conservation of a place of cultural heritage value is usually facilitated by the place serving a useful
purpose. Proposals for adaptation of a place may arise from maintaining its continuing use, or from a
proposed change of use.
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Alterations and additions may be acceptable where they are necessary for a compatible use of the
place. Any change should be the minimum necessary, should be substantially reversible, and should
have little or no adverse effect on the cultural heritage value of the place.
Any alterations or additions should be compatible with the original form and fabric of the place, and
should avoid inappropriate or incompatible contrasts of form, scale, mass, colour, and material.
Adaptation should not dominate or substantially obscure the original form and fabric, and should not
adversely affect the setting of a place of cultural heritage value. New work should complement the
original form and fabric.

22.

Non-intervention

In some circumstances, assessment of the cultural heritage value of a place may show that it is not
desirable to undertake any conservation intervention at that time. This approach may be appropriate
where undisturbed constancy of intangible values, such as the spiritual associations of a sacred place,
may be more important than its physical attributes.

23.

Interpretation

Interpretation actively enhances public understanding of all aspects of places of cultural heritage value
and their conservation. Relevant cultural protocols are integral to that understanding, and should be
identified and observed.
Where appropriate, interpretation should assist the understanding of tangible and intangible values of a
place which may not be readily perceived, such as the sequence of construction and change, and the
meanings and associations of the place for connected people.
Any interpretation should respect the cultural heritage value of a place. Interpretation methods should
be appropriate to the place. Physical interventions for interpretation purposes should not detract from
the experience of the place, and should not have an adverse effect on its tangible or intangible values.

24.

Risk mitigation

Places of cultural heritage value may be vulnerable to natural disasters such as flood, storm, or
earthquake; or to humanly induced threats and risks such as those arising from earthworks, subdivision
and development, buildings works, or wilful damage or neglect. In order to safeguard cultural heritage
value, planning for risk mitigation and emergency management is necessary.
Potential risks to any place of cultural heritage value should be assessed. Where appropriate, a risk
mitigation plan, an emergency plan, and/or a protection plan should be prepared, and implemented
as far as possible, with reference to a conservation plan.
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Definitions
For the purposes of this charter:
Adaptation means the process(es) of modifying a place for a compatible use while retaining its cultural
heritage value. Adaptation processes include alteration and addition.
Authenticity means the credibility or truthfulness of the surviving evidence and knowledge of the cultural
heritage value of a place. Relevant evidence includes form and design, substance and
fabric, technology and craftsmanship, location and surroundings, context and setting, use and
function, traditions, spiritual essence, and sense of place, and includes tangible and intangible
values. Assessment of authenticity is based on identification and analysis of relevant evidence
and knowledge, and respect for its cultural context.
Compatible use means a use which is consistent with the cultural heritage value of a place, and which
has little or no adverse impact on its authenticity and integrity.
Connected people means any groups, organisations, or individuals having a sense of association with or
responsibility for a place of cultural heritage value.
Conservation means all the processes of understanding and caring for a place so as to safeguard its
cultural heritage value. Conservation is based on respect for the existing fabric, associations,
meanings, and use of the place. It requires a cautious approach of doing as much work as
necessary but as little as possible, and retaining authenticity and integrity, to ensure that the
place and its values are passed on to future generations.
Conservation plan means an objective report which documents the history, fabric, and cultural heritage
value of a place, assesses its cultural heritage significance, describes the condition of the
place, outlines conservation policies for managing the place, and makes recommendations
for the conservation of the place.
Contents means moveable objects, collections, chattels, documents, works of art, and ephemera that
are not fixed or fitted to a place, and which have been assessed as being integral to its
cultural heritage value.
Cultural heritage significance means the cultural heritage value of a place relative to other similar or
comparable places, recognising the particular cultural context of the place.
Cultural heritage value/s means possessing aesthetic, archaeological, architectural, commemorative,
functional, historical, landscape, monumental, scientific, social, spiritual, symbolic,
technological, traditional, or other tangible or intangible values, associated with human
activity.
Cultural landscapes means an area possessing cultural heritage value arising from the relationships
between people and the environment. Cultural landscapes may have been designed, such
as gardens, or may have evolved from human settlement and land use over time, resulting in a
diversity of distinctive landscapes in different areas. Associative cultural landscapes, such as
sacred mountains, may lack tangible cultural elements but may have strong intangible cultural
or spiritual associations.
Documentation means collecting, recording, keeping, and managing information about a place and its
cultural heritage value, including information about its history, fabric, and meaning;
information about decisions taken; and information about physical changes and interventions
made to the place.
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Fabric means all the physical material of a place, including subsurface material, structures, and interior
and exterior surfaces including the patina of age; and including fixtures and fittings, and
gardens and plantings.
Hapu means a section of a large tribe of the tangata whenua.
Intangible value means the abstract cultural heritage value of the meanings or associations of a place,
including commemorative, historical, social, spiritual, symbolic, or traditional values.
Integrity means the wholeness or intactness of a place, including its meaning and sense of place, and
all the tangible and intangible attributes and elements necessary to express its cultural
heritage value.
Intervention means any activity that causes disturbance of or alteration to a place or its fabric.
Intervention includes archaeological excavation, invasive investigation of built structures, and
any intervention for conservation purposes.
Iwi means a tribe of the tangata whenua.
Kaitiakitanga means the duty of customary trusteeship, stewardship, guardianship, and protection of
land, resources, or taonga.
Maintenance means regular and on-going protective care of a place to prevent deterioration and to
retain its cultural heritage value.
Matauranga means traditional or cultural knowledge of the tangata whenua.
Non-intervention means to choose not to undertake any activity that causes disturbance of or
alteration to a place or its fabric.
Place means any land having cultural heritage value in New Zealand, including areas; cultural
landscapes; buildings, structures, and monuments; groups of buildings, structures, or
monuments; gardens and plantings; archaeological sites and features; traditional sites; sacred
places; townscapes and streetscapes; and settlements. Place may also include land covered
by water, and any body of water. Place includes the setting of any such place.
Preservation means to maintain a place with as little change as possible.
Reassembly means to put existing but disarticulated parts of a structure back together.
Reconstruction means to build again as closely as possible to a documented earlier form, using new
materials.
Recording means the process of capturing information and creating an archival record of the fabric
and setting of a place, including its configuration, condition, use, and change over time.
Reinstatement means to put material components of a place, including the products of reassembly,
back in position.
Repair means to make good decayed or damaged fabric using identical, closely similar, or otherwise
appropriate material.
Restoration means to return a place to a known earlier form, by reassembly and reinstatement, and/or
by removal of elements that detract from its cultural heritage value.
Setting means the area around and/or adjacent to a place of cultural heritage value that is integral to
its function, meaning, and relationships. Setting includes the structures, outbuildings, features,
gardens, curtilage, airspace, and accessways forming the spatial context of the place or used
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in association with the place. Setting also includes cultural landscapes, townscapes, and
streetscapes; perspectives, views, and viewshafts to and from a place; and relationships with
other places which contribute to the cultural heritage value of the place. Setting may extend
beyond the area defined by legal title, and may include a buffer zone necessary for the longterm protection of the cultural heritage value of the place.
Stabilisation means the arrest or slowing of the processes of decay.
Structure means any building, standing remains, equipment, device, or other facility made by people
and which is fixed to the land.
Tangata whenua means generally the original indigenous inhabitants of the land; and means
specifically the people exercising kaitiakitanga over particular land, resources, or taonga.
Tangible value means the physically observable cultural heritage value of a place, including
archaeological, architectural, landscape, monumental, scientific, or technological values.
Taonga means anything highly prized for its cultural, economic, historical, spiritual, or traditional value,
including land and natural and cultural resources.
Tino rangatiratanga means the exercise of full chieftainship, authority, and responsibility.
Use means the functions of a place, and the activities and practices that may occur at the place. The
functions, activities, and practices may in themselves be of cultural heritage value.
Whanau means an extended family which is part of a hapu or iwi.
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Appendix 10:
ICAHM charter

Archaeological Heritage Management
ICOMOS Charter for the Protection and Management
of the Archaeological Heritage (1990)

INTRODUCTION
It is widely recognized that a knowledge and understanding of the origins and development of
human societies is of fundamental importance to humanity in identifying its cultural and
social roots.
The archaeological heritage constitutes the basic record of past human activities. Its
protection and proper management is therefore essential to enable archaeologists and other
scholars to study and interpret it on behalf of and for the benefit of present and future
generations.
The protection of this heritage cannot be based upon the application of archaeological
techniques alone. It requires a wider basis of professional and scientific knowledge and skills.
Some elements of the archaeological heritage are components of architectural structures and
in such cases must be protected in accordance with the criteria for the protection of such
structures laid down in the 1966 Venice Charter on the Conservation and Restoration of
Monuments and Sites. Other elements of the archaeological heritage constitute part of the
living traditions of indigenous peoples, and for such sites and monuments the participation of
local cultural groups is essential for their protection and preservation.
For these and other reasons the protection of the archaeological heritage must be based upon
effective collaboration between professionals from many disciplines. It also requires the
cooperation of government authorities, academic researchers, private or public enterprise, and
the general public. This charter therefore lays down principles relating to the different aspects
of archaeological heritage management. These include the responsibilities of public
authorities and legislators, principles relating to the professional performance of the processes
of inventorization, survey, excavation, documentation, research, maintenance, conservation,
preservation, reconstruction, information, presentation, public access and use of the heritage,
and the qualification of professionals involved in the protection of the archaeological
heritage.
The charter has been inspired by the success of the Venice Charter as guidelines and source
of ideas for policies and practice of governments as well as scholars and professionals.
The charter has to reflect very basic principles and guidelines with global validity. For this
reason it cannot take into account the specific problems and possibilities of regions or
countries. The charter should therefore be supplemented at regional and national levels by
further principles and guidelines for these needs.
ARTICLE 1. DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION

The "archaeological heritage" is that part of the material heritage in respect of which
archaeological methods provide primary information. It comprises all vestiges of human
existence and consists of places relating to all manifestations of human activity, abandoned
structures, and remains of all kinds (including subterranean and underwater sites), together
with all the portable cultural material associated with them.
ARTICLE 2. INTEGRATED PROTECTION POLICIES
The archaeological heritage is a fragile and non-renewable cultural resource. Land use must
therefore be controlled and developed in order to minimize the destruction of the
archaeological heritage.
Policies for the protection of the archaeological heritage should constitute an integral
component of policies relating to land use, development, and planning as well as of cultural,
environmental and educational policies. The policies for the protection of the archaeological
heritage should be kept under continual review, so that they stay up to date. The creation of
archaeological reserves should form part of such policies.
The protection of the archaeological heritage should be integrated into planning policies at
international, national, regional and local levels.
Active participation by the general public must form part of policies for the protection of the
archaeological heritage. This is essential where the heritage of indigenous peoples is
involved. Participation must be based upon access to the knowledge necessary for decisionmaking. The provision of information to the general public is therefore an important element
in integrated protection.
ARTICLE 3. LEGISLATION AND ECONOMY
The protection of the archaeological heritage should be considered as a moral obligation upon
all human beings; it is also a collective public responsibility. This obligation must be
acknowledged through relevant legislation and the provision of adequate funds for the
supporting programmes necessary for effective heritage management.
The archaeological heritage is common to all human society and it should therefore be the
duty of every country to ensure that adequate funds are available for its protection.
Legislation should afford protection to the archaeological heritage that is appropriate to the
needs, history, and traditions of each country and region, providing for in situ protection and
research needs.
Legislation should be based on the concept of the archaeological heritage as the heritage of
all humanity and of groups of peoples, and not restricted to any individual person or nation.
Legislation should forbid the destruction, degradation or alteration through changes of any
archaeological site or monument or to their surroundings without the consent of the relevant
archaeological authority.
Legislation should in principle require full archaeological investigation and documentation in
cases where the destruction of the archaeological heritage is authorized.

Legislation should require, and make provision for, the proper maintenance, management and
conservation of the archaeological heritage. Adequate legal sanctions should be prescribed in
respect of violations of archaeological heritage legislation.
If legislation affords protection only to those elements of the archaeological heritage which
are registered in a selective statutory inventory, provision should be made for the temporary
protection of unprotected or newly discovered sites and monuments until an archaeological
evaluation can be carried out.
Development projects constitute one of the greatest physical threats to the archaeological
heritage. A duty for developers to ensure that archaeological heritage impact studies are
carried out before development schemes are implemented, should therefore be embodied in
appropriate legislation, with a stipulation that the costs of such studies are to be included in
project costs. The principle should also be established in legislation that development
schemes should be designed in such a way as to minimize their impact upon the
archaeological heritage.
ARTICLE 4. SURVEY
The protection of the archaeological heritage must be based upon the fullest possible
knowledge of its extent and nature. General survey of archaeological resources is therefore an
essential working tool in developing strategies for the protection of the archaeological
heritage. Consequently archaeological survey should be a basic obligation in the protection
and management of the archaeological heritage.
At the same time, inventories constitute primary resource databases for scientific study and
research. The compilation of inventories should therefore be regarded as a continuous,
dynamic process. It follows that inventories should comprise information at various levels of
significance and reliability, since even superficial knowledge can form the starting point for
protectional measures.
ARTICLE 5. INVESTIGATION
Archaeological knowledge is based principally on the scientific investigation of the
archaeological heritage. Such investigation embraces the whole range of methods from nondestructive techniques through sampling to total excavation.
It must be an overriding principle that the gathering of information about the archaeological
heritage should not destroy any more archaeological evidence than is necessary for the
protectional or scientific objectives of the investigation. Non-destructive techniques, aerial
and ground survey, and sampling should therefore be encouraged wherever possible, in
preference to total excavation.
As excavation always implies the necessity of making a selection of evidence to be
documented and preserved at the cost of losing other information and possibly even the total
destruction of the monument, a decision to excavate should only be taken after thorough
consideration.
Excavation should be carried out on sites and monuments threatened by development, landuse change, looting, or natural deterioration.

In exceptional cases, unthreatened sites may be excavated to elucidate research problems or
to interpret them more effectively for the purpose of presenting them to the public. In such
cases excavation must be preceded by thorough scientific evaluation of the significance of the
site. Excavation should be partial, leaving a portion undisturbed for future research.
A report conforming to an agreed standard should be made available to the scientific
community and should be incorporated in the relevant inventory within a reasonable period
after the conclusion of the excavation.
Excavations should be conducted in accordance with the principles embodied in the 1956
UNESCO Recommendations on International Principles Applicable to Archaeological
Excavations and with agreed international and national professional standards.
ARTICLE 6. MAINTENANCE AND CONSERVATION
The overall objective of archaeological heritage management should be the preservation of
monuments and sites in situ, including proper long-term conservation and curation of all
related records and collections etc. Any transfer of elements of the heritage to new locations
represents a violation of the principle of preserving the heritage in its original context. This
principle stresses the need for proper maintenance, conservation and management. It also
asserts the principle that the archaeological heritage should not be exposed by excavation or
left exposed after excavation if provision for its proper maintenance and management after
excavation cannot be guaranteed.
Local commitment and participation should be actively sought and encouraged as a means of
promoting the maintenance of the archaeological heritage. This principle is especially
important when dealing with the heritage of indigenous peoples or local cultural groups. In
some cases it may be appropriate to entrust responsibility for the protection and management
of sites and monuments to indigenous peoples.
Owing to the inevitable limitations of available resources, active maintenance will have to be
carried out on a selective basis. It should therefore be applied to a sample of the diversity of
sites and monuments, based upon a scientific assessment of their significance and
representative character, and not confined to the more notable and visually attractive
monuments.
The relevant principles of the 1956 UNESCO Recommendations should be applied in respect
of the maintenance and conservation of the archaeological heritage.
ARTICLE 7. PRESENTATION, INFORMATION, RECONSTRUCTION
The presentation of the archaeological heritage to the general public is an essential method of
promoting an understanding of the origins and development of modern societies. At the same
time it is the most important means of promoting an understanding of the need for its
protection.
Presentation and information should be conceived as a popular interpretation of the current
state of knowledge, and it must therefore be revised frequently. It should take account of the
multifaceted approaches to an understanding of the past.

Reconstructions serve two important functions: experimental research and interpretation.
They should, however, be carried out with great caution, so as to avoid disturbing any
surviving archaeological evidence, and they should take account of evidence from all sources
in order to achieve authenticity. Where possible and appropriate, reconstructions should not
be built immediately on the archaeological remains, and should be identifiable as such.
ARTICLE 8. PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
High academic standards in many different disciplines are essential in the management of the
archaeological heritage. The training of an adequate number of qualified professionals in the
relevant fields of expertise should therefore be an important objective for the educational
policies in every country. The need to develop expertise in certain highly specialized fields
calls for international cooperation. Standards of professional training and professional
conduct should be established and maintained.
The objective of academic archaeological training should take account of the shift in
conservation policies from excavation to in situ preservation. It should also take into account
the fact that the study of the history of indigenous peoples is as important in preserving and
understanding the archaeological heritage as the study of outstanding monuments and sites.
The protection of the archaeological heritage is a process of continuous dynamic
development. Time should therefore be made available to professionals working in this field
to enable them to update their knowledge. Postgraduate training programmes should be
developed with special emphasis on the protection and management of the archaeological
heritage.
ARTICLE 9. INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
The archaeological heritage is the common heritage of all humanity. International
cooperation is therefore essential in developing and maintaining standards in its management.
There is an urgent need to create international mechanisms for the exchange of information
and experience among professionals dealing with archaeological heritage management. This
requires the organization of conferences, seminars, workshops, etc. at global as well as
regional levels, and the establishment of regional centres for postgraduate studies. ICOMOS,
through its specialized groups, should promote this aspect in its medium- and long-term
planning.
International exchanges of professional staff should also be developed as a means of raising
standards of archaeological heritage management.
Technical assistance programmes in the field of archaeological heritage management should
be developed under the auspices of ICOMOS.

This Charter, written by the International Committee on Archaeological Heritage Management (ICAHM), a
specialized committee of ICOMOS, was approved by the ICOMOS General Assembly, meeting in Lausanne,
Switzerland, in October 1990.
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PREAMBLE

PREAMBULE

Since its establishment in 1965 as a worldwide
organisation of heritage professionals dedicated to the
study, documentation, and protection of cultural heritage
sites, ICOMOS has striven to promote the conservation
ethic in all its activities and to help enhance public
appreciation of humanity’s material heritage in all its forms
and diversity.

Depuis sa création en 1965, en tant que association mondiale
de professionnels du patrimoine qui se consacre à l’étude, la
documentation et à la protection des sites du patrimoine
culturel, ICOMOS se consacre à la promotion de l’éthique de
la conservation dans toutes ses activités et à augmenter
l’appréciation publique du patrimoine mondial dans toutes ses
formes et diversité.

As noted in the Charter of Venice (1964) “It is essential
that the principles guiding the preservation and restoration
of ancient buildings should be agreed and be laid down on
an international basis, with each country being responsible
for applying the plan within the framework of its own
culture and traditions.” Subsequent ICOMOS charters have
taken up that mission, establishing professional guidelines
for specific conservation challenges and encouraging
effective communication about the importance of heritage
conservation in every region of the world.

Conformément à la Charte de Venise (1964) « Il est essentiel
que les principes qui doivent présider à la conservation et à la
restauration des monuments soient dégagés en commun et
formulés sur un plan international, tout en laissant à chaque
nation le soin d'en assurer l'application dans le cadre de sa
propre culture et de ses traditions. » Les Chartes ICOMOS
adoptées par la suite ont respecté cette mission, établissant
des directives professionnelles destinées à faire face aux
défis de la conservation et encourageant une communication
efficace sur l’importance de la conservation du patrimoine au
niveau mondial.

These earlier ICOMOS charters stress the importance of
public communication as an essential part of the larger
conservation process (variously describing it as
“dissemination,” “popularization,” “presentation,” and
“interpretation”). They implicitly acknowledge that every act
of heritage conservation—within all the world’s cultural
traditions - is by its nature a communicative act.

Ces Chartes soulignent l’importance de la communication
vers le public en tant qu’élément essentiel du processus de
conservation (on parlera indifféremment de «dissémination»,
«popularisation», «Présentation» et «interprétation»). Elles
reconnaissent implicitement que chaque acte de conservation
du patrimoine – parmi toutes les traditions culturelles du
monde – est par nature, un acte de communication.

From the vast range of surviving material remains and
intangible values of past communities and civilisations, the
choice of what to preserve, how to preserve it, and how it
is to be presented to the public are all elements of site
interpretation. They represent every generation’s vision of
what is significant, what is important, and why material
remains from the past should be passed on to generations
yet to come.

Parmi la vaste gamme des vestiges des communautés et
valeurs intangibles des civilisations du passé, les choix en
matière de préservation, de modes de préservation et de
présentation au public sont tous des éléments d’interprétation
de sites. Ils représentent la vision de chaque génération de
ce qui est significatif, de ce qui est important et de ce qui vaut
d’être transmis aux générations futures.

The need for a clear rationale, standardised terminology,
and accepted professional principles for Interpretation and
Presentation∗ is evident. In recent years, the dramatic
expansion of interpretive activities at many cultural
heritage sites and the introduction of elaborate interpretive
technologies and new economic strategies for the
marketing and management of cultural heritage sites have
created new complexities and aroused basic questions that

Le besoin d’une terminologie raisonnée et standardisée et de
principes professionnels acceptés en matière d’Interprétation
et de Présentation∗ est évident. Ces dernières années,
l’expansion dramatique d’activités d’interprétation dans de
nombreux sites patrimoniaux, l’introduction de technologies
élaborées d’interprétation de même que de nouvelles
stratégies économiques en matière de marketing et de
gestion des sites patrimoniaux ont créé de nouvelles

∗
∗

See definitions on page 3.
Voir les définitions en page 3
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are central to the goals of both conservation and the public
appreciation of cultural heritage sites throughout the world:
-

-

-

What are the accepted and acceptable goals for the
Interpretation and Presentation of cultural heritage
sites?
What principles should help determine which technical
means and methods are appropriate in particular
cultural and heritage contexts?
What general ethical and professional considerations
should help shape Interpretation and Presentation in
light of its wide variety of specific forms and
techniques?

The purpose of this Charter is therefore to define the basic
principles of Interpretation and Presentation as essential
components of heritage conservation efforts and as a
means of enhancing public appreciation and understanding
of cultural heritage sites∗.

DEFINITIONS

problématiques et soulevé des questions élémentaires de
première importance quant aux finalités de la conservation et
l’appréciation du public des sites patrimoniaux à travers le
monde :
-

Quels sont les objectifs acceptables et acceptés pour
l’Interprétation et la
Présentation des sites patrimoniaux ?
- Quels principes devraient aider à déterminer quels
moyens techniques et quelles méthodes sont appropriées
dans des contextes culturels et patrimoniaux particuliers ?
- Quelles considérations éthiques et professionnelles
pourraient aider à façonner l’interprétation et la
présentation quelles que soient leurs formes et techniques
spécifiques?
L’objectif de cette Charte est donc de définir les principes de
base de l’interprétation et de la présentation en tant à la fois
qu’éléments essentiels des efforts de conservation du
patrimoine et outils essentiels à l'appréciation et à la
compréhension par le public des sites culturels patrimoniaux.∗

DEFINITIONS

For the purposes of the present Charter,

Pour la rédaction de la présente Charte,

Interpretation refers to the full range of potential activities
intended to heighten public awareness and enhance
understanding of cultural heritage site. These can include
print and electronic publications, public lectures, on-site
and directly related off-site installations, educational
programmes, community activities, and ongoing research,
training, and evaluation of the interpretation process itself.

L’interprétation renvoie à l’ensemble des activités
potentielles destinées à augmenter la conscience publique et
à renforcer sa compréhension du site culturel patrimonial.
Ceci peut inclure des publications, des conférences, des
installations sur site, des programmes éducatifs, des activités
communautaires ainsi que la recherche, la formation et
l’évaluation permanente du processus même d’interprétation.

Presentation more specifically denotes the carefully
planned communication of interpretive content through the
arrangement of interpretive information, physical access,
and interpretive infrastructure at a cultural heritage site. It
can be conveyed through a variety of technical means,
including, yet not requiring, such elements as informational
panels, museum-type displays, formalized walking tours,
lectures and guided tours, and multimedia applications and
websites.

La présentation concerne plus spécifiquement une
communication planifiée du contenu interprétatif par
l’agencement d’informations de même nature, au moyen d’un
accès physique au site culturel patrimonial. Elle peut être
transmise par une variété de moyens techniques, comprenant
indifféremment des éléments tels que des panneaux
informatifs, une présentation de type muséale, des sentiers
fléchés, des conférences, des visites guidées et des
applications multimédia.

Interpretive infrastructure refers to physical installations,
facilities, and areas at, or connected with a cultural
heritage site that may be specifically utilised for the
purposes of interpretation and presentation including those
supporting
interpretation
via
new and
existing
technologies.

Les équipements et services d'interprétation renvoient à
toutes installations physiques, équipements et espaces du
site culturel patrimonial qui peuvent être utilisés
spécifiquement pour les besoins de l’interprétation et de la
présentation.

Site interpreters refers to staff or volunteers at a cultural
heritage site who are permanently or temporarily engaged
in the public communication of information relating to the
values and significance of the site.

Les interprètes du site renvoient au personnel ou aux
volontaires œuvrant sur le site culturel patrimonial qu’ils
soient engagés de façon permanente ou temporaire pour la
communication au public d’information concernant la valeur et
la signification du site.

Cultural Heritage Site refers to a place, locality, natural
landscape, settlement area, architectural complex,
archaeological site, or standing structure that is recognized
and often legally protected as a place of historical and
cultural significance.

Un site culturel patrimonial renvoie à une localité, un
paysage, une aire d’établissement, un complexe architectural,
un site archéologique, ou une structure existante, reconnus
ou souvent protégés légalement en tant que site de
signification historique et culturelle.

∗

Although the principles and objectives of this Charter may equally apply to off-site interpretation, its main focus is interpretation and
presentation at, or in the immediate vicinity of, cultural heritage sites.
Voir les définitions en page 3

∗
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OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIFS

In recognizing that interpretation and presentation are part
of the overall process of cultural heritage conservation and
management, this Charter seeks to establish seven
cardinal principles, upon which Interpretation and
Presentation—in whatever form or medium is deemed
appropriate in specific circumstances—should be based.

En reconnaissant que l’interprétation et la présentation sont
partie intégrante du processus général de conservation et de
gestion du patrimoine culturel, cette Charte vise à établir sept
principes cardinaux sur lesquels l’interprétation et la
présentation devraient être basés, quels que soient les
moyens et formes les plus appropriés selon les
circonstances.

Principle 1: Access and Understanding
Principle 2: Information Sources
Principle 3: Attention to Setting and Context
Principle 4: Preservation of Authenticity
Principle 5: Planning for Sustainability
Principle 6: Concern for Inclusiveness
Principle 7: Importance of Research, Training, and
Evaluation

Principe 1 : Accès et compréhension
Principe 2 : Sources d'information
Principe 3 : Attention portée au contexte et à
l’environnement
Principe 4 : Préservation de l’authenticité
Principe 5 : Organisation de la durabilité
Principe 6 : Attention portée à la participation
Principe 7: Importance de la recherche, de la formation et
de l’évaluation

Following from these seven principles, the objectives of
this Charter are to:

Comme suite à ces sept principes, les objectifs de cette
charte sont :

1.

Facilitate understanding and appreciation of
cultural heritage sites and foster public awareness
and engagement in the need for their protection and
conservation.

1.

Faciliter la compréhension et l'appréciation des sites
culturels patrimoniaux et promouvoir la prise de
conscience publique et l’engagement de la nécessité de
leur protection et de leur conservation.

2.

Communicate the meaning of cultural heritage sites
to a range of audiences through careful, documented
recognition of significance, through accepted
scientific and scholarly methods as well as from living
cultural traditions.

2.

Communiquer le sens des sites culturels patrimoniaux
à des audiences diverses par une reconnaissance
approfondie et bien documentée de la signification, au
moyen de méthodes reconnues d’analyses scientifiques
et les recherches ainsi que des traditions culturelles
vivantes.

3.

Safeguard the tangible and intangible values of
cultural heritage sites in their natural and cultural
settings and social contexts.

3.

Sauvegarder les valeurs matérielles et immatérielles
propres aux sites culturels patrimoniaux dans leur
environnement culturel, naturel et leur contexte social.

4.

Respecter
l'authenticité
des
sites
culturels
patrimoniaux en communiquant l’importance de leurs
matériaux historiques et la portée de leurs valeurs
culturelles et en les protégeant contre les effets
adverses d’infrastructures d'interprétation mal venues,
des pressions venant du public, d’une interprétation
imprécise et inadéquate.

5.

Contribuer à la conservation durable des sites
culturels patrimoniaux par la promotion de la
compréhension et de la participation du public des
efforts de conservation en cours, en assurant la
maintenance à long terme des équipements et services
d'interprétation et une révision régulière de son contenu
interprétatif.

6.

Encourager la participation dans l’interprétation des
sites culturels patrimoniaux en facilitant l'implication
active des acteurs et communautés associées dans le
développement et l’implémentation de programmes
d’interprétation.

7.

Développer
des
normes
techniques
et
professionnelles pour l’interprétation et la présentation
du patrimoine, incluant les technologies, la recherche et
la formation. De tels normes doivent être appropriées et
durables dans leur contexte social.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Respect the authenticity of cultural heritage sites,
by communicating the significance of their historic
fabric and cultural values and protecting them from
the adverse impact of intrusive interpretive
infrastructure, visitor pressure, inaccurate or
inappropriate interpretation.
Contribute to the sustainable conservation of
cultural heritage sites, through promoting public
understanding of, and participation in, ongoing
conservation efforts, ensuring long-term maintenance
of the interpretive infrastructure and regular review of
its interpretive contents.
Encourage inclusiveness in the interpretation of
cultural heritage sites, by facilitating the involvement
of stakeholders and associated communities in the
development and implementation of interpretive
programmes.
Develop technical and professional guidelines for
heritage interpretation and presentation, including
technologies, research, and training. Such guidelines
must be appropriate and sustainable in their social
contexts.
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PRINCIPLES

PRINCIPES

Principle 1:
Access and Understanding

Principe 1 :
Accès et Compréhension

Interpretation and presentation programmes should
facilitate physical and intellectual access by the public
to cultural heritage sites.

Les programmes d’interprétation et de présentation
devraient faciliter l’accès physique et intellectuel des
sites culturels patrimoniaux auprès du public.

1.

Effective interpretation and presentation should
enhance personal experience, increase public
respect and understanding, and communicate the
importance of the conservation of cultural heritage
sites.

1.

Une interprétation et une présentation efficaces
devraient enrichir l’expérience personnelle et accroître
le respect et la compréhension du public et mettre en
évidence l'importance de la bonne conservation du site
culturel patrimonial.

2.

Interpretation and presentation should encourage
individuals and communities to reflect on their own
perceptions of a site and assist them in establishing a
meaningful connection to it. The aim should be to
stimulate further interest, learning, experience, and
exploration.

2.

L'interprétation et la présentation devraient inciter les
personnes individuelles et les communautés à réfléchir
sur leurs propres perceptions du site et sur leur relation
avec lui. Elle cherche à stimuler un prolongement de
l'intérêt, de l'étude, de l’expérience et de l’exploration.

3.
3.

Interpretation and presentation programmes should
identify and assess their audiences demographically
and culturally. Every effort should be made to
communicate the site’s values and significance to its
varied audiences.

Les programmes d’interprétation et de présentation
devraient identifier et analyser leur public du point de
vue démographique et culturel. Tous les efforts sont à
déployer pour que l'interprétation et la présentation du
patrimoine culturel communiquent effectivement avec
les divers auditoires d’un site.

4.

The diversity of language among visitors and
associated communities connected with a heritage
site should be taken into account in the interpretive
infrastructure.

4.

La diversité des langues parlées par les visiteurs et les
communautés en relation avec le site patrimonial
devrait être prise en considération dans les
équipements et les services d'interprétation.

5.

Interpretation and presentation activities should also
be physically accessible to the public, in all its
variety.

5.

Les programmes d’interprétation et de présentation
devraient être accessibles à un large public, dans toute
sa diversité, y compris les personnes à mobilité réduite.

6.

In cases where physical access to a cultural heritage
site is restricted due to conservation concerns,
cultural sensitivities, adaptive re-use, or safety
issues, interpretation and presentation should be
provided off-site.

6.

Au cas où l’accès physique à un site culturel patrimonial
est limité, pour des raisons de conservation, de
sensibilités culturelles, d’aménagements adaptés ou
d'exigences de sécurité, une interprétation et une
présentation devraient être proposées en dehors du
site.

Principle 2:
Information Sources

Principe 2 :
Sources d'Information

Interpretation and presentation should be based on
evidence gathered through accepted scientific and
scholarly methods as well as from living cultural
traditions.

L'interprétation et la présentation devraient reposer sur
les preuves recueillies par les méthodes scientifiques et
de recherche communément admises ainsi que sur les
traditions culturelles vivantes.

1.

Interpretation should show the range of oral
written information, material remains, traditions,
meanings attributed to a site. The sources of
information should be documented, archived,
made accessible to the public.

1.

L'interprétation devrait présenter l’éventail des
informations orales et écrites, des vestiges matériels,
des traditions et des sens attribués à un site. Les
sources de cette information devraient être
documentées, archivées, et rendues accessibles au
public.

2.

Interpretation should be based on a well researched,
multidisciplinary study of the site and its
surroundings. It should also acknowledge that
meaningful interpretation necessarily includes
reflection on alternative historical hypotheses, local
traditions, and stories.

2.

L'interprétation devrait être basée sur une étude
multidisciplinaire approfondie du site et de son
environnement. L’interprétation devrait également
reconnaître et inclure les hypothèses historiques
alternatives, les traditions et les histoires locales.

3.

Dans les sites patrimoniaux où des récits ou les
souvenirs d'acteurs historiques fournissent une

3.

and
and
this
and

At cultural heritage sites where traditional storytelling
or memories of historical participants provide an
e
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importante source d'information à propos de la
signification du site, les programmes d'interprétation
devraient inclure ces témoignages oraux, soit
indirectement, dans les équipements et les services
d'interprétation, soit directement, par la participation
active de membres des communautés associées en
tant que guides de sites.

important source of information about the
significance of the site, interpretive programmes
should incorporate these oral testimonies—either
indirectly, through the facilities of the interpretive
infrastructure, or directly, through the active
participation of members of associated communities
as on-site interpreters.
4.

Visual reconstructions, whether by artists, architects,
or computer modelers, should be based upon
detailed and systematic analysis of environmental,
archaeological, architectural, and historical data,
including analysis of written, oral and iconographic
sources, and photography. The information sources
on which such visual renderings are based should be
clearly documented and alternative reconstructions
based on the same evidence, when available, should
be provided for comparison.

5.

Interpretation and presentation programmes and
activities should also be documented and archived
for future reference and reflection.

4.

Les reconstructions visuelles, par dessins d'artistes, par
des architectes ou par ordinateur, devraient être basés
sur une analyse détaillée et systématique des données
environnementales, archéologiques, architecturales et
historiques, en ce compris l'analyse des sources écrites,
orales, iconographiques et photographiques. Ces
sources d’information sur base desquelles les éléments
visuels sont basés devraient être clairement
documentées et les reconstructions alternatives basées
sur les mêmes preuves, lorsqu’elles sont disponibles,
devraient être fournies afin de permettre la
comparaison.

5.

Les programmes et les activités d'interprétation et de
présentation devraient également être documentées et
archivées pour servir de référence et de réflexion dans
le futur.

Principle 3:
Context and Setting

Principe 3 :
Le Contexte et l'Environnement

The Interpretation and Presentation of cultural heritage
sites should relate to their wider social, cultural,
historical, and natural contexts and settings.

L'interprétation et la présentation des sites patrimoniaux
devraient mettre en lumière la relation plus large des
sites avec leur contexte et leur environnement social,
culturel, historique et naturel.

1.

Interpretation should explore the significance of a site
in its multi-faceted historical, political, spiritual, and
artistic contexts. It should consider all aspects of the
site’s cultural, social, and environmental significance
and values.

1.

L'interprétation devrait explorer la signification d'un site
sous tous ses aspects: historique, politique, spirituel et
artistique. Elle devrait prendre en considération toutes
les valeurs culturelles, sociales et environnementales
du site.

2.

L’interprétation publique d’un site culturel patrimonial
devrait dater avec précision et faire la distinction entre
les phases successives et les influences subies au
cours de son évolution. Les différents apports
historiques à la signification d'un site devraient être
respectés.

3.

L'interprétation
devrait
également
prendre
en
considération tous les groupes qui ont contribué à la
signification historique et culturelle du site.

4.

Intangible elements of a site’s heritage such as
cultural and spiritual traditions, stories, music, dance,
theater, literature, visual arts, local customs and
culinary heritage should be considered in its
interpretation.

Les paysages alentours, l'environnement naturel et le
cadre géographique font partie intégrante des valeurs
historiques et culturelles d'un site et, en tant que tels,
devraient être pris en considération dans son
interprétation.

5.

The cross-cultural significance of heritage sites, as
well as the range of perspectives about them based
on scholarly research, ancient records, and living
traditions, should be considered in the formulation of
interpretive programmes.

Les éléments immatériels d'un site patrimonial, tels que
les traditions culturelles et spirituelles, les récits, la
musique, la danse, le théâtre, la littérature, les arts
visuels, les coutumes locales et le patrimoine culinaire
devraient être pris en compte dans son interprétation.

6.

La signification transculturelle des sites patrimoniaux
ainsi que la coexistence des différents points de vue qui
s'appuient sur la recherche, des faits anciens ou sur des
traditions vivantes devraient se retrouver dans la
formulation des programmes interprétatifs.

2.

The public interpretation of a cultural heritage site
should clearly distinguish and date the successive
phases and influences in its evolution. The
contributions of all periods to the significance of a site
should be respected.

3.

Interpretation should also take into account all groups
that have contributed to the historical and cultural
significance of the site.

4.

5.

6.

The surrounding landscape, natural environment,
and geographical setting are integral parts of a site’s
historical and cultural significance, and, as such,
should be considered in its interpretation.
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Principle 4:
Authenticity

Principe 4 :
Authenticité

The Interpretation and presentation of cultural heritage
sites must respect the basic tenets of authenticity in
the spirit of the Nara Document (1994).

L'interprétation et la présentation des sites patrimoniaux
doivent respecter leur authenticité dans l'esprit de la
Déclaration de Nara (1994)

1.

Authenticity is a concern relevant to human
communities as well as material remains. The design
of a heritage interpretation programme should
respect the traditional social functions of the site and
the cultural practices and dignity of local residents
and associated communities.

1.

L'authenticité concerne aussi bien les communautés
humaines que les vestiges matériels. La conception
d'un programme d'interprétation patrimoniale devrait
respecter les fonctions sociales traditionnelles d'un site,
les pratiques culturelles et la dignité des résidents et
des communautés associées.

2.

Interpretation and presentation should contribute to
the conservation of the authenticity of a cultural
heritage site by communicating its significance
without adversely impacting its cultural values or
irreversibly altering its fabric.

2.

L'interprétation et la présentation devraient contribuer à
la conservation de l'authenticité d'un site culturel
patrimonial par la communication de sa signification,
sans avoir d'incidences adverses sur ses valeurs
culturelles ou des altérations physiques irréversibles.

3.

All visible interpretive infrastructures (such as kiosks,
walking paths, and information panels) must be
sensitive to the character, setting and the cultural and
natural significance of the site, while remaining easily
identifiable.

3.

Tous les équipements et services d'interprétation
visibles (tels que kiosques, sentiers, panneaux
d'information) doivent s'intégrer harmonieusement dans
le site, respecter son caractère, son environnement et
ses valeurs culturelles et naturelles, tout en étant
facilement repérables.

4.

On-site concerts, dramatic performances, and other
interpretive programmes must be carefully planned to
protect the significance and physical surroundings of
the site and minimise disturbance to the local
residents.

4.

Les concerts in situ, les représentations théâtrales et
autres programmes d’interprétation doivent être
planifiés avec prudence pour protéger la signification du
site et l’environnement physique et de minimiser les
troubles à l’encontre des résidents voisins.

Principle 5:
Sustainability

Principe 5 :
Caractère durable

The interpretation plan for a cultural heritage site must
be sensitive to its natural and cultural environment,
with social, financial, and environmental sustainability
among its central goals.

Le plan d'interprétation d'un site patrimonial doit être
attentif à son environnement culturel et naturel. Son
caractère durable à long terme est un objectif majeur, aux
plans sociaux, financiers et environnementaux.

1.

The
development
and
implementation
of
interpretation and presentation programmes should
be an integral part of the overall planning, budgeting,
and management process of cultural heritage sites.

1.

L’élaboration et la mise en œuvre d'un programme
d'interprétation et de présentation devraient relever à
part entière du plan général de programmation et de
gestion d'un site patrimonial.

2.

The potential effect of interpretive infrastructure and
visitor numbers on the cultural value, physical
characteristics, integrity, and natural environment of
the site must be fully considered in heritage impact
assessment studies.

2.

L'incidence possible d'un équipement d'interprétation et
d'une fréquentation par de nombreux visiteurs sur les
valeurs culturelles, les caractéristiques physiques,
l'intégrité et l'environnement naturel d'un site fera l'objet
d'études préalables approfondies.

3.

Interpretation and presentation should serve a wide
range of conservation, educational and cultural
objectives. The success of an interpretive
programme should not be evaluated solely on the
basis of visitor attendance figures or revenue.

3.

L'interprétation et la présentation devraient servir un
large éventail d'objectifs éducatifs et culturels.
L'accroissement du nombre de visiteurs et des recettes
de fréquentation ne devrait pas être le seul critère de
succès d'un programme d'interprétation.

4.

Interpretation and presentation should be an integral
part of the conservation process, enhancing the
public’s awareness of specific conservation problems
encountered at the site and explaining the efforts
being taken to protect the site’s physical integrity and
authenticity.

4.

L’interprétation et la présentation devraient faire partie
intégrante du processus de conservation, accroissant la
conscience du public pour les problèmes de
conservation rencontrés sur le site et expliquant les
efforts faits pour protéger l’intégrité physique du site.

5.
5.

Any technical or technological elements selected to
become a permanent part of a site’s interpretive
infrastructure should be designed and constructed in

Tout élément technique ou technologique choisi pour
être un élément permanent de l’infrastructure
d’interprétation d’un site devrait être conceptualisé et
construit de manière à assurer une maintenance
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efficace et régulière.

a manner that will ensure effective and regular
maintenance.
6.
6.

Interpretive programmes should aim to provide
equitable and sustainable economic, social, and
cultural benefits to all stakeholders through
education, training and employment opportunities in
site interpretation programmes.

Les programmes d'interprétation devraient chercher à
apporter un bénéfice juste et durable aux acteurs à
travers l'éducation, la formation et la création d’emploi
dans des programmes d’interprétation de sites.

Principle 6:
Inclusiveness

Principe 6 :
Participation

The Interpretation and Presentation of cultural heritage
sites must be the result of meaningful collaboration
between heritage professionals, host and associated
communities, and other stakeholders.

L'interprétation et la présentation des sites culturels
patrimoniaux doivent être le résultat d’une collaboration
efficace
entre
professionnels
du
patrimoine,
communautés associées et autres acteurs.

1.

The
multidisciplinary
expertise
of
scholars,
community
members,
conservation
experts,
governmental authorities, site managers and
interpreters,
tourism
operators,
and
other
professionals should be integrated in the formulation
of interpretation and presentation programmes.

1.

L’expertise pluridisciplinaire des chercheurs, des
experts en conservation, des autorités publiques, des
gestionnaires et des interprètes de sites, des opérateurs
touristiques et autres professionnels devraient être
intégrée dans la formulation de programmes
d'interprétation et de présentation.

2.

The traditional rights, responsibilities, and interests of
property owners and host and associated
communities should be noted and respected in the
planning of site interpretation and presentation
programmes.

2.

Les droits traditionnels, les responsabilités et les
intérêts des propriétaires et des communautés
associées devraient être pris en compte et respectés
dans l'élaboration des programmes d'interprétation et
de présentation des sites.

3.

Plans for expansion or revision of interpretation and
presentation programmes should be open for public
comment and involvement. It is the right and
responsibility of all to make their opinions and
perspectives known.

3.

Les projets d'expansion ou de révision des programmes
d’interprétation et de présentation devraient être ouverts
aux commentaires et à une implication du public.
Chacun a le droit et la responsabilité de faire connaître
ses opinions et ses perspectives.

4.

Because the question of intellectual property and
traditional cultural rights is especially relevant to the
interpretation process and its expression in various
communication media (such as on-site multimedia
presentations, digital media, and printed materials),
legal ownership and right to use images, texts, and
other interpretive materials should be discussed,
clarified, and agreed in the planning process.

4.

En raison de l'importance de la propriété intellectuelle et
des droits culturels traditionnels dans les démarches
d'interprétation et du recours aux divers media (tels que
les présentations multi media in situ, les supports
électroniques et les imprimés), la propriété légale et le
droit d'usage des images, textes et autres documents
d'interprétation devraient être discutés, clarifiés et
approuvés dans le processus de programmation.

Principle 7:
Research, Training, and Evaluation

Principe 7 :
Recherche, Formation et Evaluation

Continuing research, training, and evaluation are
essential components of the interpretation of a cultural
heritage site.

L'interprétation des sites patrimoniaux est une entreprise
progressive et évolutive de compréhension et
d'explication, qui requiert des activités continues de
recherche, de formation et d'évaluation.

1.

The interpretation of a cultural heritage site should
not be considered to be completed with the
completion of a specific interpretive infrastructure.
Continuing research and consultation are important
to furthering the understanding and appreciation of a
site’s significance. Regular review should be an
integral element in every heritage interpretation
programme.

1.

L'interprétation d'un site ne devrait pas être considérée
comme aboutie au moment de la mise en fonction d'un
équipement et de services d'interprétation spécifiques. Il
importe qu’une recherche et des consultations
continues fassent progresser la compréhension et
l'appréciation des valeurs d'un site : elles devraient être
des
activités
inhérentes
à
tout
programme
d'interprétation du patrimoine.

2.

The interpretive programme and infrastructure should
be designed and constructed in a way that facilitates
ongoing content revision and/or expansion.

2.

Les programmes et les équipements d'interprétation
devraient être conçus et réalisés de manière à faciliter
la révision de leur contenu et / ou leur expansion.

3.

Interpretation and presentation programmes and their
physical impact on a site should be continuously

3.

Un suivi permanent et une évaluation continue sont
nécessaires
pour
analyser
les
programmes
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d'interprétation et de présentation et leur incidence
physique, sur base d'une analyse scientifique et des
réactions du public. Les visiteurs et les membres des
communautés associées, aussi bien que les
professionnels du patrimoine, devraient être associés à
ces démarches d'évaluation.

monitored and evaluated, and periodic changes
made on the basis of both scientific and scholarly
analysis and public feedback. Visitors and members
of associated communities as well as heritage
professionals should be involved in this evaluation
process.
4.

Every
interpretation
programme
should
be
considered as an educational resource for people of
all ages. Its design should take into account its
possible uses in school curricula, informal and
lifelong learning programmes, communications and
information media, special activities, events, and
seasonal volunteer involvement.

4.

Chaque programme d’interprétation et de présentation
devrait être considéré comme une ressource éducative
pour personne de tout âge. Sa conception devrait être
prise en considération dans son usage possible dans
les programmes scolaires, dans des programmes
d’études informelles et des programmes d’éducation et
de formation tout au long de la vie dans les média de
communication incluant l’Internet, les activités
spécifiques, les événements et l’implication saisonnière
des volontaires.

5.

The training of qualified professionals in the
specialised fields of heritage interpretation and
presentation, such as content creation, management,
technology, guiding, and education, is a crucial
objective. In addition, basic academic conservation
programmes should include a component on
interpretation and presentation in their courses of
study.

5

La formation de professionnels qualifiés dans les
domaines spécialisés de l'interprétation patrimoniale,
comme la création de contenus, la gestion, les
nouvelles technologies, les visites guidées et
l'éducation, est un objectif essentiel. Par ailleurs, les
programmes académiques de base en matière de
conservation devraient inclure des modules de
formation à l'interprétation et la présentation.

6.

On-site training programmes and courses should be
developed with the objective of updating and
informing heritage and interpretation staff of all levels
and associated and host communities of recent
developments and innovations in the field.

6

Des programmes de cours et de formation devraient
être proposés, sur le site même, en vue de la formation
continue et du perfectionnement du personnel chargé
de la gestion du site et de son interprétation ainsi que
des communautés associées et locales, ceci, afin de
suivre les progrès et les innovations dans le domaine.

7.

International cooperation and sharing of experience
are essential to developing and maintaining
standards
in
interpretation
methods
and
technologies. To that end, international conferences,
workshops and exchanges of professional staff as
well as national and regional meetings should be
encouraged. These will provide an opportunity for the
regular sharing of information about the diversity of
interpretive approaches and experiences in various
regions and cultures.

7.

La coopération internationale et le partage d’expérience
sont essentiels à l’élaboration et au maintien de normes
dans les méthodes et les techniques d’interprétation. A
ces fins, il conviendrait d'encourager l’organisation de
conférences internationales, d’ateliers, de réunions au
niveau national et local et l’échange des professionnels.
Ceci afin d’offrir la possibilité d'un partage régulier
d'informations sur la diversité des approches et des
expériences d'interprétation dans les diverses régions et
cultures du monde.
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A12
conservation plan te waimate mission house: gardens and grounds

Appendix 12: record
of roses
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A Record of the Roses planted at te Waimate Mission gardens
As compiled by Margaret Williams. December 2010
Since the restoration of Te Waimate Mission House, over sixty different roses have been planted in the
gardens. Sadly few plants have survived the poor management in recent years.
In the list of roses I have complied, I have used the familiar names referred to in early records. For more
detail I also have a full data base of the identification and description of each rose.
Our revered Rose historian Mrs. Nancy Steen visited the North in 1955 where she, identified and
collected Heritage roses. Although she wrote in detail of the roses at the historic sites, Te Waimate
Mission garden was not mentioned. She did however record seeing the roses Old Blush China and Indica
Major growing in the church cemetery.
1967
Historian Mrs. Ruth Ross wrote a letter to Mr. J. M. Stacpoole on the 6th August 1967 listing the historic
roses she and Nancy Steen had identified and which were to be sent to Te Waimate mission gardens.
This is an important historical record of the sources of early roses.
1986
This is the approximate date relating to the correspondence between Mr. O’Leary curator of Te
Waimate and Mr. Ken Nobbs who gave certain roses to the gardens. By this time Mr. O’Leary had
planted a considerable number of Heritage roses some of which had been purchased.
1988
This is the date given on informal rose lists compiled by Mr. O’Leary that were made available to me.
2010
I have listed the roses, which may still exist in the mission grounds and Church driveway.

2

The Gardens
It is an appropriate time to make a fresh start as far as the Waimate gardens are concerned.
Mr. O’Leary added a large collection of heritage roses to the gardens which were not
necessarily associated with the early missionaries. Whether mission gardens are suitable places
for the collection of historic roses is debateable. Many of the roses planted and loved by the
early settlers, unrestrained by the chill of Northern winters suckered alarmingly in our warm
Northland conditions. They have created quite a problem at Te Waimate. These roses if bought
in future need to be budded plants so they cannot sucker, or placed in a bed on their own
where their suckers can be restrained by the lawnmower!
I personally feel roses planted at Te Waimate should be largely confined to ramblers, climbers
and particularly China Roses.
China Roses were not only the first roses brought by the missionary wives to Oihi, but they are
roses that love the warmth of the North. They will flower 10 months of the year and do not
sucker. The roses selected for the garden should have as their foundation the quote from Mrs.
Selwyn to C.H.P. 4th April 1844. Selwyn Papers 1839-1865.
On arrival at our place in Waimate the young ladies scattered rose leaves on the path
and we especially admired an arch of flowers under which we passed chiefly China
roses.
‘scattered rose leaves on the path’
This was a reference to the Sweet Briar rose which was used as hedging. The Sweet Briar bush
gives off a delightful perfume of fresh apples from the leaves when they are crushed, or after
rain. Sweet Briar, in the limestone hills of Otago, has become a noxious weed. However in
Northland plants are now rare. I was delighted to find 3 bushes on the side of the Waimate
North road on the flats near where the old mission flour mill was located. These bushes could
be used for cutting material or seed. It would be lovely to restore the Sweet Briar hedges
around the mission orchard. Today we have the advantage that rose hedges can be trimmed
with motorised hedge clippers thus eliminating any worry concerning the spread of rose seed
by birds. (I may add that the Sweet Briar hips from Oihi, tested by Ken Nobbs, had a very high
Vit.C count. They could be dried and sold for herb teas.)

China roses
The China roses used on the arch would have been Slater’s Crimson China and Old Blush China.
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Slater’s Crimson China - Rosa. chinensis
I do not doubt the oral tradition that this rose, was the first cutting grown rose, brought by the
missionaries to Oihi. We are still trying to locate early photos that should confirm this. Roses
were planted on the graves of 16 people buried there. Early photos may help us locate the
position of the early graves. However, unlike the Sweet Briar, Slater’s Crimson does not sucker
nor does it often set seed. It therefore would not have survived the heavy grazing of the area by
sheep in preparation for the various Remembrance Services held at Marsden Cross.
A row of plants were planted in a bed at the front of Kemp House. The plant in my garden is
from a cutting from these roses taken by James Shepherd to the Whangaroa in 1838 and
handed down through the family. Slater’s Crimson China is considered the oldest named rose
in the world today. Its genes are in all modern roses as well as in Old Blush China.
Old Blush China. Rosa indica vulgaris 1750
This rose was in the Waimate church cemetery and located at the Edmonds’ ruins. Bishop
Pompallier loved this rose. A border of Old Blush China was planted in his memory on either
side of the path at Pompallier House.
The China roses have a fascinating history. They created great excitement when they finally
reached England from China. Never had a rose flowered perpetually in Europe before. Deep red
was an exciting new colour to add to the pale pink and white roses. A special agreement was
reached between Napoleon and Great Britain during the Napoleonic Wars to allow free passage
of these roses to Empress Josephine for her rose gardens near Paris.
The Samuel Marsden Rose
This rose is a sport of the Slater’s Crimson China bush growing by the steps of Kemp House. It
will be the rose advertised for the 2014 commemoration of Samuel Marsden’s landing. It is a
delightful rose. The flower colour is a richer more modern pink than Old Blush. In my garden it
is rarely without a flower.
Another China rose which is very popular in NZ and often grown as a hedge is R. chinensis var.
mutabilis. This rose has masses of single flowers that open pale apricot darkening in sunlight
through pink to red. The overall effect is of a bush of dancing butterflies. Mr. Nobbs used this
rose as a parent for two of his roses Elizabeth Colenso and The Active. The flowers of The
Active are very similar to Mutabilis. This rose can be grown as a bush or a flowering hedge to
1.2m high. A tiny new plant of The Active recently planted in my garden, appears to be
thornless.
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(The darkening of the flower is an interesting phenomenon of China roses. It is believed that
ultra violet light causes the flower to darken, unlike most roses which fade in bright sunlight.)
Ramblers
Ken Nobbs ramblers are at their most beautiful if allowed to climb up through trees, their
masses of flowers, spilling down out of the trees in spring. They are thornless making
maintenance a pleasure. Unfortunately the plants in the Waimate garden have been trimmed
to small bushes so they cannot flower. General Lamarque, the beautiful white climbing rose
growing on the corner of the Mission House is also trimmed to a little bush. It needs to be
allowed to climb up to 5 metres into a tree filling the garden with its perfume.
Ken Nobbs was my father, so I hesitate to say that Te Waimate would be an ideal place to
locate a collection of his roses in the mission grounds. Almost all his thorn free roses are named
after wives of missionaries. There is an increasing interest in his roses and the important of his
breeding.
We do not often have a photographic record of the missionary wives, but a picture of a
beautiful rose named after them gives them much deserved honour. It also gives scope for the
production of calendars, or booklets for sale. One lady is at present, writing a book about the
missionary wives and the roses blooming in her garden.
I am most surprised that the historic climbing rose called Cloth of Gold is not growing in any of
the mission gardens.
Cloth of Gold also known as Chromatella 1843 is a seedling of Lamarque. Both roses if given
adequate water and hot conditions will flower continuously. Cloth of Gold has 10 cm golden
double blooms. Nancy Steen records it having been recently cut out of the gardens of Henry
Williams home, ‘The Retreat’ and Clendon House.
Of Clendon House she writes…
Until recently a Cloth of Gold rose had covered the entire front of the long veranda, but
repairs to the building had made it necessary to sacrifice this hoary, but still floriferous
plant.
Some months ago I acquired cuttings of this rose which seems to strike easily. I would like to
give a plant to Kemp House with the suggestion it be allowed to grow up the large copper
beech tree and spill out its wonderful sprays of double gold flowers. However there does not
seem to be anyone who has the responsibility, to give permission for the overall planting of the
gardens. Kemp House has its gardens wonderfully maintained but it also has the same problem
of ramblers and climbers planted in inappropriate positions.
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Thank you for allowing me to record the rose plantings at the two important mission gardens. I
am sure in future more accurate records will be kept.
Margaret Williams
Heritage Roses Northland.
Roses at Te Waimate
ID
familarname
14 Alba semi-Plena
16 La Virginale Great Maiden's Blush
17 Felicite Parmentier
18 Madame Plantier
19 Great Maiden's Blush
42 Variegata de Bologna
49 Honorine de Brabant
5 Village Maid
21 Fantin-Latour
27 Slater's Crimson China
29 Old Blush
2 Marie-Louise
3 York and Lancaster
7 Madame Hardy
12 Quatre Saisons Autumn Damask
13 Kazanlik Trigintipetala
58 Celsiana
11 Anais Segales
20 Rosa Mundi
22 Charles de Mills
23 Perle des Panachees
25 President de Seze
26 Duchesse d'Orleans Orlean's rose
36 Sissinghurst Castle
43 Hippolyte
48 Belle de Crecy
61 Gloire de France
8 Lord Raglan
9 Baronne Prevost
41 Reine des Violettes
44 Baronne Prevost

group

1967 1986 1988 2010
Alba
No No Yes No
alba
No No Yes No
alba
No No Yes No
alba
No No Yes No
alba
No No Yes No
Bourbon
No No Yes No
Bourbon
No No Yes No
centifolia
Yes No Yes Yes
centifolia
No No Yes No
China
Yes No Yes No
China
Yes No Yes Yes
Damask
No No Yes No
Damask
No No Yes No
Damask
No No Yes No
Damask
Yes No Yes Yes
Damask
No No Yes No
Damask
No No Yes No
Gallica
Yes No Yes Yes
Gallica
No No Yes No
Gallica
No No Yes Yes
Gallica
No No Yes No
Gallica
No No No No
Gallica
No No Yes No
Gallica
No No Yes No
Gallica
No No Yes Yes
Gallica
No No Yes No
Gallica
No No No Yes
Hybrid Perpetual No No Yes Yes
Hybrid Perpetual No No Yes No
Hybrid perpetual No No Yes No
Hybrid Perpetual No No Yes No
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Roses at Te Waimate
ID
familarname
group
1967 1986 1988 2010
51 Urlich Brunner
Hybrid Perpetual No No Yes No
38 Nancy Steen
Hybrid tea
No No Yes No
6 Shailer's White Moss
Moss
Yes No Yes Yes
40 Chapeau de Napoleon crested moss
moss
No No Yes No
1 Lamarque
Noisette
No No Yes Yes
10 Anna Marie de Montravel
Polyantha
No No Yes Yes
57 Portland Rose Portlandica
Portland
No No Yes No
4 Multiflora watsonia
rambler
No No Yes No
37 Albertine
rambler
No No Yes No
45 Felicite Perpetue
rambler
No No Yes Yes
47 Veilchenblau
rambler
No No Yes Yes
50 R. Multiflora 'carnea'
rambler
No No Yes No
52 Elizabeth Hamilin
rambler
No Yes Yes Yes
53 Eliza Bedggood
rambler
No Yes Yes No
54 Mary Davis
rambler
No Yes Yes Yes
55 Jane Williams
rambler
No Yes Yes Yes
56 Martha Clarke
rambler
No Yes Yes Yes
35 Pink Grootendorst
Rugosa
No No Yes Yes
59 Frau Dagmar Hastrup (Hartopp)
rugosa
No No Yes Yes
28 The Macartney Rose
species
No No Yes Yes
30 Rosa multiflora
species
No No Yes Yes
31 The Chestnut Rose
species
Yes No Yes Yes
32 Sweet Briar
species
Yes Yes Yes No
33 Scotch Briar Burnet Rose double cream species
Yes No Yes Yes
34 Austrian Briar
species
No No Yes Yes
39 Scottish Briar var. Bicolour
species
No No Yes Yes
60 R. laevigata Cherokee Rose
species
Yes No No No
46 Souvenir de Mme Leonie Viennot
tea
No No Yes Yes

